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Molecular Modelling of Peptides and Proteins

by

Valerie Daggett

ABSTRACT

This thesis describes theoretical studies of peptides and proteins. The aim of this

work was to elucidate the forces that stabilize small peptides and to explore the

structure-function relationship in proteins. A variety of methods were employed: molecu

lar dynamics, free energy perturbation calculations and semi-empirical molecular orbital

calculations. Three separate studies focussing on small peptides are presented. The first

entails free energy perturbation calculations of charge interactions with the helix dipole.

The results are consistent with the helix dipole model, namely the introduction of charges

that can interact favorably with the helix dipole stabilize the helix. The calculated free

energies were too large to be realistic; however, this finding led to the investigation of

different dielectric models: linear distance dependent dielectric function, inclusion of

explicit solvent molecules, and a function that is sigmoidally dependent on distance. We

found that the latter model reproduced a number of experimental properties of a small,

helical peptide, with the advantage that it is much less computer-intensive than solvated

systems. The results of a molecular dynamics simulation of polyalanine to address

equilibrium motion and helix-coil transitions is also presented. This is the first simulation

to show unwinding and refolding of an helix without imposing constraints on the system.

The unfolded state remains very compact, however, and does not extensively sample

conformational space.

Three projects involving proteins are also presented. The first involves a new

method for estimating the free energy of interaction for particular portions of a molecule

with its surroundings. From these studies we were able to rationalize the drop in cata

lytic activity when the catalytic base, Glu 165, of triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) is

replaced by Asp. This method should also be of use in drug design by allowing a quick
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evaluation of the effect of charged substituents. These studies of TIM were extended to

include molecular dynamics simulations of wild-type TIM and five experimentally

characterized mutant isomerases. We employed both noncovalent enzyme-substrate

complexes and covalent complexes, meant to mimic the transition state, in order to

examine the effects of the mutation on both substrate binding and catalysis. Our simula

tions reproduce the highly cooperative nature of the interactions in the active site and

suggest that this approach may be useful for identifying particularly promising sites for

mutation. Lastly, we describe molecular orbital calculations of a reduced representation

of the trypsin active site to address amide and ester bond hydrolysis. We found a novel

sequence of events: the lowest energy path for formation of the tetrahedral intermediate

involved approach of the serine oxygen to the substrate followed by the simultaneous

proton transfer to the histidine and bond formation between the serine and substrate.
N
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction

A knowledge of the mobility of proteins is essential to understanding their proper

ties. For globular proteins internal motion has been implicated in enzyme catalysis,

ligand binding, macromolecular recognition and, of course, protein folding. Simulations

of proteins can provide detailed information about these processes that often cannot be

obtained experimentally.

Generally the method of molecular dynamics is used to simulate protein motion.

With this method one must have a well-defined starting structure. Another requirement

is a potential energy function whose parameters have been derived to reproduce struc

tures and energy trends in various model systems. Using molecular dynamics, the atoms

move due to the force of their own kinetic energy and the forces exerted upon them by all

other atoms. So, a trajectory of a constantly changing molecule moving through phase

space is generated.

The work described in this thesis makes extensive use of molecular dynamics to

study protein motion, the behavior of small peptides, and to calculate free energy

changes. This thesis is divided into two sections. The first section describes studies of

small peptides to explore the interactions that stabilize secondary structure, the structural

transitions that occur, and different electrostatic models for use in force fields. The

second section describes studies of proteins to explore the relationship between structure

and function. Each chapter is designed to stand alone and contains an introduction,

description of the methods used and the results obtained, and finally a discussion section.

There is a common thread running through these seemingly disparate themes. The aims

of the protein work are straightforward---to understand how motion and amino acid

replacements, both leading to structural changes, affect function. The peptide studies
were undertaken to investigate how charge and motion alter structure, working from the

premise that the study of small peptides is relevant to the behavior of proteins and will
eventually aid in protein design and studies of protein folding.
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CHAPTER 2: Free Energy Perturbation Calculations

of Charge Interactions with the Helix Dipole

The O-helix has an electric macrodipole arising from the alignment of peptide

dipoles parallel to the helix axis (Wada, 1976). It has been suggested that the helix

dipole plays a role in substrate binding (Hol et al., 1978; Wierenga et al., 1985;

Warwicker and Watson, 1982), catalysis (Hol et al., 1978; Van Duijnen et al., 1979; Hol,

1985), ion binding (Quiocho et al., 1987), and protein folding (Hol et al., 1981). Peptide

bonds are generally assigned a dipole moment of 3.5 Debyes(D). Confirmation for this

value of the dipole moment of peptide bonds comes from microwave data on formamide

gas, which has a dipole moment of 3.71 D (Kurland and Wilson, 1957). When polariza

tion due to hydrogen bonding and the effect of a polar solvent are considered, the peptide

dipole moment may be as great as 5.0 D (Wada, 1976). A continuous line dipole of 3.5

D per repeat unit (1.5 Å) is a reasonable approximation of helix dipoles in protein interi

ors where the dielectric constant is low (Hol et al., 1978). This representation results in

1/2 a positive charge at the amino-terminus of the helix and 1/2 a negative charge at the

carboxyl-terminus; these resultant charges are essentially independent of length.

This description of the helix macrodipole with charges centered at the ends of the

helix is an approximation. A more realistic model has the charges residing primarily on

the four mainchain amide hydrogens at the amino-terminus that do not form hydrogen

bonds and the four lone carbonyl oxygens at the carboxyl-terminus. Thus, each pole of

the helix dipole spans four residues (Figure 2.1). Therefore, it may be better to think of

electrostatic interactions with the helix dipole in terms of specific peptide dipole

moments, which are free to interact with nearby charges since they do not form hydrogen

bonds with residues from the adjacent turns in the helix.

In any case, the alignment of dipoles within secondary structure appears to be an

important determinant of the tertiary structure of proteins. Hol and co-workers (1981)
have calculated the electrostatic interactions between O-helices and B-sheets for a number
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of proteins and suggest that secondary structures pack in orientations maximizing favour

able electrostatic interactions. Further, these authors claim that the interactions are

strong enough to play a critical role in determining the tertiary structure of proteins.

Sheridan and co-workers (1982) have examined the electrostatic interaction energy of

helical bundles composed of four ot-helices. Their results indicate that an antiparallel

arrangement of the helices is favoured over a parallel orientation by 20 kcal/mole. Paral

lel arrangements are sometimes found in proteins though their interhelical angles are usu

ally larger than those of their antiparallel counterparts (Janin and Chothia, 1980; Richard

son, 1981). A larger tilt angle presumably minimizes charge repulsion between the poles

of the helices. Further, Sheridan et al. (1982) contend, in accord with Hol and co

workers (1981), that the helix dipole is important in the folding process, as they show

that energies for the most direct pairwise interactions of the helices en route to the folded

state show successively greater degrees of electrostatic stabilization. However, given

that they examined an arbitrary folding pathway, their results may not be general.

Other investigators disagree with Hol, Sheridan and their co-workers, concluding

instead that the role of the o-helix dipole in stabilizing and determining tertiary structure

is only marginally significant. Rogers and Sternberg (1984) have examined the role of

of-helix dipoles in stabilizing the tertiary structure of proteins using three dielectric

models: the uniform dielectric model, the distance dependent dielectric model, and the

cavity model. They find that electrostatic stabilization is very sensitive to the dielectric

model employed. For the first two models they calculate interaction energies for o

helix/o-helix packing of the same magnitude as those calculated by Hol et al. (1981) and
Sheridan et al. (1982) The cavity model, however, yields interaction energies that are up

to an order of magnitude lower than those calculated using the other two models. Rogers

and Sternberg argue that the cavity model is the most reasonable one for macromolecules
since it describes the different dielectric responses of the solvent and the protein. Hence,

they conclude that the role of the o-helix dipole in stabilizing tertiary structure is not sub
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stantial. All three modcls are, however, gross simplications of the actual system, which

can be separated into at least four distinct regions: bulk water with a high dielectric con

stant; the first hydration sphere surrounding the protein with unknown dielectric proper

ties; bulk protein with a heterogeneous dielectric environment; and the outer surface of

the protein with unknown dielectric properties.

Recent experimental work suggests that interactions with the helix dipole plays a

role in stabilizing small, isolated helical peptides. Small peptides (< 20 residues) are not

predicted to be helical in water (Zimm and Bragg, 1959; Sueki et al., 1984). Yet, the C

peptide of RNase A is partially helical under certain conditions (Bierzynski et al., 1982).

In exploring the factors responsible for the unpredicted stability, Baldwin and co-workers

found that charge interactions with the helix dipole are important in stabilizing the heli

cal structure (Shoemaker et al., 1985, 1987). Scheraga’s group recently reported an

extension of the Zimm–Bragg theory, incorporating the effect of specific peptide charge

dipole interactions on helix stability, that predicts reasonably accurately the overall helix

probabilities of various C-peptide derivatives (Vasquez et al., 1987).

In this paper we explore charge interactions with the helix dipole. To this end, we

have employed the free energy perturbation method, which uses molecular dynamics to

evaluate a statistical mechanically derived formulation of the free energy (Singh et al.,

1987). We chose to use the free energy perturbation method rather than to evaluate static

structures with Coulomb’s law because there are much smaller statistical errors associ

ated with calculated free energy changes than with changes in internal energies or enthal

pies. We also feel that it is important to allow structures to sample thermally allowed

motions, and, in fact, we found a number of cases where AG differed significantly from

what one calculates using the AE from idealized static structures or energy minimized

StructureS.

The free energy perturbation method has been shown to be very effective in calcu

lating solvation free energies (Bash et al., 1987a), binding free energies (Bash et al.,
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1987b), and catalytic free energies (Rao et al., 1987) with good agreement with experi

ment. These studies involved perturbing one amino acid into another and calculating a

single number to compare with experimental results. Recently a slightly different appli

cation of the free energy perturbation method was described that involves perturbing the

charges of various groups of atoms and determining the free energy of interaction

between these groups and their environment (described in Chapter 5), thereby providing

qualitative insight into the roles of specific charge interactions in substrate binding,

catalysis, or structural stabilization. We also emphasize a qualitative point of view in

this paper because: (1) No experimental free energies exist for these charge-dipole

interactions; and (2) There are technical problems in introducing charged groups into

molecular solvent models. This second problem is similar to that encountered by Bash et

al. (1987a). They find good agreement between the calculated and experimental solvation

free energies for neutral molecules but calculate large free energy changes for altering

the net charge of the system and point out problems with correcting for the reaction field

for perturbations that involve the creation of a charge.

The results of calculations on a model o-helix (polyalanine, 20 residues) are

presented below. We chose this model in order to examine inherent helical properties

without the complications involved with varied amino acid sequences. We calculated

changes in free energies for perturbing the charge of a methyl group as a function of

position along the helix and distance from the helix axis. In this way we examined

charge interactions with the helix dipole and salt bridge formation. Similar calculations

were performed on 3-strands as controls, because Hol and co-workers (1981) suggest that
there is little or no resultant dipole moment for an antiparallel 3-strand and that the dipole

moment of a parallel 3-strand is roughly a factor of five weaker than the helix dipole.
METHODS

Calculation of Free Energy Changes

All calculations were performed using AMBER version 3.0 (Singh et al., 1986).
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We calculated Gibbs (G) free energy changes using equation 1, where AH is the differ

ence in the Hamiltonian between two states, AG is the free energy difference between

these states, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and the symbol • Sof

indicates that an ensemble average is taken with respect to some reference state. (See

Singh et al., 1987 for a more thorough discussion of the method.)

AG = -RT ln & exp (-AH/RT) >..f Eq. 1

In the cases discussed here, H represented the interaction energy of the perturbed group

with its surroundings. These interaction energies were calculated at intermediate points

along the conversion pathway using an empirical force field with standard united atom

parameters (hydrogens on carbon atoms are incorporated into the van der Waals radius of

the carbon) (Weiner et al., 1984). Molecular dynamics at 300 K was used to generate the

ensemble of structures. Using the free energy perturbation method, the free energy due

to changes in intra-group interactions (that is, within the perturbing group) and inter

group interactions (that is, the group interacting with its environment) can be calculated

separately. In AMBER 3.0 only inter-group interactions are included in the free energy

determination.

The perturbations reported here involved changing the charge of Ca (the methyl

group of alanine) from its normal value of 0.031 to, in most cases, a full positive or nega

tive charge in specific residues along the sequence. We defined a perturbed group as an

entire residue, or residues, hence all of the atoms for a particular residue were part of the

perturbed group even though C5 was the only atom changed. The force field parameters

of the unaltered atoms were held constant so that the free energy change for the "pertur

bation" of these atoms was zero by equation 1. (The control calculation in which only

the charge of CB was defined as the perturbed group confirmed that the dominant interac

tion was between the C8 charge and its environment and not other atoms in the perturbed

residue.) Thus, the calculated free energy changes represent the interactions between the

perturbed residue and its environment but do not include intra-group interactions. This
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distinction is particularly important in the case of the salt bridge calculations where the

charges of two residues were perturbed simultaneously. In analogy to the example above,

the two residues were defined as part of the perturbing group and intra-perturbed residue

interactions were not calculated. As a result, the salt bridge calculations involved interac

tions between the perturbed residues and the peptide but did not include the inter-residue

charge-charge interaction.

Computational Details

We employed the windowing method of perturbation, which involves breaking up

the perturbation into discrete steps (windows), as described by Singh et al. (1987).

Except where noted below, progression from the unperturbed to the perturbed structure,

for the various simulations described, was carried out using 5-21 windows. 200 equili

bration steps and 400 steps of data collection were performed at each window, with a

step size of 1 femtosecond. This corresponded to a time course of 3.0-12.6 psec for each

perturbation. To test the dependence of the calculated free energy changes on the com

putational parameters and to ensure that we had sufficient sampling during the course of

perturbation, we also varied the number of windows, the number of steps of equilibration

and data collection per window, and the total time for one particular perturbation (Cp of

res 1 — -1, Cs of res 20 — +1). All free energies were calculated at 300 K. A distance

dependent dielectric constant (e=rij, where r is the intercharge separation between atoms

i and j) and a 10 Å nonbonded cutoff were used for the calculations. (Calculations were

also performed using a 50 Å nonbonded cutoff, yielding similar free energy changes to
those presented here.) The reported free energies represent the average of at least two

independent simulations.

Generation of Structures

We performed calculations on various conformations of polyalanine (20 residues),
both with and without terminal blocking groups (Figure 2.2). The initial O-helix and 3

strand structures were generated with ideal phi and psi angles using a routine from
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(0.248) (-0.500)
H

(-0.026) (0.526) (0.215) (-0.520)

CH2 C N C C N CH a
| (-0.520) | (0.526) (0.272)

O CB H
(-0.500) (0.031) (0.248)

20

Figure 2.2. Starting Structure for Perturbation Calculations. Partial charges are
given in parentheses. Models without blocking groups only contain the residues in
brackets and are terminated as shown.

=s
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ECEPP (Momany et al., 1975) (o-helix: © = -57, W = -47, antiparallel 3-strand: © = -140,

\, = 135, parallel 3-strand: © = -119, W = 113, extended 3-strand: © = 180, y = 180). It

should be emphasized that each 3-strand calculation involved perturbation of an isolated

strand, not a strand within a sheet. The partial charges in Figure 2.2 gave rise to a dipole

moment of approximately 3.8 Debyes per residue. Explicit counterions and solvent

molecules were not present.

All structures were minimized briefly to remove bad contacts and then equilibrated

at 300 K for at least 20 picoseconds (psec), using molecular dynamics, prior to free

energy perturbation calculations. In some cases the dihedral angles of the helix were res

trained, by applying a force constant of 100 kcal/mole-rad”, to minimize

conformationally-induced contributions to the calculated free energies. All of the salt

bridge calculations were performed with constrained helical structures to avoid confor

mational changes accompanying salt bridge formation. The 3-strand structures were con

strained for all calculations, as without restraints they became drastically distorted.

Distance Dependence of Calculated Free Energies

To examine the effect of the distance between the perturbed charge and the helix

axis on the calculated free energies, we calculated the free energy change for a particular

perturbation (residue 1, Cb charge — -1; residue 20, C6 charge – 41) as a function of

the distance between C, and Cº. Equilibrated (25 psec) polyalanine, without terminal

blocking groups, was used as the starting structure for the simulation with all Co. and C3

carbons separated by 2.0 Ä bonds. The new bond length replaced the normal bond length

(1.526 Å) in the parameter list. The structures achieved the new bond length within 0.2

psec of molecular dynamics and were stable during the perturbation simulation. Simi

larly, the starting structure for each subsequent perturbation was the final structure from

the previous simulation (with 0.5 Å shorter bond lengths). The ºy angles were res
trained and the total time for each perturbation was 5.4 pSec.
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Dielectric Dependence of Calculated Free Energies

For a few select perturbations we calculated free energies using a dielectric constant

of 80. All structures in this set (o-helix and the three 3 orientations) required dihedral

restraining forces of 150 kcal/mole-rad”. The large force constant was necessary to

maintain the structures because of the diminution of the strength of the hydrogen bonds

due to the higher dielectric constant.

Charge Distribution Dependence of Calculated Free Energies

Model peptides were then constructed, with actual amino acids at the ends of the

helix, to test the effect of having more realistic charge distributions in these positions

compared to the simple model of increasing Co-C5 bond lengths. We constructed the six

possible combinations of X1-(Ala)18-X2, where X1= Glu, Asp and X2= His, Lys, Arg.

The resulting six structures, with XI and X2 in their ionized states, were minimized

briefly and then equilibrated at 300 K for 10 psec. The free energy change for neutraliz

ing the charges of each structure was calculated. The pertinent original and all perturbed

charges are given in Figure 2.3. The b, \, angles were restrained and the total time for

each perturbation was 5.4 psec.

RESULTS

Overview of Charge Dipole Interactions

o-Helix

We present results for perturbing the charge of a methyl group at different positions

along the helical axis in Table 2.1. For every case in which a charge was introduced at
either end of the helix, the free energy change was consistent with the helix dipole

model, regardless of whether the molecule was blocked at the termini. All charges

expected to interact favourably with the macrodipole yielded negative free energies.

Likewise, perturbations that involve the introduction of charges with the same sign as the

poles of the dipole resulted in positive free energy changes.
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Figure 2.3. Original and Perturbed
Asp and X2 = His, Lys, Arg.

Charges for Xi-(Ala)is-X, where XI = Glu,
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We also observed a differential effect of the interaction of the perturbed charge with

the two ends of the helix. Comparison of the free energies for single charge perturbations

at the ends of the helix reveals that the effect of introducing a charge near the carboxyl

terminus was greater than at the amino-terminus. For example, the introduction of 1/2 a

positive charge at the C-terminus was 3 kcal/mole more favorable than introducing 1/2 a

negative charge at the N-terminus in the unblocked o-helix structure (-8.6 vs. -5.6

kcal/mole, second column of Table 2.1). When the charges were reversed in the same

structure there was a 4 kcal/mole difference between the two ends (4.5 vs. 8.5 kcal/mole,

Table 2.1). This suggests either that the magnitude of the charge due to the dipole is

greater at the C- than the N-terminus or that a specific interaction can occur. In the case

of our model this effect can be rationalized due to the difference in the magnitude of the

partial charges on the carbonyl oxygens and the amide hydrogens; the oxygens are more

negative (-0.500 charge units) than the hydrogens are positive (0.248 charge units).

It is also noteworthy that the blocking groups interacted with the poles of the helix

and influenced the outcome of the calculated free energy changes for perturbing charges

in these positions. (Compare the last two columns of Table 2.1.) In fact, for two of the

perturbations the free energy change doubled when the blocking groups were removed.

The differences between the blocked and unblocked helices were most striking at the C

terminus. The proximity of the terminal methyl-amino blocking group made the intro

duction of a positive charge at position 20 less favourable than in the absence of the

blocking group. Likewise, it was 4.3 kcal/mole more favourable to introduce half a nega

tive charge next to the N-methyl group than in the same position in the absence of the

blocking group. These results can be rationalized in terms of interactions between the

negatively charged Cº of residue 20 and the methyl-amino hydrogen. (The distance
between the two is 2.93 Å) In the case of introducing a negative charge the process is
more favorable with blocking groups than without because the negatively charged CB

interacts with the methyl-amino hydrogen. Conversely, introducing a positive charge is
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TABLE 2.1

Free Energy Changes For Perturbing Side
Chain Charges of Polyalanine (kcal/mole)

O-Helix
Perturbed Perturbed

Residue No. CB Charge AG” AG”
1,20 -1,+1 -23.6+ 0.5 -29.9 + 0.4
1,20 -0.5,4-0.5 -11 + 2 -13.9 + 0.3
1,20 +1,-1 12 + 2 24.0 + 0.1

1 -0.5 -4.3 + 0.2 –5.6 + 0.1
20 +0.5 –7 HE 2 -8.6 ± 0.2

1 +0.5 3.2 + 0.2 4.5 + 0.1
20 -0.5 4.2 + 0.2 8.5 + 0.1
10 +0.5 -4.0 + 0.2 -4.0 + 0.2
10 -0.5 3.0 + 0.2 3.2 + 0.1
6 +1 -4 + 1 –7-E 1
6 -1 -2.9 + 0.9 3.0 + 0.1

Antiparallel 3-Strand
Perturbed Perturbed

Residue No. CB Charge AG” AG”
1,20 -1,+1 1.7 ± 0.3 –7.2 + 0.1
1,20 -0.5,4-0.5 1.2 + 0.1 -3.4 + 0.1
1,20 +1,-1 -4.3 + 0.2 5.6+ 0.1

1 -0.5 1.4 + 0.1 -1.4 + 0.1
20 +0.5 -0.2 + 0.1 -2.0 + 0.1
10 +0.5 -0.4 + 0.2 -0.4 + 0.1

10 -0.5 l 0.1 + 0.2 0.2 + 0.1
Parallel 3-Strand

Perturbed Perturbed

Residue No. CB Charge AG” AG”
1,20 -1,+1 -0.3 + 0.2 -6.9 + 0.1
1,20 +1,-1 –7.4 + 0.7 5.7 ± 0.1

1 -0.5 0.3 + 0.1 -1.6+ 0.1
20 +0.5 -0.1 + 0.1 -1.7 ± 0.1
10 +0.5 -0.3 + 0.1 -0.2 + 0.1
10 -0.5 0.0 + 0.1 -0.1 + 0.1

“Neutral blocking groups on ends of structures, dihedral angles of 3-strands restrained.
*Dihedral angles restrained, no blocking groups.
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more difficult with the blocked structure due to the proximity of the positive charge on

the methyl-amino hydrogen of the blocking group. Thus, these neutral blocking groups

may influence helix properties more than one might have expected.

The results for introducing single charges near the center of the helix are also listed

in Table 2.1. The free energies for perturbing the charge of residue 10 were independent

of the blocking groups; different free energies were obtained depending on whether

blocking groups were present for perturbation of residue 6. There was a clear preference

for a positive charge at both of these positions in the structures both with and without

blocking groups, although it was also favourable to introduce a negative charge at residue

6 in the blocked helix. The addition of a negative charge at residue 6 was presumably

favoured because of the proximity to the positive pole of the helix. The preference for a

positive charge in these positions can be rationalized in terms of the orientation of the

methyl groups. The methyl groups are on the outside of the helix and are inclined

towards the N-terminus. This orientation places the methyl groups closer to the main

chain carbonyl oxygens on the preceding residues in the turn of the helix than the neigh

boring amide hydrogens. For example, the distance between Cs of residue 10 and the

carbonyl oxygen of residue 6 is 4.40 Å; while only 3.55 Å separates the C8 of residue 10

and the oxygen of residue 7. However, the distance between Cs of residue 10 and the

amide proton of residue 14 is 5.06 Å. Irrespective of the sign of the introduced charge,
all of the calculated free energies for introducing a charge near the center of the helix

were almost an order of magnitude lower than for charge interactions at the poles of the

helix.

3-Strands

Calculations similar to those described above for charge interactions in the O-helix

were performed on antiparallel, parallel, and extended B-strands; the results of these cal
culations are presented in Figure 2.4 and in Table 2.1. Comparison of free energies for
various perturbations with and without blocking groups, shows that there were substan
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Figure 2.4. Free Energy Changes for Perturbing Side Chain Charges (kcal/mole).
The free energy changes are for the introduction of full charges in the positions
indicated. Solid circles represent blocking groups.
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tial interactions between the blocking groups and the charges at the ends of the strands.

In fact, a number of the free energies change sign upon removal of the blocking groups.

We found considerable free energy changes for charges interacting with the ends of the

unblocked strands (Table 2.1); like the o-helix, the 3-structures preferred the introduction

of negative charges at the amino-terminus and positive charges at the carboxyl-terminus.

Charge perturbations near the center of the B-strands (residue 10) yielded low free ener

gies (< 0.5 kcal/mole) and, unlike the same perturbation in the helix, did not show charge

discrimination.

Comparison of o-Helix and 3-Strands

A comparison of the results for any particular perturbation of both the unblocked

o-helix and 3-strand structures indicates that the introduction of negative charges near the

N-terminus of the peptide and positive charges near the C-terminus stabilized the helix

to a greater extent than the 3 structures. (See Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4.) Furthermore, the

reversal of these charges resulted in positive free energies in the unblocked structures.

Again, the effect was greater for the o-helix than for the 3-strands. These results are con

sistent with the helix dipole model, although the magnitudes of the calculated free ener

gies are too large to be realistic.

Sampling Dependence

Table 2.2 lists the results for varying computational parameters for a particular per

turbation (Residue 1 CF charge — -1; Residue 20 CE charge – 41) of both a blocked and
an unblocked o-helix. The free energies varied somewhat with the length of the simula

tion time and the time for data collection. The free energies for perturbation of the

blocked o-helix converged faster than the unblocked structure. The favorable interac

tions between the charges introduced at the ends of the helix and the blocking groups

protect the ends of the helix against fraying. The unblocked o-helix was more mobile

than the blocked structure and the final structures after perturbation can differ quite a bit;

the RMS deviation between the final unblocked perturbed structures of the 49 and 97
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TABLE 2.2
Calculated Free Energies as a Function

of Computational Parameters”

Unconstrained Helix with Blocking Groups

Number of Steps of Steps of Data Total Time AG
Windows Equilibration Collection (psec) (kcal/mole)

5 200 400 3.00 –24.7 ± 2.0
11 350 800 12.65 –26.0 + 1.0
21 200 400 12.60 –28.1 + 1.0
41 400 800 49.20 –28.9 + 0.4
81 400 800 97.20 –28.2 + 0.2

Unconstrained Helix without Blocking Groups

Number of Steps of Steps of Data Total Time AG
Windows Equilibration Collection (psec) (kcal/mole)

5 200 400 3.00 –31.3 + 1.0
21 200 400 12.60 -33.0 + 0.9
41 400 800 49.20 -34.6 + 0.5
81 400 800 97.20 –37.6 + 0.1

“Equilibrated polyalanine models (25 psec), with and without blocking groups, are used
as the starting structures for perturbation. The same perturbation is performed for each
combination of computational parameters: the C8 charge of residue 1 — -1 and the C8
charge of residue 20 — +1.
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psec simulations was 1.29 Å (matching all atoms). Hence, with systems that can undergo

conformational changes the free energies as a function of simulation time may not con

verge because they do not converge on the same structure. Another point worth mention

ing is that the total time of the perturbation and the degree of sampling at a particular

window were less important in approaching the consensus AG than the number of win

dows used for the perturbation. (Compare the 11 versus 21 window runs for the uncon

strained helix.)

Despite the difference in the calculated free energy changes in Table 2.2, the results

are similar enough, and the trends do not change, to have confidence in the results from

short simulations. The free energies in Table 2.2 differ from those presented in Table 2.1

at least in part because the dihedral angles of the structures used for the calculations in

Table 2.2 were not restrained. The use of unconstrained structures and longer simulation

times led to slightly different final structures for the various simulations.

Magnitude of Calculated Free Energy Changes

Although our results are qualitatively consistent with the helix dipole model, the

magnitude of the calculated free energies is too large when compared with experiment.

While accurate experimental free energies are not yet available, the free energy changes

are expected to be approximately 0.5-2.0 kcal/mole, since the apparent helical content

can be altered with small changes in temperature, pH or salt concentration (Shoemaker et

al., 1985, 1987). That we calculated free energies of much greater magnitude is almost

entirely due to two factors: the distance between the charge and the helix dipole and the
use of a low effective dielectric constant. Both of these points are addressed below.

Distance Dependence

The large calculated free energy changes were partially due to the initial placement

of the charge(s). We perturbed the charges of particular alanine methyl groups, therefore
the introduced charges were very near the helix axis. To simulate more realistic distances

of the charge from the axis, we increased the Co-C8 bond lengths. A plot of the
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calculated free energy as a function of Co-C8 bond length appears in Figure 2.5. The free

energy changes decreased in magnitude as the side chain charge got farther from the

helix axis. Given these results, short side chains, or longer mobile side chains that allow

close approach of the charged functional group to the helix dipole, should be effective in

stabilizing or destabilizing helices.

Dielectric Dependence

Free energy changes were calculated using a dielectric constant of 80 for one partic

ular perturbation, the charge of residue 1 was perturbed to -1 and that of residue 20 to +1,

in the o-helix and the 3-structures. The free energy change for this perturbation in the o

helix was -1.0 kcal/mole. When this same perturbation was carried out on the parallel

and antiparallel 3-strands, a AG of -0.4 kcal/mole was obtained. These values are much

closer to what one would expect experimentally, although they probably represent lower

bounds for the free energies.

Charge Distribution Dependence

Having shown that the free energy changes decrease in magnitude as the "pseudo

bond" distance between the Co. and CB carbons increases, we examined a more realistic

model based on the six possible charged combinations of an helix of the form X1

(Ala)is-X2---where X1=Asp, Glu and X2= His, Lys, Arg. The free energies for neutraliz

ing the charges of these amino acids were calculated. The results are presented in Table

2.3. All of the free energies were positive since we began with favourable charge-helix

dipole interactions and removed the charges on the functional group interacting with the

helix dipole. (See Figure 2.3 for the original and perturbed charges used.)

In comparing the various combinations of X1 and X2, the most important factor in

determining the magnitude of the free energy was the distance of the charged portion of
the residue from the ends of the helix. It is important to note that the Ö, Ü, angles of the

helix were restrained but the side chains were unhindered conformationally. The free

energies for perturbing the charges of the Glu-(Ala)is-His and Asp-(Ala)18-His peptides
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Figure 2.5. Free Energy Changes as a Function of Cº-Cº Bond Length. The free
energy changes are calculated for the same perturbation (residue 1 Cº-> -1, resi
due 20 CE → +1) in polyalanine models with various C., C5 bond lengths.
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were essentially the same (Table 2.3). Although the glutamate is in a position to interact

more strongly with the positive pole of the helix dipole than the aspartate, the histidine is

closer to the negative pole of the helix in the Asp, His peptide than in the Glu, His pep

tide. Similar compensation can be seen when comparing the other combinations. The

glutamate of the Glu-(Ala)18-Lys peptide is 0.4 A closer to the helix than the aspartate of

the Asp-(Ala)18-Lys helix. The Asp-(Ala)18-Lys peptide was stabilized by these charge

dipole interactions by almost 2 kcal/mole more than the Glu, Lys combination. The rea

son for this appears to be that the lysine in the Asp-(Ala)is-Lys peptide is 2.3 Å closer to

the negative pole of the helix than in the Glu, Lys case. A similar argument can explain

the stabilization of the Glu-(Ala)18-Arg helix compared to the Asp-(Ala)18-Arg peptide,

although in this case the arginine is roughly the same distance from the negative end of

the helix dipole in both peptides while the glutamate is 1.2 Å closer to the N-terminus
than is the aspartate. Nevertheless, perturbation of the charges of actual amino acid resi

dues gives qualitatively similar results to those obtained for increasing the C. , C■ bond

lengths. The distance between the charge and the poles of the helix dipole is critical in

explaining the stabilization conferred to a structure by virtue of charge-dipole interac

tions. It is difficult to anticipate, however, the positions of conformationally mobile resi

dues.

Salt Bridge Calculations

The free energy changes for salt bridge formation along an O-helix were calculated

by simultaneously perturbing the Cp charge of two residues, either three or four residues

apart. It is important to note that the calculated free energy changes represent interac

tions between the salt bridge and the helix but do not include interactions between the

two perturbed groups (e.g. charge-charge interactions). The charge-charge interactions
can be estimated using the following relationship:

AG = 332 qi q2 /r1.2 e Eq. 2

The average Cº-Cº distance for the i-i-4 salt bridges is 6.00 Å, which yields a free
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TABLE 2.3
Free Energies for Perturbing Charge Distribution of the End

Residues of X1-(Ala)is-X3

Dist. to Helix”

XI X2 AG X■ X2

Glu His 10.4 + 0.7 2.5 4.1

Glu Lys 6.6 + 0.3 3.0 4.9
Glu Arg 8.0 + 0.2 2.5 3.4
Asp His 11.0 + 0.7 4.3 3.4
Asp Lys 8.5 + 0.1 3.4 2.6
Asp Arg 6.3 + 0.5 3.7 3.6

* The calculated free energy change is for the simultaneous perturbation of X, and X2 as
shown in Figure 2.6.

* This is the closest distance (in Å) between perturbed atoms of X, and X2 and the nonhy
drogen bonded amide hydrogens (residues 1-4) and carbonyl oxygens (residues 17-20) in
the final structures following the perturbation simulations.
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energy change of -9.2 kcal/mole for a distance dependent dielectric constant. The aver

age C5-C8 distance of 5.75 Å for i-i-3 salt bridges yields a free energy change of -10.0

kcal/mole. These free energy changes, like those presented above for single charge per

turbations, are only useful for qualitative comparisons since the values are roughly -0.7

kcal/mole if a dielectric constant of 80 is used. So, the total change in free energy for

introducing a salt bridge into a structure is the sum of the charge-charge interaction and

the calculated free energies in Figure 2.6 for the interactions between the salt bridge and

the helix.

Figure 2.6 shows the calculated free energy changes for forming i–-i-H4 and i-i-H3

salt bridges along an o-helix. Virtually all of the free energy changes for forming i—i-4

salt bridges depended on the polarity of the perturbed charges, e.g. salt bridges at the

ends of the helix were favoured when the salt bridge charges closest to the poles of the

dipole were complementary to the dipolar charges. Salt bridges at the C-terminus of the

blocked structure were an exception. These results can be rationalized in terms of elec

trostatic interactions between the perturbed groups and the methyl-amino blocking group.

The negatively charged CB of residue 20 can interact, as discussed above, with the posi

tively charged hydrogen of the methyl-amino group (2.93 Å separates these atoms), mak

ing a seemingly unfavourable perturbation favourable. The same salt bridges behaved as

one would predict in the absence of terminal blocking groups. That there is a preference

for a (+,-) salt bridge in the interior of the helix (residues 9 and 13) over the (-,+) orienta

tion points out the importance of local interactions, since one would expect the (-,+) salt

bridge to be preferred on the basis of favourable interactions with the helix moment.

In our calculations the free energy contribution to helix stability from i->i+3 salt

bridges was not consistently dependent on directionality of the salt bridge. In fact,

almost all of the free energies for formation of the salt bridges in models with blocking

groups were favourable, regardless of whether the salt bridge was aligned with or against
the charges of the helix dipole. In the absence of blocking groups, there was some
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Figure 2.6. Free energy changes for forming salt bridges in an o-helix (kcal/mole).
The free energy changes are for the introduction of full charges in the positions
illustrated, where the arrowhead indicates the position of the negative charge.
Solid circles represent blocking groups.
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dependence on polarity.

With few exceptions, the formation of i–Pi44 salt bridges was more favourable than

i—ºi-3 salt bridges. The i->i+4 salt bridges are essentially colinear with the macrodi

pole. The i->i+3 salt bridges extend across the helical axis at angles of approximately 30

degrees. The difference in the magnitudes of the free energies between i– i+4 and

i—ºi+3 salt bridges may be due to more direct interactions of the i-i-4 salt bridges with

the helix dipole. This effect is probably less important with longer side chains where the

charged functional group is farther from the helix axis. Even in our simple model,

though, the dominant term in determining the difference between i->i+3 and i-i-H4 salt

bridges at the ends of the helix is probably repulsive in nature. As can be seen in Figure

2.1, the region of positive electrostatic potential near the N-terminus spans four residues.

So, when residue 1, for example, carries a favourable negative charge, formation of a salt

bridge would favour placement of the corresponding positive charge at residue 5 over

residue 4. Likewise, for the opposite, unfavourable orientation of the salt bridge (+,-),

i—i+3 salt bridges are less unfavourable than the i–Pi4-4 spacing, since the negative

charge is still within the region of positive electrostatic potential in the fourth position.

DISCUSSION

Recent work by Baldwin and co-workers on small peptides in water, suggests that

charge interactions with the helix dipole can stabilize helical structures (Shoemaker et

al., 1985, 1987; Marqusee and Baldwin, 1987). They synthesized various analogs of the

C-peptide of RNase A and some de novo peptides to examine the dependence of helix

stability on the position of the charge along the helix axis as well as the stability con

ferred to the structure by salt bridges (Table 2.4).

The experimentally observed helix stabilities of the C-peptide homologs as a func
tion of amino acid composition are qualitatively consistent with the calculated free

energy changes presented in this paper. For example, when the charged residues
interacting favourably with the helix dipole are replaced by neutral residues, helix con
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tent decreases. In fact, for the first two cases in Table 2.4 Baldwin and his co-workers

find negligible amounts of helix when the N-terminal Glu is replaced by Ala and the C

terminal His is replaced by Ala (Shoemaker et al., 1985). A similar effect for an His at

the C-terminus of an helix has also recently been reported by Sali et al. (1988). Further,

Shoemaker et al. (1987) find that stability is dependent on the N-terminal charge (cases

4, 5 and 6 of Table 2.4), as would be predicted by our results on varying the charge of the

terminal residue without blocking groups (Table 2.1).

We found that salt bridges were secondary to favourable single charge interactions

with the ends of the helix, in terms of direct interactions with the dipole. For example,

the introduction of a negative charge at the N-terminus and a positive charge at the C

terminus of the unblocked peptide, stabilized the structure by 29.9 kcal/mole (Table 2.1);

while, the formation of an i–Pi4-3 salt bridge at each end of the helix, aligned to interact

favourably with the dipole, stabilized the structure by 10.3 kcal/mole (Figure 2.6). A

similar effect has been seen experimentally by Shoemaker and co-workers (1985) (case 3

of Table 2.4). When Glu 9 is replaced by leucine, helix stability increases even though

Glu 9 is in a position to form a salt bridge with His 12. Bradley et al. (1989) report a

similar role for an His residue in an helical peptide. Hence, experimental results also

suggest that single charge interactions with the poles of the helix dipole stabilize helices

more than multiple charges near the poles of the helix, even when these charged groups

can form salt bridges.

Marqusee and Baldwin (1987) studied the role of i–Pi43 and i–Pi44 salt bridges in

stabilizing alanine-based peptides. Essentially, they find that i–Pi44 salt bridges stabilize

helices to a greater extent than do i–Pi43 salt bridges, and for both spacings the effect is

greater when the charges are in positions to interact favourably with the helix dipole. Our
calculated free energy changes for formation of salt bridges with analogous orientations

and spacings (Figure 2.6) are consistent with these experimental results. Marqusee and
Baldwin (1987) suggest that the difference in the ease of making hydrogen bonds
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TABLE 2.4
Effects of Substitutions on C-Peptide Derivatives

Peptide" Substitution Helix Content

1. KETAAAKFERAHA" H(12)—A no helix
2. E(2)—A no helix
3. E(9)—L f

4. Ac-AETAAAKFLAAHA* Ac-A—succinyl-A N
5. Ac-A—A Ny
6. Ac-A—K Ny

* The C-terminus of each of the peptides is amidated. Ac represents an acetyl group.
* Shoemaker et al., 1985.

* Shoemaker et al., 1987.
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between preferred rotamer conformations of glutamate and lysine may explain why an

i–Pi4-4 salt bridge is more helix stabilizing than an i->i+3 orientation. Our results on salt

bridge calculations in polyalanine suggest that the spacing of the salt bridge itself is

important in determining the stability conferred to the helix, since we do not have dif

ferent side chain conformations to consider.

As mentioned in the results section, we found asymmetry of the helix---the magni

tude due to the charge near the C-terminus was greater that at N-terminus. This may be

an inherent property of the helix dipole and not just a property of our peptide model.

Both experimental (Wolfenden, 1978) and theoretical (Bash et al., 1987a) studies on the

solvation of acetamide and N-methylated derivatives suggest that the N-H hydrogen

bonding potential of the amide group is relatively unimportant in determining the solva

tion properties of these compounds and that the interaction of water with the carbonyl

group is the major factor in determining the very negative solvation free energy of the

amide group.

We found that charge interactions with both the antiparallel and the parallel 3

strands yield much lower, but significant, free energies than the analogous perturbations

of the o-helix. Wada (1976) points out that one-third of the residue moment lies along

the axis of both antiparallel and parallel 3-strands. We found no evidence, however, for a

macrodipole in the 3-structures. Perturbation of an extended 3-strand yielded free energy

changes of the same magnitude as the antiparallel and parallel B-strands. There should

only be minimal alignment of the dipoles in the extended orientation. That we calculated

similar free energy changes for all three of the B structures suggests that we may only be

observing an end effect, providing further support for the importance of local interac

tions. To further complicate the matter, the single strand B-structure geometries were not

stable; even with constraints the strands twist and bend a great deal.

A comparison between the calculated free energies and what one would expect

given static structures gives some idea of the deviations from ideality. For example, the
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interaction between an ideal O-helix (represented as a line dipole) and favourable charges

1.5 Å from the poles of the dipole yield interaction energies of -42.4 kcal/mole, neglect

ing screening and assuming complete alignment of the dipoles. In contrast, we calculated

free energy changes of -29.9 kcal/mole for the same interaction using the perturbation

method. The difference between the two values can easily be reconciled given the use of

e=1 for the interaction of charges with the static structure and a distance dependent

dielectric constant using the perturbation method. Another factor contributing to this

discrepancy is the local perturbation in structures that occurs during dynamics. Using

Wada’s (1976) values for the extent of axial residue dipole moment alignment (1a, ■ pire,

= 0.376 for parallel 3-strands, 0.312 for antiparallel strands, and 0.127 for extended

strands), results in interaction energies of -3.0, -2.5, and -1.0 kcal/mole for parallel,

antiparallel, and extended 3-strands, respectively. These values obviously differ

markedly from the free energy changes given in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4. Hence, the 3

structures are probably too mobile, even when constrained, to detect such subtle differ

ences in the alignment of the dipoles and instead specific local interactions dominate the

calculated free energies.

In proteins there is a clear preference for negatively charged residues to occur near

the N-terminus of an o-helix and positively charged residues near the C-terminus. The

results of two commonly referenced studies, cataloguing these tendencies, agree that

there is a greater probability for glutamic acid to be found at the N-terminus (first 3 resi

dues) than aspartic acid (Chou and Fasman, 1978; Crawford et al., 1973). These studies

differ in the probabilities of occurrence of positively charged residues at the C-terminus,

though. Chou and Fasman (1978) find that lysine is favoured over histidine and arginine
follows, although there are intervening residues; in contrast, Crawford and co-workers

(1973) have in decreasing order of probability His > Lys > Arg. On the basis of the

results for calculated free energies as a function of the distance between Co. and CB (Fig

ure 2.4), we would expect asparatate to be favoured over glutamate at the N-terminus and
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His P Lys > Arg at the C-terminus. However, in our simulations with actual charged

amino acids at the ends of the helix, glutamate is able to more closely approach the poles

of the helix than is aspartate. Glutamate may be favoured over aspartate for this reason.

The differences between the ordering of residues at the C-terminus between the two

sources may be due to differences in their definitions of turns and helices and insufficient

sampling [e.g. Chou and Fasman (1978) examined 29 proteins and Crawford et al. (1973)

used a basis set of 11 proteins]. Our results with histidine, lysine and arginine at the C

terminus of an o-helix do not allow discrimination between the two sources. Instead, we

find that the stability conferred to a structure by charge-dipole interactions is determined

by how closely the charged functional group can approach the poles of the helix. Further

and more extensive studies are necessary, both in terms of simulations and in cataloging

the tendencies for charged residues at the ends of helices with a larger basis set of pro

teins, to alleviate ambiguities.

Essentially all of our results are consistent with the helix dipole model and qualita

tively consistent with the available experimental data. While the magnitudes for the cal

culated free energies using the dielectric model e=r and formal charges on the 3 carbons

are too large to be experimentally reasonable, they drop to more moderate values as the

distance between the charge and dipole increases. To model these interactions more

rigorously, counterions on the charges and solvent should be included. There are

difficulties in doing this, however. The calculated free energies for perturbing the

charges of an helix in water include the interaction of the charge with the peptide and a
much larger term due to reorientation of water molecules that accompanies "growing" a
charge in water. The huge interaction energy between the charge and the water

molecules overwhelms the relatively small interaction between the charge and the pep

tide. Therefore we need a control case to compensate for the reaction field term. The B

structures could perform this control function but we would be left with the problem of
looking for small differences between large numbers. The simulations are not computa
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tionally feasible, either, because the free energies for introducing charges into water con

verge very slowly. Weighing these factors the simpler case of e=r allows us to qualita

tively evaluate different interactions and test limiting cases by the use of different dielec

tric models.

Why not just use Coulomb's law to calculate electrostatic energies? With idealized

geometries we cannot realistically evaluate any subtle local geometry changes that might

accompany the introduction of charged residues. If we use molecular mechanical minim

ization and compare internal energies, the uncertainty in these energies is significantly

greater than in free energies (Bash et al., 1987a,b). Thus, it makes sense to use the free

energy approach in a semi-quantitative application such as this. We emphasize that the

computer time required for these simulations is quite modest, a typical mutation in Table

2.1 requires less than 30 minutes on a FPS 264 array processor.

Also, as mentioned above, to model these electrostatic interactions more realisti

cally, in addition to solvent, counterions should be included in the system. However, the

addition of counterions leads to further complications; besides screening the charge on

the methyl groups of the peptide, the counterions interact with the structure. On another

level, Matthew (1985) points out that it is not rigorously correct to uniformly assign the

same set of partial charges to peptide dipoles throughout the structure, as the microen

vironment around particular dipoles is probably different and should be taken into

account to obtain accurate results. Given the simple system examined here with all resi

dues exposed, the use of a single set of partial charges is reasonable.

The use of a distance dependent dielectric constant (e=ri,j), which is expected to

partially compensate for the absence of solvent, leads to an overestimation of the effect

of changing a full charge and provides another explanation for the large calculated free

energies. The commonly accepted value for the dielectric constant of the protein interior
is between 1 and 5 (Pethig, 1979). However, recent experimental work (Rees, 1980;

Russell and Fersht, 1987; Russell et al., 1987) suggests that the effective dielectric con
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stant of the protein interior might be between 40 and 50, although this is probably due to

interactions through the solvent. So, using a distance dependent dielectric constant,

which yields an average dielectric constant of approximately 5 for our system,

significantly underestimates the influence of solvent. The calculations using a larger

dielectric constant of 80 yield free energies that are more reasonable.

Although more reasonable free energies are obtained by using e=80, there are prob

lems with using such a high dielectric constant in this simple manner. Under these con

ditions the o-helix will fall apart during dynamics (with the force field within AMBER)

due to the diminution of the strength of the hydrogen bonds. For example, the average

electrostatic component to the hydrogen bond in the o-helix is worth 4.6 kcal/mole with

e=r but drops to 0.17 kcal/mole when e=80. Another problem with a high uniform

dielectric constant is that interactions through the peptide and through the water immedi

ately surrounding the peptide are treated like bulk water, leading to an underestimation of

the free energy change for a process.

Recently, continuum dielectric models have been successful at modeling shifts in

pKa of a particular residue as a result of site-specific mutations (Gilson and Honig, 1987;

Sternberg et al., 1987). With continuum, or cavity, models the protein is considered a

cavity of some given shape with a low dielectric constant (usually e=2-4) in a solvent

with an high dielectric constant (e=80). It is conceivable that such an approach would

provide more reasonable absolute free energy changes than the method that we employed

but it would be at the expense of molecular detail. There are also a number of other draw

backs to using continuum models. Calculations using such models generally require very

large amounts of computer time; while, the free energy perturbation method allows us to

quickly calculate free energies for our system. Also, most charges are at the interface
between the high dielectric solvent and the lower value of the protein in cavity models.
This interface, or dielectric boundary, is where the fields are most sensitively dependent

upon position, and hence where continuum models are at their weakest (Rogers, 1986).
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For an isolated helix it is precisely this region that is of interest. Many other peculiarities

of cavity dielectric models have been discussed by Rogers (1986). So, although cavity

models might give more reasonable free energies for charge dipole interactions, it is at

the expense of molecular detail. It is molecular detail that we are interested in and we

showed a number of cases where specific local interactions are important. Also, as our

model becomes more sophisticated, by using varied amino sequences, other contributions

to the free energy, such as van der Waals forces, may become important; continuum

dielectric models do not account for other than electrostatic interactions.

Despite the shortcomings mentioned here, further refinement of our model should

address the problem of the magnitude of the free energies, but the sign of the energies

would not be expected to change.
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CHAPTER 3: Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Small

Peptides: Dependence on Dielectric Model and pH

The o-helix is the most abundant form of secondary structure found in globular pro

teins (Creighton, 1983) and may also be important in directing protein folding. The

framework model of protein folding proposes that secondary structure is formed early in

folding and that these preformed, marginally stable units of secondary structure coalesce

to form tertiary structure (Ptitsyn and Rashin, 1975; Karplus and Weaver, 1976; Kim and

Baldwin, 1982). This hypothesis implies that secondary structure should be present

under conditions where folding occurs spontaneously, but until recently most attempts to

detect secondary structure within small peptides in water were unsuccessful (Epand and

Scheraga, 1968). In 1971 Brown and Klee were able to detect o-helical structure in the

13 residue C-peptide from ribonuclease A, which was contrary to the prevailing dogma.

Since that time much work has been carried out on the C-peptide to determine the

interactions responsible for the unexpected helical stability (Shoemaker et al., 1985,

1987). A recent study by Bradley and co-workers (1990) expands upon this idea and

describes peptides of de novo design that are helical in aqueous solution. We performed

simulations of one of these peptides, under a variety of conditions, in an attempt to repro

duce both the qualitative and semi-quantitative experimental results and elucidate

interactions important for stabilizing the helical conformation.

We chose to study the peptide with the highest helix content observed by Bradley et

al. (1990). The peptide has blocked ends (acetylated amino-terminus and amidated

carboxy-terminus) with the i->i+4 spacing of potential salt bridges, with the exception of
one possible i–Pi43 interaction near the C-terminus (Glu 13...His 16). Figure 3.1 shows

the sequence of this peptide along with the experimentally observed connectivities deter
mined using two-dimensional nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY). The
origin of the nuclear Overhauser effect is dipolar cross-relaxation between protons,
thereby measuring through space interactions. This peptide shows its greatest helical
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content at 5 degrees Celsius and low pH (between 2 and 5 pH units). For this reason,

Bradley and co-workers rule out salt bridges, which are expected to be maximal near

neutral pH, as the dominant mode of stabilization of the helix. Instead, they suggest that

the pH dependence arises from interactions between His 16 and the negative pole of the

o-helix macrodipole.

We performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the peptide in Figure 3.1,

using an empirical force field (Weiner et al., 1984). The electrostatic interactions in this

force field are described by Coulomb's law (E=QQ, / e Rij, where Q is the charge and R

is the distance between atoms i and j). Often, the electrostatics are modelled by setting

e=1 and including explicit water molecules. In another approach, the macroscopic

dielectric constant, e, is treated as an adjustable function, e(R), such as e=Rij, e=4Rij, or

e=4 to compensate for the lack of water. Other workers have used slightly more sophisti

cated functions: [e = (r-1)* + 2) (Warshel, 1979) and [e = 4 exp (0.1r)] (Srinivasan and

Olson, 1980). All of these distance-dependent functions have the aesthetic disadvantage

that they do not reach a limiting value at the bulk dielectric constant of water. Inclusion

of water molecules provides the most realistic system for studying biologically relevant

molecules, but there are often situations where it is computationally impractical to

include water explicitly.

In an earlier study aimed at calculating free energies for charge-helix dipole interac

tions, we found that e=R severely overestimated electrostatic interactions in small pep

tides (Chapter 2). Since small peptides are entirely exposed to solvent, the dielectric

constant should be quite high and approach the value for bulk water (e=80) at relatively

short distances from the charge. The function e=R does not screen electrostatic interac

tions enough to mimic this effect for small peptides in solution, nor is it effective for sur

face regions of proteins. Setting e=4R screens long-range electrostatic interactions more
effectively than e=R but it overscreens short-range interactions. In our force field, hydro

gen bonds are predominantly electrostatic in nature. Both e=R and e=1 reproduce hydro
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gen bond lengths in a variety of systems while e=4R does not (Weiner et al., 1984). Use

of a uniform dielectric constant of 80 leads to a loss of hydrogen bonds (Chapter 2). We

wanted a function that could account for both the short- and long-range interactions in a

physically meaningful way to give e=1-2 at short distances and e=80 above 10-15 Å. No

one of the functions mentioned above fulfills these criteria. For this reason we imple

mented the distance-dependent dielectric function of Ramstein and Lavery (1988), which

is a modified form of the function derived by Hingerty and co-workers (1985).

The function developed by Hingerty and co-workers is based on Debye’s theory of

ionic saturation (Debye, 1929). Debye’s formulations for the distance dependence of the

effective dielectric constant were derived by solving Maxwell’s equations for an element

of volume and an ion separated by a solvent of isotropic polarizability. This solvent

approximation is not valid for water, but it appears to be insensitive to the explicit form

of the dielectric function as long as the function increases to 80 quickly (Hingerty et al.,

1985). The relationship derived by Debye is only valid for distances greater than 3 Å.

Hingerty et al. (1985) extended this work to include distances below 3 Å by using the

method of image charges (Perutz, 1978) for a charge in a cavity immersed in water. They

then combined the two regions graphically to give a single expression for all distances.

The general form of the function derived by Hingerty and co-workers (1985) is

shown in Figure 3.2. The sigmoidal distance dependence of this dielectric function can

be rationalized by considering the structure of water molecules near charges. The spatial

ordering of liquid water can be determined using X-ray diffraction. Using this technique,

Norten and Levy (1969) have shown that the radial distribution function of liquid water

is quite variable at short distances and it approaches one around 8-10 Å from the probe
molecule. This suggests that water molecules show nonrandom arrangements for 2 to 3

molecules from the probe. (These ideas and others related to water in the vicinity of

macromolecules have been reviewed by Cooke and Kuntz (1974).) In any case, since the

dominant contribution to the dielectric constant under normal conditions is due to
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reorientation of dipoles, the dielectric constant will be low where the dipoles are res

tricted, e.g. closest to the charge. The dielectric constant increases moving away from the

charge as the water molecules become less restricted rotationally and quickly approaches

the bulk value with loss of structure.

Hingerty and co-workers (1985) have studied metal ion binding to RNA using their

sigmoidal dielectric function, yielding results in good agreement with experiment. Ram

stein and Lavery (1988) modified this function to easily accomodate other solvents and to

include a parameter to control how quickly the dielectric constant changes with distance.

They have applied their function to study conformational changes in DNA, again with

good agreement with experiment. To our knowledge, neither function has been applied to

peptides or proteins, however there is some precedent for using this type of sigmoidal

dielectric function for calculating electrostatic interactions in proteins (Mehler and

Eichele, 1984).

We have three main goals for the molecular dynamics calculations: to determine

how well the sigmoidal dielectric function compensates for lack of solvent; to gain

insight into the forces that stabilize the helical conformation of this peptide; and to see

how well molecular dynamics simulations sample experimentally relevant regions of

conformational space. Simulations of this small peptide provide a nice system for testing

this dielectric function because we can carry out fairly long simulations, and we have

experimental 2-dimensional NMR data at low pH that allow us to check the molecular

dynamics simulations semi-quantitatively. The primary reason that our comparison to

experiment is only semi-quantitative is that actual distances between the atoms giving
rise to the NOESY crosspeaks have not been determined. This is due to the presence of at

least two distinct conformational populations for this peptide: the major fraction is heli

cal, the other appears to be extended (Bradley et al., 1990). We expect time-averaged
distances less than 3 Å, though, for the atom pairs indicated in Figure 3.1 because the

intensities of the crosspeaks are strong. Also, ratios of mainchain crosspeaks and the cou
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pling constants derived from NMR experiments reflect the regions of conformational

space in which this peptide resides. We have estimates of helix content from circular

dichroism (CD) measurements as a function of pH to compare to simulations with dif

ferent ionization states of the Glu and His residues. NMR studies are not possible at the

higher pH, as the peptide is not soluble enough for the high concentrations required for

NMR measurements (Bradley, personal communication).

We performed parallel molecular dynamics simulations of the peptide in Figure 3.1

at low pH (Glu and His residues protonated) starting in an o-helical conformation using

the linear dielectric function (e=R), the sigmoidal distance dependent dielectric function

of Hingerty and co-workers, and e=1 with the peptide immersed in a bath of water

molecules. We also did a simulation starting with the peptide in a completely extended

conformation at low pH, using the sigmoidal dielectric function. The simulations at low

pH were compared to the NMR data collected at pH 2. Simulations starting in the helical

conformation corresponding to moderate pH (Glu negatively charged and His pro

tonated) and high pH [Glu negatively charged and His neutral, proton on Ne which is

generally the most highly populated tautomer (Tanokura, 1983)] were also performed

using the sigmoidal dielectric function to compare to the pH dependence of helix content

measured by CD.

Use of the sigmoidal dielectric function at low pH resulted in distances (averaged

over the trajectory for particular interactions) that were consistent with the NMR data.

This function surpassed the theoretical ideal of simulating a peptide with solvating water

molecules. It had additional advantage of being much less computer-intensive. The

interactions that stabilized the helix differed depending on the dielectric model

employed. The simulations at low, moderate and high pH using the sigmoidal dielectric
function showed comparable helix contents, instead of decreasing with increasing pH as

observed experimentally (Bradley et al., 1990).
METHODS
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Dielectric Models

Three dielectric models were used for the molecular dynamics simulations: e=R

(where R is the distance between the charged groups); e=1 with water molecules solvat

ing the peptide; and a sigmoidal distance dependent dielectric function [equation 1 is

essentially the function given by Ramstein and Lavery (1988) with the exception that

they used D/2 instead (D-1)/2]. The sigmoidal dielectric function is given below, where

R is the interatomic distance, and S and D are constants (Equation 1).

e(R) = D - [(D-1)/2) e^* [(RS)” + 2RS +2] Equation 1

The slope of the function can be calibrated by the choice of S and the plateau of the

curve is determined by the value of D, the bulk solvent dielectric constant. D was set to

78 to represent an aqueous system. We used S=0.3 to give a curve similar to that derived

experimentally for the dielectric constant as a function of distance from an ion (Conway

et al., 1951) and consistent with experimental results for the dielectric constant of a pro

tein (Rees, 1980; Russell and Fersht, 1987; Russell et al., 1987). We expect the distance

dependence of the dielectric function for proteins and peptides to rise less steeply than

that determined for an ion based on accessibility of the charges and their effect on the

solvent waters; this idea is supported by the experimental data. This function is plotted

in Figure 3.2 (with S=0.3), along with the experimental values for a monovalent ion in

water (taken from Conway et al., 1951), the average of the experimental results for the

dielectric constant in proteins (Rees, 1980), and the linear function with e=R.

Generation of Structures

The initial model of the peptide in Figure 3.1 was built as an ideal o-helix with

extended side chains. The ionization states of the amino acids were chosen to represent

the peptide in three pH regions: low pH (e.g. both the Glu and His residues were pro

tonated, corresponding to < pH 4), moderate pH (Glu negatively charged and His pro

tonated, pH 5-7), and high pH (Glu negatively charged and His neutral with the proton on

N., corresponding to > pH 8). The peptide had 17 residues plus the two blocking groups
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and contained 173 atoms at low pH, 170 atoms at moderate pH, and 169 atoms at high

pH. The initial low pH structure was minimized and then used as the starting structure

for all other molecular dynamics simulations beginning in the helical conformation. (See

Figure 3.3.) A simulation of the peptide starting in a completely extended conformation

at low pH (q)=180 and u■ =180) was also performed. The protocol described above was

used to prepare the extended strand for molecular dynamics.

For the simulation of the peptide in water the minimized helix was solvated by plac

ing the peptide in a box of Monte Carlo equilibrated water molecules (Jorgensen et al.,

1983). Any water molecule over 8 Å from any peptide atom was discarded. This pro

cedure resulted in the peptide immersed in a rectangular bath with the following dimen

sions: 47.30 Å x 28.30 Å x 26.66 Å. 990 water molecules were needed to fill this

volume; the system contained a total of 3143 atoms. The entire system was minimized

briefly prior to MD.

Computational Details of Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Minimization and molecular dynamics simulations were accomplished using

AMBER version 3.0 (Singh et al., 1986). Standard united atom parameters [nonpolar

hydrogens are not represented explicitly, the van der Waals radius on the atom to which

they are connected is increased accordingly (Weiner et al., 1984)] were used, except for

the glutamic acid residues in their protonated state (the standard parameters from Weiner

et al., 1984 are for glutamate) and the blocking group at the C-terminus (referred to as

residue type NHH). The parameters for these residues were chosen to be as consistent as

possible with similar atom types and are given in footnote 1. The united-atom representa

tion is presented here because MD of all-atom models resulted in nonhelical, collapsed

structures of higher energy with both of the distance-dependent dielectric models (appen

dix 2).

The MD simulations were 1200 picoseconds (ps) in duration for the models without

explicit solvent molecules and 100 ps for the peptide in water (Figure 3.3). The
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simulation using e=R took approximately 19 hours on a FPS 264 array processor (Float

ing Point Systems, Portland, OR), with the sigmoidal dielectric function the time

increased to about 43 hours on the same machine. The water simulation took approxi

mately 35 hours to complete on a Cray X-MP (equivalent to "105 hours on the FPS).

Therefore, the water simulation took 30 times more computer time than the sigmoidal

function, allowing for different simulation times and different machines.

SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977) was used on all bonds so that 2 femtosecond time

steps could be used. The temperature was maintained at 278 K by coupling to an external

bath (Berendsen et al., 1984). For the water bath simulation the pressure was constant at

1 atmosphere and periodic boundary conditions were employed. Intermediate structures

generated during MD were saved every picosecond for analysis. A 99 A non-bonded

cut-off was used for the simulations with the dielectric functions described above, and a

9 Å cut-off was used for the simulation in a bath of water molecules. The cut-off is

related to the box size; a 9 Å cut-off was chosen so that the solute molecule would not

see its periodic image [e.g. cut-off 3 1/2 (shortest box dimension) - 2 Å].
RESULTS

Structural Description of Molecular Dynamics Simulations

End-to-End Distances

The overall dynamics of the peptides, using different dielectric models and in dif

ferent pH regions, can be visualized most easily by comparing the end-to-end distance of

the structures. (Unless the extended strand structure is specifically mentioned, the dis

cussion that follows refers to MD starting in the helical conformation.) Table 3.1 con

tains the starting end-to-end distance (measured from N of residue 1 to O of residue 17)

in the minimized helix before MD and how this distance changes during MD. Plots of

end-to-end distance as a function of time, for each model, are shown in Figure 3.4. The

simulations using the sigmoidal dielectric function at low and high pH and the water
model maintained the end-to-end distance of the minimized helix during MD (Table 3.1).
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TABLE 3.1
End-to-End Distance (in A) for Helical Structures

using Different Dielectric Models”

Dielectric Model” pHº Time of MD (ps) | <d- || <Ad’->''” ||d--d-lma,

e=r low 100 19.1 3.4 8.3

£=sig low 100 26.7 1.6 5.5

e=1,VWater low 100 25.0 1.4 3.3

e=r low 500 18.6 1.8 8.8

e=sig low 500 25.8 2.1 9.5

e=sig moderate 500 23.6 2.4 12.1

e=sig high 500 24.8 1.7 11.9

* End-to-end distance is measured from N of residue 1 to O of residue 17. The initial dis
tance for this peptide was 25.2 A.

* e=sig refers to the sigmoidal distance dependent dielectric function.
* Values as defined in text: low pH 3 pH 4; moderate pH = pH 5-7; high pH > pH 8.
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The average distances for these simulations were close to the starting distances, although

there were fairly large excursions from the mean distance (Figures 3.4C, 3.4D and 3.4E).

Although the average end-to-end distances at low pH using the sigmoidal dielectric func

tion and water were similar, the peptide in water sampled less conformational space: both

the root mean square length displacement and the maximum deviation from the mean

distance were smaller in water than the values using the sigmoidal function (Table 3.1

and Figures 3.4A and 3.4C, comparing the water simulation with the first 100 ps of the

simulation with the sigmoidal function). Also, it is clear that the simulation with water

has not equilibrated even after 100 ps.

The fluctuations for the dielectric functions shown in Figure 3.4 correspond to real

motion and not transient features at the start of the simulation, for they persisted and gave

a similar profile for the simulation at low pH with e=sig when continued to 1.2

nanoseconds (1200 ps). We have seen similar fluctuations in a different small peptide

system in which MD was carried out for 4 ns and the fluctuations persisted throughout

the entire simulation (Chapter 4). The displacement and deviation values for the linear

dielectric function were close to the values using the sigmoidal function but the average

distance was much shorter. The peptide became more compact within approximately 40

ps using the linear function and remained compact for the rest of the simulation (Figure

3.4B).

Dihedral Angles

To compare sampling of conformational space with the different dielectric models

the angular variance of 6 and y for each residue in the simulations at low pH is shown in

Figure 3.5. All of the models exhibited more motion at the ends of the structure than in
the center of the helix, which is indicative of fraying. The water model always showed

the lowest fluctuations. The linear and sigmoidal functions had similar profiles after 500

ps with the exception that the sigmoidal function showed larger fluctuations near the N
terminus and the linear function exhibited larger fluctuations near the C-terminus (data

:
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not presented). The average angular variance in 4 and y values, respectively, for the dif

ferent models at low pH during 100 ps of MD were 17 and 19 for the sigmoidal function;

21 and 19 for the linear function; and 12 and 12 for water. Based on the fluctuations in

the dihedral angles, both of the simulations using the dielectric functions showed better

conformational sampling than the water model.

Positional Fluctuations

The root-mean-square positional fluctuations during molecular dynamics are given

as a function of atom number for the three dielectric models at low pH in Figure 3.6. The

Cº-carbons of the structures were matched to correct for rotational motion during MD. For

the water simulation, Lys 17 exhibited the greatest movement (Figure 3.6A). For the

most part, the profile is uniform; the root-mean-square deviation for the side chain

notion is only slightly larger than the values for the mainchain atoms.

The simulation using the sigmoidal dielectric function displayed large movement at
the ends of the structure, which again is indicative of fraying (Figure 3.6C). Tyr 12

showed the largest movement during the simulation (approximately 5.5 Å). Interest

ingly. the peaks of the rim.s. fluctuations fell into two groups: polar and nonpolar. The

polar- §roups showed approximately 1.5 Å higher average fluctuations than the nonpolar

****lues, with the exception of Glu 13.

The greatest motion using the linear dielectric function was also exhibited by Tyr 12
"sure 3.6B). For e=R, the charged residues showed r.m.s. fluctuations of approxi
In o - -ately 3–3.5 A, with the exception of the neutral, protonated Glu 13. The simulations
witHe *=R gave a more uniform profile than did the sigmoidal function.
Me *****rements of Helix Content

*Based on the number of intermediate structures generated with MD had 4 and v
Yitrºs*n it 15 degrees of the ideal o-helical angles (-57,-47), we determined the percentage
SfR

-

*inne the peptide was in the helical region of conformational space for all dielectric
**ss

-Sls and at different pH values. The overall average percentage of helix (over all

.
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residues and 100 ps at low pH and 500 ps at higher pH) for the different models is shown

in Figure 3.7. The helix content was the greatest using the water model. Using the sig

moidal dielectric function, there was no significant variation in the helix content with pH.

We then considered another method of estimating helical content based on 4 and u■

values that takes repeating structure into account. A region was considered helical if

both q> and u■ were with 20 degrees of their ideal values for at least 3 residues in succes

sion. Various properties determined using this method are given in Table 3.2. The

choice of b, \, values to define the helical region was arbitrary. Therefore, these measure

ments of helicity are most appropriate for internal comparison of the models rather than

direct comparison with experiment.

All of the models started the MD simulations in the helical conformation. But, the

fraction of helix as a function of time differed for the various models. The fraction of

helix is the number of helical residues as defined above (not necessarily contiguous)

divided by the total number of residues, 17. The cut-off to be considered helical was 3 of

17 re Sidues. The fraction of helix using e=R dropped to very low levels immediately and

*nairmed low (Figure 3.8B). The simulation with the sigmoidal function showed high

frac tiºns of helix for the first 100 ps of MD but dropped to zero periodically throughout

the sirrhualtion, while maintaining an high overall helix content (Figure 3.8C). During

this **arne period of time, the fractional helicity of the peptide in water was high and
"**> dropped below 50% (Figure 3.8A).

Sne can use the definition of helical structure defined above to compute a number

of **ructural properties. The average helix length using the sigmoidal function dropped

frere, S-3 residues during the first 100 ps to 4.6 over 500 ps, which is approximately the
"evel Sf the other pH regions (Table 3.2). The simulation at low pH using the sigmoidal
ful

-**stion gave the highest average helix length of the dielectric functions. The value
Ul Si

*\s e=R was 25% lower (3.6 residues, averaged over 500 ps). The average helix length
Fals Sverwhelmingly the greatest in the water simulation. Using this approach to identify

S.
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TABLE 3.2
Model Dependent Properties of Peptide Conformations

Starting Molecular Dynamics in the Helical Conformation

Low pH Moderate pH | High pH
Property” Water | e=r e=sig £=sig £=sig

100 ps | 100 ps | 100 ps 500 ps 500 ps

<# of residues/helix- 8.8 4.6 5.3 4.3 4.3

NMaximum # of residues/helix 16 13 15 11 15

<# of helices/peptide> 1.4 0.6 1.5 1.1 1.3

NMaximum # of helices/peptide 3 2 3 3 3

% of time peptide has at least 1 helix | 100 52 98 80 85

% of time in 3 region 0.0 2.8 0.4 0.1 0.0

% of time in o-helix region 79.5 || 39.1 || 59.1 47.3 53.9

% of time in other regions” 20.5 58.2 | 40.5 52.6 46.1

* Conformational distinctions based on 9 and \! being within + 20 degrees of ideal values
Qº-helix region was -77 - 0 <-37, -67 - V - -27; 3 region was -159 & 0 <-99, 93 < y <
155 to span both antiparallel and parallel 3 structures) and for the o-helix () and u■ for at
*ast 3 residues in succession had to fulfill this criterion.

&P

*est of these conformations had kinks and turns that disrupted the helical structure.

<

º

s
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helical regions a peptide can have more than one helix. In fact, all of the simulations

using the sigmoidal dielectric function and the model with solvating waters had 3 regions

with helical 4 and u■ values per peptide at some point during the simulation. The simula

tion with the linear dielectric function, on the other hand, had a maximum of two helical

regions per peptide. The average number of helices per peptide at low pH was much

lower for the linear dielectric (0.6) than the sigmoidal function (1.5) and water model

(1.4)-

Comparison to 2-D NMR Data

Figures 3.1A and 3.1B show the experimentally observed NOESY connectivities.

We rinonitored distances during our simulations corresponding to these crosspeaks.

Because of the r" distance dependence of the nuclear Overhauser effect (dipole-dipole

interaction), we define an effective NOE interatomic distance reff(i,j) between i and j as

Te#(i,j) - (<r, 3-2)-16 - <rº-3-3

where ri,,-3 is calculated for each intermediate structure generated during MD and subse

*ntly averaged over the trajectory. The effective distances for particular non-bonded
inter*ctions from the simulations corresponding to the experimentally observed NOESY

**sspeaks are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Since the calculations used united atom

"nodels. it was necessary to correct the distances prior to weighting the distances. One or

two S–H bond lengths (1.09 Å) were subtracted from the actual distances, depending on

**ether the interaction was between two united atoms (e.g. C-H...H-C interactions, 2

bornel lengths subtracted) or between an united atom and an amide proton (1 bond length
**tracted because amide protons were present explicitly). For many of the observed

*SEssy crosspeaks we had more than one possible interaction to consider because our

****res are unique while the experimental hydrogens have not always been assigned
****sespecially For this reason, the shorter distance for each pair is considered in the
<li.

*Sussion that follows, although both distances are given in Table 3.4.
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TABLE 3.3
Weighted Distances” (in Å) from Molecular Dynamics Trajectory

Corresponding to Observed NOESY Mainchain Crosspeaks with Different Models”

Helix Strand

Observed Water =r £=sig £=sig
NOE 100 ps 100 ps 100 ps 500 ps

OC4 Tles 2.8 3.2 2.9 4.6

0.5 TT 8 2.6 3.0 2.3 6.6

O's ■ is 2.2 2.9 1.9 7.4

Cºs■ >9 2.0 3.0 1.9 5.6

08 ■ 11 1.9 2.9 2.4 6.6

Cºlon 13 2.4 3.3 2.6 4.6

011 T 14 2.4 3.5 2.4 6.7

0.13 T 16 2.5 2.9 2.5 5.5
"-

º See text for how distances are calculated.

b See Figure 3.1A.
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. TABLE 3.4
Weighted Distances (in A) from Molecular Dynamics Trajectory

Corresponding to Observed NOESY Side Chain Crosspeaks with Different Models”

Helix Strand

Observed e=1,\Water 8=T =sig e=sig
NOE 100 ps 100 ps 100 ps 500 ps

B4 nes -: 4.1 4.2 4.1 5.3

TT5 T)^3 4.5 4.9 4.6 9.5

ass= | 1966 2.8/4.6 1.8/3.2 7.1/8.7

ns ss || || 3357 4.8/6.1 4.5/5.8 9.4/10.4

Cºsty's 22 2.9 1.9 7.6

69'■ 312 ° 3.5/5.4 5.2/5.2 2.9/3.4 8.6/9.1

69 yia 5.1/5.7 2.2/2.5 4.0/4.1 9.8/10.2

89e12 4.0/6.2 6.87.1 3.3/4.6 8.5/9.4

89 elz 1.6/3.9 5.5/6.6 4.2/4.8 9.5/10.0

69 S12 3.9/6.2 5.8/6.4 2.2/3.8 8.1/9.2

89 S12. 1.7/4.0 4.9/5.8 3.5/4.0 9.0/9.7

Ye Y13 : 5.0 3.0 3.6 9.8

°12 ele 3849 | 3:03.6 1.7/1.8 8.8/9.1*12 B. "748.1 | 32/46 3.8/4.1 5.0/5.2

**=en& 5.0/5.9 3.1/3.7 1.4/1.4 7.6/7.9
ar

cº See text for how distances are calculated.
See Figure 3.1B.
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Only the first 100 ps of the simulations at low pH (the experiments were performed

*t pH 2) are considered in comparing to the experimental NMR data because of the short

simulation time in water. All of the dielectric models gave short effective NOE distances

for the mainchain interactions (Figure 3.1A and Table 3.3). Where the models deviated

from one other was in the distances for the side chain interactions (Figure 3.1B and Table

3.4). The simplest way to score the dielectric models, given the uncertainties in the atom

*Ssignment and the united-atom approximation, is to assume that any distance less than 5

A is consistent with the NMR data. Using this assumption, the sigmoidal function gave

*CCeptable distances for all 15 NOEs, the water model and the linear model were satis

factory 11 times. Another way of comparing these data is to use a tighter cut-off of 3 Å

(since the observed crosspeaks are strong) and determine the cumulative deviation from

this threshold (deviation = 2 r - 3 Å, where the sum is over the 15 NOEs). Again, the

*oidal dielectric function showed the smallest overall deviation (8.7 Å). The other
*dels were worse: 17.8 Å (water model) and 18.5 Å (linear model). The total devia

tions *Sºrrhained approximately the same for the dielectric functions when the interactions

* considered over 500 pS.

Ira brief, the simulation with the sigmoidal function showed the best results overall

and the agreement was not much different for 100 and 500 ps calculations. In fact, the

*stances did not change much when we continued the simulation to 12 ns (data not

*sented). Thus, a 100-200 ps simulation with the sigmoidal function was sufficient to

*>del the NMR data. The weighted distances for the extended strand were all too high
to

**Plain the observed experimental data.

Cne-fifth of the side chain crosspeaks are for Tyr-His interactions at the C-terminus

Of the molecule, representing two of the water model’s unsatisfactory distances. Tyr 12

Sar■ interact with His 16 in two distinct edge-on modes as well as face-to-face. The simu
***ien, with the sigmoidal dielectric function showed relatively close approach of both
*Pretons of each of the three geometries, while the other models showed lower distances

__*—
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for one geometry over another (e.g. the proton on one side of the ring versus the other

Side, Table 3.4). In the case of the water model, the difference was due mostly to the

difference in the Tyr ring movement, as opposed to the His motion (Figure 3.6). The two

*esidues showed van der Waals interactions between the rings but the distances (5-6 Å)
and angles (approximately 100 degrees) were not consistent with hydrogen bonding to

the aromatic ring.

Ratios of intensities of mainchain NH-C, crosspeaks have been used to characterize

the percentage of o-helix as a function of residue number for this peptide (Bradley et al.,
1990). Using this approach the peptide shows a nonuniform distribution of helix (Figure

3.9). The helix is localized between residues 5-15. The percentage of helix (based on by
angles within + 15° of ideal values) for our best model for reproducing the NOESY
*98SPeaks, the simulation with the sigmoidal function, is also given in Figure 3.9. It

should be pointed out again that this criterion to determine helix content from the MD

simulation is arbitrary, therefore absolute numbers are irrelevant and it is the trends that

* ºf interest. Our model of the peptide also showed a nonuniform distribution of helix

but was more helical near the N-terminus of the structure and less helical near the C

*rminus, compared to the experimental profile. The *JNo coupling constants (Table 3.5),
"owever, indicate that the peptide is extended at the C-terminus, beginning at residue 15,

which is consistent with our model. Figure 3.10A shows a snapshot of the peptide

*=sis) after 200 ps of MD. The extended portion of the mainchain at the C-terminus can

be Seen clearly. By unraveling slightly, His 16 can easily interact with mainchain car
*>nyl

- - - -groups (discussed further below). This portion of the molecule was not extended
*ins the entire simulation, though (Figure 3.10B).

Since experimental points are missing at the N-terminus of the peptide (Figure 3.9),

the Structure in this region is not clear. The only coupling constant available between
**sidues 1 and 5 indicates that the structure is not helical. Coupling constants are avail
SU"Sle at 15°C for residues 1-3 and they are between 5 and 8 (Bradley et al., 1989). The

_&_\º-
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**sure 3.9. Percentage of helix as a function of residue number. Experimental
Yalues are from ratios of intensities of mainchain NOESY crosspeaks” and marked
Yvith solid squares. Values from the MD simulation using the sigmoidal dielectric

*ruction (open connected circles) were determined based on the percentage of the
ps simulation time the , \, angles for a particular residue were within 15° of

*e ideal values for an a-helix.
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Value of 5 Hz is at the high end for an o-helix and 8 Hz is consistent with an extended

Structure, suggesting that most of the molecules are not helical at the N-terminus of the

Peptide. Our simulation with the sigmoidal dielectric model gave an higher helical con

tent in this region than the experiment but does also sample other more extended confor

mations (Table 3.5).

The experimental coupling constants and those derived from 39- from our simula

tions are given in Table 3.5. The coupling constants derived from the simulation with the

Peptide in water are all uniformly low. The simulation with the linear function, like the

sigmoidal function, agrees with the experimental results in showing a nonuniform distri
bution of helix along the sequence, but the absolute coupling constants for the linear

function are uniformly higher than the experimental values. In terms of reproducing the
*nds observed for the coupling constants along the sequence, the simulation with the
sigmoidal function was the most reasonable model.

** Stabilizing Interactions
After determining that the structures were helical and consistent, for the most part,

with the 2-D NMR data, we examined the interactions stabilizing the helical conforma

tion. Yve considered salt bridges, side chains interacting with mainchain carbonyl groups

Or *rrlicie hydrogens, and mainchain hydrogen bonds. Each of these is discussed in turn

below for the different dielectric models and in different pH ranges.
S
&lr E *idges

The peptide in Figure 3.1 can, potentially, make four salt bridges or charge
St - - - - - - -*Silized hydrogen bonds, depending on the pH, as an o-helix. The minimized helix had
3. Sºarge-stabilized hydrogen bonds, the distances for the Glu 7, Lys 11 and Glu 13, Lys
l

- o -

7 *Interactions were short (1.77 and 1.75 A, respectively), while the Glu 1, Lys 5 dis

*Se was a bit long (3.33 Å). Only one of the helical models showed distances con
SS

- -*Stent with a Glu 13, His 16 salt bridge---the simulation at moderate pH using the sig

**oidal dielectric function. Table 3.6 gives the percentage of time during MD that the

L^_º_
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TABLE 3.5
Experimental Coupling Constants (*JNa) and Those Derived from the

MD Simulations for the Helical Models at Low pH (in Hz)”

Residue Experimental e=1,\Water E=r £=sig
Number Value 100 ps 100 ps 100 ps

1 7.6 9.4 9.3

2 8.1 3.2 3.4 5.9

3 3.8 5.5 2.1

24 4.0 4.1 4.0

5 3.7 3.4 6.6 6.2

6 3.7 4.5 5.8 4.3

7 4.0 7.6 3.7

3 5.2 4.0 6.3 4.4

9 4.4 4.2 4.4 4.4

1 O 4.3 5.5 4.2

11 4.2 7.1 5.2

12 4.4 3.7 7.4 3.9

l3 3.7 4.1 6.3 4.6

14 4.4 4.1 5.4 4.2

ls 8.1 4.5 6.2 4.2

l G 7.4 5.1 9.6 7.9

17 6.6 7.8 9.6 8.2
IT
ºptiºn values from Bradley et al. (1990). Coupling cºnsºn's from the simula:
l S were calculated using the Karplus relation (Wuthrich, 1986): "JNo = 6.4cos^0 -jºose + 1.9 where 0 = 0 - 60]. We used the average © during the MD simulation forash residue. Using this relationship an ideal o-helix ()=-57) gives *JNa = 3.9 and an*tiparallel B-strand (0=-140) has *JNa = 8.9.
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Potential salt bridging atoms were less than 3.5 Å apart.

The simulation with the linear dielectric function showed short average distances

for two of the interactions (Glu 7, Lys 11 and Glu 13, Lys 17). All of the distances for

the simulation with explicit water molecules were long. The results for the simulation
with the sigmoidal dielectric function at low pH depended on the simulation time. The

Salt bridges remained intact a good deal of time during the first 100 ps of MD but became

less prevalent with time. Over the 500 ps simulation, the average distances for the Glu 7,

Lys 11 and Glu 13, Lys 17 interactions were fairly short (between 3.5 and 4 Å) and the
structures were within the 3.5 Å cut-off roughly 70% of the time (Table 3.6, Figure

3.10AD. The root mean square fluctuations in these salt bridge distances were large for

the signoidal function (1.5-2.0 Å) and much lower for the linear function (0.8-0.9 Å).

The salt bridges were significantly populated at higher pH (Table 3.6). The dis
*es for the Glu 1...Lys 5 salt bridge were never over 3.5 Å in the simulations at
moderate and high pH. In the moderate pH simulation, the positively charged His 16

interacted with both of the oxygens of Glu 13, while at high pH (neutral His) the interac

tion ºlid not occur. The Glu 7...Lys 11 salt bridge was somewhat less populated at high

PH than at moderate pH.

The average length of time that the salt bridges, or charge-stabilized hydrogen

bonds, remained intact varied with pH. The average length of time the Glu 7, Lys 11 salt

*icise distances were less than 3.5 Å was about 16 psec at low pH (linear and sigmoidal

*stions). The average length of time increased to 249 ps at moderate pH and 70 ps at

hish PH. Therefore, the peptide made transient salt bridges at low pH that were not as
“*s-lived as the same interactions at higher pH. Salt bridges (or charge-stabilized side

Sºain-side chain hydrogen bonds) were not the dominant helix stabilizing interactions at

*Sw pH and long simulation times; however, salt bridges were very important to main
*ning the helical structure for the simulations at higher pH.
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TABLE 3.6
Percentage of the Time that Salt Bridges were Present During

Molecular Dynamics as a Function of Model and Simulation Time”

Low pH Moderate pH | High pH
Residues e=1,\Water E=r e=sig e=sig £=sig

100 ps 100 ps | 100 ps | 500 ps 500 ps 500 ps

Glu 1 / Lys 5 0 0 68 35 100 100

Glu 7 / Lys 11 1 85 95 72 100 88

Glu 13 / Lys 17 2 83 90 51 99 95

Glu 13 / His 16 0 0 0 0 93 0

• This is the percentage of time that distances were less than 3.5 Å. Each Glu, Lys
*nteraction has 3 atom pair possibilities, the shortest distance of any pair was used.
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Mainchain-Side Chain Interactions

We then examined other interactions that could stabilize the helix at low pH. Some

of these interactions are presented in Table 3.7, which gives the percentage of time par

ticular polar mainchain atoms and side chain atoms were less than 3.5 Å apart.

All of the entries in Table 3.7 represent mainchain-side chain electrostatic interac

tions. For the most part, these interactions developed with time using the sigmoidal func

tion (compare averages for 100 and 500 ps). Even with longer simulation times in water,

this peptide did not participate in mainchain-side chain interactions (data not presented).

Most of the side chain-mainchain interactions involved lysine amino groups interacting

with mainchain carbonyl oxygens. The carbonyl of Glu 13, Lys 17 side chain interaction

(Figure 3.10B), in particular, showed very short average distances in the simulations with

the different dielectric functions in all pH regions (2.6 - 3.4 Å) but was not present in the

water simulation (Table 3.7). This interaction is a charge-helix macrodipole type of

interaction, and it was the only interaction that persisted at higher pH values.

The histidine was also involved in a charge-helix dipole interaction: HNs of His 16

with the carbonyl oxygen of Tyr 12 (Figure 3.10A). This interaction decreased with

increasing pH. The average distance between these atoms using the sigmoidal function

at low pH was 2.0 Å. This distance was under the 3.5 Å cut-off 96.0% of the simulation

time; this percentage dropped to 29% at moderate pH and 0% at high pH (Table 3.7).

This interaction was also strong in water (68% occupancy) and was the only mainchain

side chain interaction to occur to any extent in water.

A charge-helix dipole interaction at the N-terminus of the peptide was observed

between the Glu 1 side chain and the mainchain amide proton of Thr 4 at low pH with

the linear dielectric function (56.2% of the time) and the sigmoidal function (23.4%, Fig

ure 3.10B). This interaction was less prevalent with the sigmoidal dielectric function

because the Glu 1 side chain was also involved in a side chain-side chain hydrogen bond

with Thr 4.
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TABLE 3.7
Percentage of the Time During Molecular Dynamics that Side Chain-Mainchain

Interactions were Present as a Function of Model and Simulation Time”

Low pH Moderate pH |High pH
Residues” Atoms” e=1,\Water | e=r e=sig £=sig e=sig

100 ps |100ps |100ps |500ps 500 ps 500 ps

Ace / Lys 5 O/HN, 0 96 0 61 0 0

Glu 1/Thr 4 || O2/HN 0 56 3 23 0 0

Gly 3/Glu 7 || O/HO 1 5 1 44 0 0

Ala 6/ Lys 11 O/HNe 0 94 0 23 0 8

Glu 7/ Lys 11 || O/HN. O 11 41 85 0 1

Ala 10 / Glu 13 || O/HO 1 0 27 85 0 0

Tyr 12 / His 16 |O/HND 68 34 100 96 29 0

Tyr 12 / Lys 17| O/HN, 0 0 0 2 0 0

Glu 13/ Lys 17| O/HN, 0 68 3 76 95 71

His 16/Nhh O / HN 8 71 40 12 4 42

* This is the percentage of time that particular, specified distances were less than 3.5 Å.
*Ace represents the N-terminal blocking group and Nhh represents the C-terminal block
ing group.
* If more than one combination is possible (ex. with Lys residues) the interaction with the
highest percentage is listed.
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Figure 3.10. Snapshots of the peptide at low pH after MD using the sigmoidal dis
tance dependent dielectric function. Mainchain atoms are in green, hydrogens are
shown in red, and oxygens are colored blue. The N-terminus is on the left with the
blocking group labelled. A) Structure after 200 ps of MD. B) Structure after 500
ps of MD.
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Although the side chain-mainchain interactions given in Table 3.7 were helix stabil

izing, they all caused distortions of the helix (Figure 3.10B). Most of the side chain

mainchain interactions observed at low pH were not observed at higher pH. The charged

residues were involved in side chain-side chain interactions during the simulation at

higher pH instead of with backbone atoms.

Mainchain Hydrogen Bonds

To determine the importance of mainchain hydrogen bonds in stabilizing the helix,

we computed the average percentage of time the normal (i—-i-4) hydrogen bonds were

intact in each model during MD. If the distance between the appropriate amide hydrogen

and carbonyl oxygen was less than 3 Å, the interaction was considered to be an hydrogen

bond, disregarding the angle of approach. The percentage of time the hydrogen bonds

were intact, averaged over all of the i — i-H4 hydrogen bonds (13 in total), for each model

is given in Figure 3.11. The mainchain hydrogen bonds were quite important in main

taining the helix in water (intact 98% of the simulation time). Using the sigmoidal

dielectric function the hydrogen bonds spent 82% of the time intact during the first 100

ps of the simulation but dropped to the values in the higher pH regions when averaged

over 500 ps. The hydrogen bonds were intact approximately 50% of the 500 ps simula

tion time using the linear dielectric function.

DISCUSSION

We present results of molecular dynamics simulations of a small peptide using 3

different dielectric models (a linear distance dependent dielectric function, a sigmoidal

distance dependent dielectric function, and e=1 with explicit water molecules) at low pH

and simulations at moderate and high pH with a single dielectric model (the sigmoidal

function). Use of the sigmoidal dielectric function resulted in distances for particular

interactions (averaged over the trajectory) that were consistent with the NMR data. In

fact, this function gave the best results overall. Compared to simulations in water the

sigmoidal function was much less computer-intensive with the additional advantage of
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sampling conformational space more effectively. The interactions that stabilized the

helix differed depending on the dielectric model employed. Simulations at moderate and

high pH using the sigmoidal dielectric function showed comparable helix contents, con

trary to the experimental results (Bradley et al., 1990).

Our main aims for the MD simulations of this peptide were to compare different

dielectric models and to identify interactions important in maintaining the helical state.

This discussion focusses first on a general comparison of the dielectric models, then a

comparison of the simulations with experiment, and finally on an overview of the types

of interactions observed during the simulations. The comparison of the dielectric models

is also implicit in the last two sections.

Comparison of Dielectric Models

Simulations making use of macroscopic dielectric functions have been questioned

because these functions are merely ad hoc corrections to screen electrostatic interactions.

Rigorous, realistic modeling of systems of biological interest should include water to

yield a microscopic representation of the dielectric effects. Many of the common water

models may not reproduce these effects, though. In any case, simulations of macro

molecules with explicit water molecules are not always practical because of computer

limitations or constraints imposed by the nature of the problem. Molecular dynamics

simulations with water are most appropriate when one wants to sample thermally accessi

ble states near the X-ray structure of a protein. (See, for example, Levitt and Sharon,

1988.) If, instead, one is interested in more large scale motions and sampling of confor

mational space, macroscopic dielectric approaches may be warranted. Such approxima
tions allow the calculations to proceed much faster than when solvent is included so that

slow processes (say the nanosecond time scale) may be visualized in simulations on the
picosecond time scale. Brown and Kollman (1987) made use of this in MD simulations

of "loop closing" in triose phosphate isomerase.
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Many simulations that do not include solvating water molecules employ the linear

distance dependent dielectric function e=R. This function is used because it screens

long-range electrostatic interactions to partially compensate for lack of solvent and

because simulations using this function can be accomplished in far less time than when

solvent molecules are present. It has been argued that the linear dielectric function is

reasonable for calculating electrostatic interactions in proteins, where the dielectric con

stant is generally considered to be between 1 and 5 (Pethig, 1979). Recent experimental

work suggests that the dielectric constant in a protein can be as great as 50 at moderate

distances (around 10 Å) (Rees, 1980; Russell and Fersht, 1987; Russell et al., 1987),

although the actual interactions are probably through solvent. [See Harvey (1989) for

further discussion of dielectric effects in proteins.] Use of e=R will, therefore, overesti

mate these interactions in proteins. The problem of overestimating electrostatics is an

even greater problem for small peptides that are completely exposed to solvent. There

fore, there is a need for physically reasonable macroscopic dielectric functions for study

ing peptides and proteins with force field methods. For this reason we implemented the

sigmoidal distance dependent dielectric function of Hingerty and co-workers (1985) as

modified by Ramstein and Lavery (1988) into our force field (Weiner et al., 1984).

There are two main ways to evaluate the validity of the sigmoidal dielectric func

tion in our force field. The first and most obvious approach is to compare the theoretical

results to experiment. The second is an internal check by comparing results using the

sigmoidal function to those obtained with more established dielectric models, e=1 with

explicit water molecules and e=R. We addressed both of these issues. We have both qual

itative and semi-quantitative experimental results to compare to our simulations. The

second issue regarding internal comparison was addressed by examining conformational

sampling in the different dielectric models.

We observed differences in the conformational sampling characteristics of the pep

tide with different dielectric models. Sampling is especially important for a system like
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this, since the peptide has been shown experimentally to sample both helical and nonheli

cal conformations (Bradley et al., 1989, 1990). To sample experimentally relevant

regions of conformational space, our models must also exhibit these characteristics. The

sigmoidal function gave distances corresponding to NOESY crosspeaks that were close

to the values determined using the water model, but the sigmoidal dielectric function had

the advantage of sampling more of conformational space. The simulation with the sig

moidal function, in all pH regions, sampled nonhelical conformations throughout the

simulation yet returned repeatedly to the helical state. In contrast, the simulation with

the linear dielectric function started in an helical conformation and drifted quickly from

that region of conformational space. The peptide in water did not sample much of non

helical conformational space. The estimated helix contents from populations of 4 and y

angles and the coupling constants also indicate that the helix was too stable in water to

model the experimental behavior. Due to the motional damping effect of the water,

simulations in water aimed at averaging over multiple conformations require large

amounts of computer time. It is important to explore this point quantitatively when long

water simulations become practicable. Thus, we conclude that the sigmoidal function is

a reasonable substitute for explicitly solvating the peptide with water and, in fact, was a

better representation for this particular system where sampling is very important.

Comparison with Experiment

The peptide in Figure 3.1 was used for simulation studies at low pH with the various

dielectric models because the NMR data provided us with a semi-quantitative check of

the MD trajectories. Unfortunately our simulations using the all-atom representation of

the peptide were unsuccessful (Appendix 2). The united atom representation resulted in
simulations that were more reasonable but present a problem when comparing to proton

NMR data. We corrected the non-bonded distances by assuming perfect alignment of

protons and subtracting full C-H bond lengths. This correction makes precise comparison

to experiment impossible, but given the level of conformational sampling of the peptide,
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exact distances cannot be determined experimentally.

The simulation with the sigmoidal dielectric function provided distances that were

consistent with the experimentally observed NOESY crosspeaks and overall better

represented the experimental data than either the linear dielectric function or the water

model. The water model was preferable to the linear dielectric model, though. Interac

tions between Tyr 12 and His 16 were first identified in a movie of the MD trajectory for

the simulation using the sigmoidal dielectric function. Three side chain NOESY

crosspeaks were later assigned to interactions between these residues, which provides

some support for the reasonability of our models. The Tyr, His interactions appeared to

be due to van der Waals interactions and not hydrogen bonding with the aromatic ring, as

has been discussed recently by Levitt and Perutz (1988). They point out that it is impor

tant to use all-atom models to reproduce these interactions, which may explain why we

do not observe hydrogen bonding to the ring. The Tyr, His interactions were strong

using the dielectric functions and less prevalent in water. Tyrosine ring motion was

damped by the presence of waters. This effect has also been discussed by McCammon

and Harvey (1987). Experimentally, the protons on different sides of the Tyr ring could

not be distinguished because of overlap of peaks. Peaks may overlap for a variety of rea

sons. One possible explanation is dynamical averaging on the NMR time scale. The

results using the sigmoidal dielectric function are consistent with this idea, as interactions

on both sides of the ring gave the same distance whereas the other models did not.

After establishing that the sigmoidal dielectric function gave results consistent with

the NMR results and internally consistent with other dielectric models, we looked into

the interactions that stabilized the helical conformation. Bradley and co-workers (1990)

suggest that His 16 interacts with the helix dipole to stabilize the structure. The peptide

shows the highest helix content at low pH as measured by CD (between 2 and 5 pH units,

33%). At low pH and moderate pH, where the His is protonated, the charge-helix dipole

interaction should be maximal. Between pH 5 and 7 the helix content drops to 28% and
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then drops further to 18% above the pKa of His.

We also observed a decrease in His 16 interactions with the helix dipole with

increasing pH in our simulations. In determining which models exhibited charge-helix

dipole interactions, we considered only specific interactions between side chain atoms

and mainchain atoms at the ends of the peptide. We did not consider the longer-range

interactions between a charge and the field produced by the dipole. This is reasonable

given that the dielectric constant is quickly attenuated with distance in water and with the

use of the sigmoidal dielectric function. It is not clear, experimentally, whether the helix

dipole effect is a true charge-dipole interaction or the result of forming specific hydrogen

bonds and electrostatic interactions between a charge and mainchain atoms at the ends of

the helix. The only clear experimental example of charge-helix dipole interactions shows

specific interactions (Quiocho et al., 1987). Although His 16 interactions with the helix

dipole decreased with increasing pH, the overall helix content was comparable in all pH

regions, contrary to the CD data. Hence, our results both agree and disagree with the

experimental data.

There are a few possible reasons for the discrepancy between our results of helix

content in different pH regions and the CD data. We may still be overestimating elec

trostatic interactions with the sigmoidal dielectric function; at high pH we saw the His

16-helix dipole interaction disappear but the formation of salt bridges resulted in high

amounts of helix. This issue could be addressed by adding counterions or performing an

high pH simulation in water, where the charged side chains are expected to be more

extended based on our simulations at low pH. Another explanation for the discrepancy is

that the CD data may not be reliable.

There is a discrepancy between the helix content determined using CD and NMR

for this peptide (Bradley et al., 1989). By averaging the ratios of NOESY crosspeaks,
determined by Bradley and co-workers, we estimate the helix content at 69.8%. (See

Bradley et al., 1989 for the experimental data.) The helix content is approximately 33%
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based on CD measurements (Bradley et al., 1990). The helical signal may be masked in

the CD spectra by a Tyr signal, and it is not clear whether this effect would be linear with

pH. The difference in helix content may be an inherent property of comparing two very

different techniques; the nuclear Overhauser effect is a short-range phenomenon while

more long-range order is necessary to give rise to an helical CD signal. Woody and co

workers estimate, using theoretical means, that the alignment of 7-11 residues is neces

sary to produce an o-helix-like spectrum (Manning et al., 1988). They also show that

distortions of the helix can lead to diminished signal intensities. In particular, they looked

at distortions involving the outward tilting of the mainchain carbonyl groups, 310-helices

are an example of this type of distortion. Transient distortions of this type can certainly

occur in a single o-helix in water and, in fact, the peptide appears to form a kink in the

center of the molecule (Figure 3.9). We observed similar behavior in our models and

such kinks can force carbonyl oxygens to tilt away from the helix. This peptide might

also adopt some 310-helix structure but by the experimental work performed to date this

conformation cannot be distinguished from ot-helix. From our simulations we would

anticipate differences in the helix contents compared with the CD and NMR results, as

our average helix lengths were low while the shorter-range interactions were consistent

with the NMR data. (The simulation with the sigmoidal dielectric function provides the

best example of this.) Unfortunately, we do not have NMR data at higher pH to compare

with the CD data and our simulation results.

Types of Interactions

All of the dielectric models showed appreciable amounts of helix during the MD

simulations, but they exhibited different helix-stabilizing interactions (Table 3.8). The

peptide, using the sigmoidal function at low pH, was stabilized mostly by side chain
mainchain interactions, and to a lesser extent by side chain-side chain interactions and

mainchain hydrogen bonds. The linear dielectric function simulation showed similar

behavior, although mainchain hydrogen bonds were less important. In water, the salt
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TABLE 3.8
Summary of Types of Electrostatic Helix-Stabilizing Interactions

Exhibited by Different Dielectric Models and Under Different Conditions”

Interactions at Low pH for Different Dielectric Models

Interaction e=1,\Water e=R £=sig

Hydrogen Bonds +++ + ++

Side Chain-Side Chain + +

Mainchain-Side Chain +++

Interactions as a Function of pH”

Interaction Low Moderate High

Hydrogen Bonds ++ ++ ++

Side Chain-Side Chain + +++ ++

Mainchain-Side Chain ++

* Interactions were considered over 500 ps for the simulations with the dielectric func
tions. Interactions present less than 40% of the simulation time are left blank, 40-60% is
denoted by +, 60-80% is represented by ++, and 80-100% is given +++.
* All simulations were performed using the sigmoidal distance dependent function. Dif
ferent pH regions refer to the ionization states of the Glu and His residues (see text).
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bridges that were initially present in the minimized helix were broken almost immedi

ately and replaced by side chain-water interactions.

Mainchain hydrogen bonds were important to maintaining the structure in water and

were intact throughout the simulation. One might have expected the intramolecular

hydrogen bonds to be less stable in water compared to the simulations with the dielectric

functions. Instead we found the intramolecular hydrogen bonds to be as strong as the

water-protein hydrogen bonds. This has also been observed by Levitt and Sharon (1988)

in comparing simulations of pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (PTI) with water molecules and

in vacuo. We have observed competition by the water molecules to the mainchain

hydrogen bonds in another simulation (data not presented). In that simulation the hydro

gen bonds were broken on the average 4-5 times longer than with the dielectric functions

because in many cases three hydrogen bonds to solvent had to be broken to reform the

mainchain hydrogen-bonding pair. In contrast, Levitt and Sharon (1988) did not see

enough motion in PTI during their simulation to enable water molecules to come

between hydrogen-bonding groups in the protein. Competition by water does not occur

in our system until 150 ps into the simulation (data not presented). All of these simula

tions show comparable mean hydrogen bond stabilities in water and in vacuo, though.

Thus, we would expect differences in hydrogen bond stabilities if the simulation were

continued because once the water molecules make hydrogen bonds with mainchain

groups the intramolecular hydrogen bonds remain broken.

All of our helical models showed stabilization by a combination of interactions. In

contrast, we found that mainchain hydrogen bonds were extremely important for stabili

zation of the helical conformation in a simulation of polyalanine. In that calculation, the

hydrogen bonds were intact approximately 91% of the time (over 4 ns) and only
remained broken for very short periods of time, on the order of 1 ps (Chapter 4). Not

surprisingly, as sequences become more complicated, other interactions, besides the

mainchain hydrogen bonds inherent to the structure, become more important in stabiliz
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ing the helix.

Summary

In conclusion, we have shown that simulations with the sigmoidal dielectric func

tion provide reasonable results and can be an alternative to adding explicit water

molecules where computer resources are limited. The different dielectric models exhi

bited differences in importance for some helix stabilizing interactions and in some cases

entirely different interactions. For systems like this one where an actual structure cannot

be determined for the peptide in solution, because of the presence of multiple distinct

conformations, simulations can aid in identifying possible intramolecular interactions,

visualizing the movement of the peptide, and interpreting ambiguous experimental

results.

Footnote

(1) The nonstandard charges and atom types for glutamic acid and the amide blocking

groups are as follows: Glu, OE1 type OH---charge -0.55, HO atom type HO---

charge 0.442, OE2 type O2---charge -0.45; NHH, N type N---charge -0.52, H1 and

H2 type H---charges 0.26. The following nonstandard angular parameters were

added to the parameter list: CT-C-OH, Ke=75.0 kcal/mole-rad”, 0.1-117.2°, OH

C-O2, Ka=70.0 kcal/mole-rad”, 0.4–125.6°, and X-OH-C-O2, V./2=10.5 kcal/mole,

Y=180°, n=2.
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CHAPTER 4: A Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Polyalanine:

An Analysis of Equilibrium Motions and Helix-Coil Transitions

The o-helix is an important structural element of proteins. An understanding of

helix dynamics and transitions can aid in interpreting the motions of proteins. The helix

coil transition is also of interest because of its probable role in protein folding. The

helix-coil transition has been the focus of many experimental and theoretical studies.

However, detailed analysis of the helix-coil transition from a microscopic simulation of a

peptide of approximately the same length as found in proteins is not available. One of

the main reasons for this is that helix-coil transitions occur on the 10° - 10° sec time

scale, whereas simulations are generally limited to the picosecond (107* sec) time scale.

A number of approaches have been taken to circumvent the problem of the differ

ence in time scales. McCammon and co-workers used a simplified model for the

polypeptide chain with only a single sphere representing each amino acid (1980). Furth

ermore, they only allowed the last 5 residues of a 15 residue peptide to move, but the

simulation was carried out for a long period of time, 12 nanoseconds (ns). Czerminski

and Elber (1989) have carefully evaluated all probable structural transitions for a tetra

peptide, including detailed analysis of the transition of the helix to extended structures. In

a preliminary account, Brooks (1989) reports the use of molecular dynamics at 600 K to

explore whether the o-helix is the global energy minimum for a 13-residue peptide of

polyalanine. He generated 10 random structures and simulated their dynamic behavior

for 2.5 ns. He found that the peptide exhibited complete unfolding and refolding.

Detailed analysis of this behavior is not yet available. A number of statistical mechanical

models have been described to treat various aspects of the problem (outlined in Cantor

and Schimmel, 1980). Using these models, the tendency to form helices is determined

by the length of the polypeptide chain, the equilibrium constant for propagation of an

helix (s), and a nucleation parameter (o) that reflects the difficulty of nucleating helices

within nonhelical segments of the chain. These parameters can be determined experimen
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tally using the host-guest method in which the effect of introducing an amino acid (guest)

into a long, water soluble polymer (host) with a well-characterized helix-coil transition is

measured (Sueki et al., 1984). The problem with these theories is that not all of the

assumptions are valid for short peptides, although they are in fairly good agreement with

experiment when long polymers are considered.

These studies, with the exception of the work by Brooks, are all useful in furthering

our understanding of this important process but limited in some way for describing the

behavior of small helical peptides. For that reason we decided to perform molecular

dynamics of a 20 residue peptide of alanine to further explore helix dynamics and the

helix-coil transition. Alanine was chosen because it is the simplest polypeptide that is

able to adopt the o-helical conformation. We allowed the entire molecule to move freely.

We had to make some approximations, though, because of the time limitations addressed

above. To increase the likelihood of transitions, we ran the simulation at an high tem

perature for a long period of time (4 nanoseconds), and did not include explicit solvent

molecules. Using this approach we obtain a description of the overall structure and

inherent flexibility of the chain as well as a structural picture of conformational changes

that occur. In this way, we can address both equilibrium properties of the peptide and the

dynamics of the structural transtions.

Our results correlate fairly well with the available experimental data and previous

simulations aimed at addressing dynamics of an O-helix. Our results deviate from the sta

tistical mechanical theories, as might be expected for a small peptide. The relevance of

our results to protein folding is also discussed.
METHODS

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed of a 20 residue peptide of alanine

starting in the o-helical conformation. The starting structure was generated using a rou
tine from ECEPP (Momany et al., 1975) with repeating 4 = -57° and y = -47°. The pep

tide was terminated at the peptide bond without charged or capped ends. This structure
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was minimized briefly and then equilibrated at 300 K for 25 picoseconds (ps) using

molecular dynamics (MD). The resulting structure was the starting point for the MD

simulation and considered the time = 0 ps structure. All calculations were performed

using AMBER version 3.0 (Singh et al., 1986) with standard united-atom parameters

(Weiner et al., 1984).

The molecular dynamics simulation began with the time = 0 ps structure described

above. The temperature was increased to 400 K and maintained by coupling to an exter

nal bath using the method of Berendsen et al. (1984). One femtosecond time steps were

employed and the simulation was carried out for 4 nanoseconds (ns, 4000 ps), resulting

in 4 x 10° total steps of MD. Structures were saved every 0.5 ps during the simulation for
analysis, resulting in 8000 structures. A 10 A non-bonded cut-off was used and the pair

list was updated every 50 steps. A linear distance dependent dielectric function was

employed (e=r).

RESULTS

We performed a molecular dynamics simulation of polyalanine to explore the types

of equilibrium motion and structural transitions the peptide undergoes. To increase the

likelihood of observing helix-coil transitions, we carried out a long trajectory (4 ns), did

not use explicit solvent. and maintained an high temperature (400 K). First, we present

the results pertaining to the structural and equilibrium properties of the simulation, and

then we deal with the actual transitions between different structures.

Overall Dynamical Properties of the Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Figure 4.1A illustrates the amount of motion that occurred during the simulation by

a plot of the end-to-end distance (between the amide hydrogen of residue 1 and the car

bonyl oxygen of residue 20) as a function of time. The average distance was 28.3 Å, with

root-mean-square fluctuations of 2.4 Å. An ideal o-helix of 20 residues is approximately
30 Å long. This polyalanine peptide maintained the ideal length fairly well throughout
the simulation but there were some large excursions to more compact structures. Many
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Figure 4.1A: End-to-end distance as a function time (plotted every 5 ps).
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Figure 4.1B: Distribution of end-to-end distances (all 8000 structures considered).
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of these displacements represent accordian-like motions and bending of the peptide. The

end-to-end distance dropped below 10 Å and remained there for 3 ps with the minimum

occurring at 3360 ps and a length of 5.26 Å (not shown because of the plotting interval).

Also, as seen in Figure 4.1A, the system appeared to be well-equilibrated; a drift was not

observed over time and the fluctuations persisted throughout the entire simulation.

All of the large deviations from the ideal length favored compaction of the structure

(Figures 4.1A and 4.1B). The distribution function for the end-to-end distance is shown

in Figure 4.1B. The function shows departures from Gaussian behavior; it is sharply

peaked and drops off quickly with distances greater than the maximum. This distribution

gives a characteristic ratio of 3 (characteristic ratio = <r’->/nl”, where n=number of resi

dues -1, r is the end-to-end distance and 1 represents the spacing between Co. atoms, 3.8

Å). The maximum instantaneous characteristic ratio observed during the simulation was

5.

Another way to view the amount of motion occurring during the simulation is by the

variance in the 4 and y angle, defining the structure of the peptide. The peptide was

predominantly helical during the simulation with an average (), over all time and all

angles, of -65.7° and < \, X = -40.4°. Thus, increased from the starting values (T-57°)

while y decreased (starting value *-47°), but they were still near the helical values. Fig

ure 4.2 shows the average angular variance of the () and y angles as a function of position

over the entire 4 ns. The values were higher at the ends than in the center of the structure

for both 4 and y, which is indicative of fraying of the helix. The fluctuations of 4 were on

average slightly higher than y (<6% P = 16°, 3 Öy > = 15°).

Figure 4.3 shows the correlations in the fluctuations of of residue 10 with the

fluctuations of y of all other residues. The strongest correlation was between $10 and W3.

The motions were damped quickly moving away from the center of the peptide. The

strong anticorrelation between $10 and y, caused the peptide bond to move in a
crankshaft-like motion that localizes any distortions by keeping the rest of the helix more
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or less fixed. This strong anticorrelation between bi and y_i was prevalent throughout

the structure (data not presented). This anticorrelation was most striking for Ö3 and u■ z

with a correlation coefficient of -0.72 compared to an average of -0.45 in the center of the

structure. This value is predominantly due to a long-lived structure (approximately 400

ps) in which 63 decreased by roughly 70° and u■ , increased by 180°.

Structural Properties of the Peptide

Table 4.1 lists some of the gross structural features of the peptide at different times

during the simulation. All of the properties in Table 4.1 are based on finding helical por

tions of secondary structure within the peptide. We defined helical regions as having at

least three residues with 4 and u■ angles within 20 degrees of ideal values (q) = -57°, W =

-47°). This particular cut-off to define helical regions is arbitrary, but we wanted to use a

value greater than the mean dihedral fluctuations. With this definition a particular struc

ture can have multiple helices. This approach for determining helix content neglects the

end residues, as both () and u■ are necessary to assign helical regions. Therefore, 100%

helix refers to a structure containing 18 residues with helical p and y values. To deter

mine the overall percentage of helix, all helical residues meeting the criteria above were

considered for a particular structure and then averaged over all structures.

The peptide remained very helical for the first nanosecond of the simulation (81%)

but dropped slightly over the next nanosecond (74%, Table 4.1). The overall helical con

tent reached a plateau at 68% during the last 2 ns of the simulation. During the course of

this simulation the peptide was completely helical 534 times, or 7% of the simulation,

thereby showing that fragments of helix contributed to the overall high helix content. The

peptide was completely nonhelical 106 times, or 1% of the simulation time. Therefore, a
value of 50% helix does not mean that the peptide was completely helical and completely

nonhelical 50 % of the time. As can be seen in Table 4.1, the completely nonhelical con

formations became more prevalent with time. The average time between nonhelical

structures was high during the first nanosecond but decreased with time, tapering to 24 ps
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TABLE 4.1
Gross Structural Features of the Peptide

During the Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Simulation Percentage <Time- (ps)* <Time- (ps)*
Time (ns) Helix 0 % – 0 % 100 % — 100 %

0 - 1 81 333 2

1 - 2 74 53 62

2 - 3 68 24 125

3 - 4 68 24 500

*The average time between either completely helical (100%) structures or between com
pletely nonhelical (0%) structures.
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after 2 ns. Conversely, the peptide was completely helical every 2 ps on the average dur

ing the first nanosecond but increased to 0.5 ns during the last nanosecond of the simula

tion. Although, the average time between completely helical structures increased during

the second half of the simulation, the percentage of helix remained constant, indicating

the increase of multiple helical fragments within a single structure.

Using the definition of helix content described above, the fraction of helix as a func

tion of time was determined (Figure 4.4A). As can be seen, the fraction of helix

remained high throughout the simulation but there were large excursions from the mean.

Given this plot, the helix was clearly stable and highly populated, such that excursions to

less helical structures were quickly converted back to helical conformations. Figure 4.4B

shows a blow-up of a region of Figure 4.4A to give a finer scale and closer view of these

deviations. Although these transitions were relatively rare they occurred very rapidly. In

fact, we are probably observing the upper time limit for this process because we only

saved structures every 0.5 ps for analysis. During the simulation the peptide never

passed from a completely nonhelical to a completely helical structure. Instead, structures

with intermediate amounts of helix were observed.

Table 4.2 shows the average overall time and number of occurrences of particular

transitions. The transitions shown are for helix contents greater than or equal to the upper

limit and less than the lower limit, but do not necessarily represent transitions going

directly from one state to another without intermediate states. The number of times the

transitions occurred increased as the criteria for defining conformational regions became

less restrictive, while the average overall time for the transitions decreased. The transi

tion times were highly variable; all of the transitions had mean fluctuations of at least

60% of the mean value. The range of rates for the various transitions was determined by

using the highest and lowest observed transition times. The range in transition time was

from 10-11 - 10 ° sec. Snapshots depicting different amounts of helical content, from the

trajectory, are shown in Figure 4.5: the peptide with 100% helix content, 50% helix con
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TABLE 4.2
Transitions Between Conformational States

with Different Helical Contents

# of Times <Overall Time- Time Scale

Transition Transition (ps) of Transition
Occurred (sec)*

100 % – 0 % – 100 % 11 668 10-8 - 10–9

90 % – 10 % – 90% 29 271 10–9 - 10-10
80% – 20 % – 80% 108 74 10–9 - 10-11

70 % — 30 % — 70% 300 27 10–9 - 10-11

60% – 40% – 60% 734 11 10–9 - 10-11
50 % — 50 % — 50 % 1140 7 10–9 - 10-11

*The transitions were considered for all helix contents above teh first cut-off given and
below the second. The range of times for the transitions was determined by using the
high and low values of the time for each particular transition.
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* *

Figure 4.5: Stereoview of snapshots of polyalanine during the molecular dynamics trajec
tory, representing different helical contents and simulation times: (A) 2355.5 ps, 0%; (B)
3366.0 ps, 0%; (C) 1850.0 ps, 28%; (D) 2349.0 ps, 50%; (E) 3360.0 ps, 50%; and (F)
3716.0 ps, 100% helix. Each peptide is labelled at the amino-terminus.
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tent, 28% helix, and 0% helix.

The presence of multiple helices along the sequence can be seen in Table 4.3. Early

in the simulation, 40% of the structures had more than 1 helix and the percentage

increased to 62% at the end of the trajectory. The average number of helices per peptide

increased slightly from 1.5 to 1.7. The maximum number of helices was 4 in all time

frames. The average helix length became shorter with time, dropping from 14 to 10 resi

dues during the trajectory, with mean fluctuations of 3 residues for all time regions (the

average length included all helical residues within a structure that were flanked by at

least two other residues with helical 4 and y values). The presence of multiple helices is

also shown clearly by the distribution of helix lengths with time.

Figure 4.6 contains histograms of helix lengths during the first 500 ps of the simula

tion and during the last 500 ps (3.5-4.0 ns). The profiles shown in Figure 4.6A are based

on the definition of helicity described above. As can be seen there are many more long

helical segments (>12 residues) during the first part of the simulation than the last. Even

at the start of the simulation, there were many short helices but the average helix length

was 9 residues and the overall helix content was 82%. During the last 500 ps, the average

helix length dropped to 6 residues but the percentage of helix only dropped to 70%.

Figure 4.6B also shows histograms of helix length during the same periods of time;

however, a different definition of helix content was used. Here, helices were defined

based on the fractional occupancy of the normal hydrogen bonds (i-xi+4, 16 in total for

this peptide) during the simulation, where an hydrogen bond was considered intact if the

distance between the appropriate amide hydrogen and the carbonyl oxygen was less than

2.5 Å. The helix lengths given in Figure 4.6B represent the number of intact hydrogen

bonds in a structure plus 4. The distribution has clearly shifted in favor of long peptides

compared to the profiles using the other, more local definition of helicity. Here again
shorter helical lengths were observed during the last 500 ps of the simulation. The aver

age number of helical residues was 13 during the beginning of the simulation and
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TABLE 4.3
Helical Properties During the Simulation

Simulation <Helix Length- <# Helices % of Structures
Time (ns) (residues) Structure> with > 1 Helix

-
14 1.5 40

1 - 11 1.5 43

-
10 1.7 60

3 - 4 10 1.7 62
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of helix length using different definitions of helicity and
different simulation times. (A) Based on dihedral definition given in the text. Solid
bars are for 0-0.5 ns portion of the simulation and hatched bars represent the 3.5-4
ns segment. (B) Based on the hydrogen bond definition of helicity. Helix length
given by number of hydrogen bonds + 4. The coloring scheme is as described
above.
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decreased to 10 at the end of the simulation.

To determine the importance of mainchain hydrogen bonds in stabilizing the pep

tide, we computed the average percentage of time the normal (i-i-4) hydrogen bonds

(16 in total for this peptide) were intact during the simulation. For this analysis the cut

off to be considered an hydrogen bond was 3 Å, disregarding the angle of approach. The

average percentage of time the hydrogen bonds were intact, based on the distance con

traint, was 91% (averaged over all time and all 16 possible hydrogen bonds). The hydro

gen bonds were broken for 1.2 ps on average with 15.8 ps time intervals between hydro

gen bond breaks. The hydrogen bond stability was slightly higher in the center of the

helix than at the ends. At the carboxy-terminus of the peptide i-i-5 hydrogen bonds

became more prevalent and were occupied 10% of the time (i=13-15). In the center of

the molecule these hydrogen bonds were only populated 4% of the time (i=4-12). These

hydrogen bonds were even less populated at the amino-terminus, 2% of the time.

Energetics of the Peptide

A number of properties were derived from the energies of the intermediate struc

tures generated during molecular dynamics. Figure 4.7 shows the percentage of helix

(based on b,\!y values as described above) for particular structures and their corresponding

potential energies. There is no real correlation between the potential energy and the per

centage of helix, although the 100% helix structures were in general of lower energy than

structures with lower helical content. There is a cut-off of approximately -200 kcal/mole.

When below this threshold, the structures had a limited range of helicity that was gen

erally high (>70%). Above the threshold there were a large number of structures adopting

many different helical contents.

From the potential energies the internal partition function was calculated using the

following relationship:

Q = 2 exp(-(e; - eo) /RT)

where eo is the lowest energy found for the entire ensemble of 8000 structures (-244.2
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kcal/mole, 94% helix), T = 400 K, R is the gas constant and the sum was over all struc

tures. (Partion functions are usually calculated using internal energies. Since we are

correcting the energies using eo and the temperature was maintained by coupling to an

heating bath, the kinetic energies cancel.) The partition function was found to be 1.89

and corresponded to a free energy of -0.5 kcal/mole (F = -RT ln Q). The average poten

tial energy during the simulation was -180.4 kcal/mole, or 63.8 when corrected by eo.

The configurational entropy was calculated from the partition function and the corrected

potential energy (S = R ln Q + E / T), yielding a value of 161 eu. Also, we assume that

the potential energy is equal to the enthalpy, which is reasonable for simulations in

vacuo. Using the approach described above, the free energy of the 0% and 100% helical

structures was determined by using the same eo as for the full ensemble but only sum

ming over the subset of structures. The free energy for 0% helix was found to be 58.4

kcal/mole, the uncorrected mean potential energy was -159.2 kcal/mole and the mean

entropy was 67 cal/mole-K. The 100% helical structures gave F = 0.5 kcal/mole, < H > =

-232.3 kcal/mole and S = 28 eu. Although the 100% helix structures had the lowest

mean potential energy, the system composed of mixed structures had the lowest free

energy. The free energy change in going from the 100% helical structures to the mixed

system (with all structures, 62% helix overall) was -1.0 kcal/mole with AH = 51.9

kcal/mole and AS = 133 eu. Therefore, this process was favorable and entropy driven.

Considering the 100% – 0% helix case, AF = 57.9 kcal/mole, AH = 73.0 kcal/mole, and

AS = 39 eu. So, here again the entropy change favored the nonhelical state, although to a

lesser degree. The enthalpy change, however, was large and unfavorable, thereby causing

the large positive free energy change. The thermodynamic variables derived using the

partition function are only useful for internal comparison of different populations

explored during the simulation. These results cannot be compared to experiment because
of the lack of solvent and limited sampling of conformational space. Even the delta quan

tities must be viewed cautiously; the coil state was undersampled relative to the helix.
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Even the low energy states are significantly underrepresented; Q is much closer to 1 (the

limit for sampling of high energy states, e.g. ei >> eo) than to n (the limit for e = eo). In a

short simulation (150 ps) of a dipeptide of alanine under the same conditions Q was 120.

The partition function for polyalanine is extremely low given that the helical conforma

tion was the most dominant state. This is because all of the energies are relative to the

lowest energy, which is for one structure that happened to optimize a number of interac

tions and is not truly representative of the helical state.

From the fluctuations in the potential energy, the internal heat capacity of the pep

tide was calculated (C = R (<öE>/RT)”). The heat capacity of all 8000 structures was

0.82 cal/gm-deg. The corresponding values for 0% helix and 100% helix were 0.10 and

0.06 cal/gm-deg, respectively. The mixed structures were, therefore, best able to absorb,

or accomodate heat. That the heat capacity of the 0% helix structures is so low is prob

ably due to insufficient sampling of that state and the presence of residual structure in the

random coil population. The heat capacities that can be calculated for our system are

internal heat capacities. Given our lack of explicit water molecules, we cannot calculate

accurate experimentally relevant heat capacities. Nor should changes in heat capacities

determined from our simulation necessarily relate to experiment because the contribution

to the heat capacity due to peptide-environment interactions should be different for the

helical and random coil states.

Structural Transitions

As mentioned above, the transitions between completely helical and nonhelical

structures were relatively rare. But, each residue made many such transitions during the

simulation. We calculated the number of times each residue converted from residing in

the helical region of b,\y space (+ 20° of ideal values) to a nonhelical conformation and

then back to being helical again. These values were averaged over different intervals of

time and are given in Table 4.4. The number of transitions increased with time and

reached a limiting value of 270 transitions/ns after 2 ns, which is "100 transitions per
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TABLE 4.4
Times and Thermodynamic Properties of Various

Transitions During the Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Simulation Time (ns)

0-1 || 1 - 2 2 - 3 3 - 4
h – c – h

<# tran/res>h_h 167 201 270 275
<time-h-c (ps) 4.0 3.1 2.0 2.0
<time>e—h (ps) 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.8

<K>e—h 5.2 3.2 2.4 2.3
AGc ,h (kcal/mole) -1.3 -0.9 –0.7 -0.7

hh — cc — hh

<# tran/res>hh—hh 59 80 108 112
<time-hh-cc (ps) 10.8 9.0 6.3 6.0
<time-cc-hh (ps) 1.2 2.1 1.5 1.5

<K2cc —hh 8.8 4.3 4.2 4.0
AGcc ºhh (kcal/mole) -1.7 -1.2 -1.1 -1.1

hhh — ccc — himh

<# tran/res>hhh-hhh 19 28 38 43
<time-hhh—cce (ps) 33.7 27.7 20.1 17.9
<time-cce—hhh (ps) 2.1 4.9 3.1 3.0

<KPecc-hhh 16.2 5.6 6.7 5.9
AGccc_hhh (kcal/mole) -2.2 -1.4 -1.5 -1.4

hhh — hc – hinh

<# tran/res>hhh—hhh 68 75 104 103
<time-hhh—hhe (ps) 5.8 5.4 3.8 4.0
<time-hhc—hhh (ps) 1.2 2.0 1.8 1.7

AGhhe —ºhhh (kcal/mole) -1.3 –0.8 -0.6 -0.7
hcc — himc — hoc

<# tran/res>hcc—hcc 26 38 55 54
<time-hcc—hhc (ps) 4.3 4.4 4.1 4.0
<time-hhe-shcc (ps) 11.5 11.3 7.3 7.0

<K>hcc—hhc 2.6 2.6 1.8 1.8
AGhcc—hhe (kcal/mole) –0.8 –0.8 -0.4 -0.4

ccc — chc — ccc

<# tran/res>ccc_cce 10 20 29 27
<time>.ccc_che (ps) 13.9 11.0 8.9 10.0
<time-che—cce (ps) 26.1 15.3 12.8 12.5

<K>ccc_chc 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.2
AGccc_che (kcal/mole) -0.5 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2
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nanosecond more than at the beginning of the simulation. The number of transitions

dropped by over 100 transitions per nanosecond when two residues were required to con

vert between the helical and nonhelical conformations (hh—ºcc—hh, Table 4.4). The

number of transitions dropped further when three residues were considered (hhh — ccc

— himh), but again increased with time.

Table 4.4 also contains the average amount of time between the different states, or

the amount of time the residue(s) spends in a particular state before converting. The sin

gle residue transitions give a measure of the inherent background motions in the struc

ture. In the first nanosecond of the simulation the residues spent a much greater time in

the helical state than in the coil, or nonhelical, state. After a nonhelical conformation was

adopted, the residue quickly reverted back to the helical conformation (<K>e-sh–5.2,

greatly favoring the helical state, Table 4.4). The nonhelical region became more favor

able as the simulation progressed (<K>e_k=2.3), but the helical conformation was still

favored. The equilibrium constants were averaged over all of the residues but there were

differences along the sequence. From ratios of equilibrium constants, the N-terminal

region (residues 1-4) favored the nonhelical conformation three times as much as in the

center of the structure. The C-terminal end of the peptide (residues 15-19) was slightly

more helical than the N-terminus, with the coil state favored 2.5 to 1 compared to the

center of the structure.

It should be noted that because of our definition for assigning helical regions, we

cannot determine the time necessary for the actual conversion, it is merely the time inter

val between the structures collected. Instead, the rate constants have been approximated

as reciprocals of the observed time intervals between structures. These pseudo-rate con

stants were used to determine the equilibrium constants and consequently the free energy

changes. The average free energy change for the conversion from a nonhelical to an heli
cal conformation reached a plateau of "-0.7 kcal/mole after 1 ns. Hence, transitions at the

single residue level should be easily accessible even at lower temperatures.
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The disparity between the amount of time spent in the helical versus nonhelical con

formation was magnified further when more residues were considered. For example, the

average equilibrium constant almost doubled for the ce—hh transitions compared to the

single residue transitions (comparing values after the system had unambiguously equili

brated, 2-4 ns, Table 4.4). The free energy for the conversion of 2 residues was more

favorable (AG = -1.1 kcal/mole) than the single transition (AG = -0.7 kcal/mole), but the

effect was not additive. In considering the conversion of three residues, ccc—hhh, the

free energy became more favorable ( -1.5 kcal/mole after 2 ns, Table 4.4).

We then considered a slightly different transition, something akin to propagation.

The free energy was calculated for converting a nonhelical residue to an helical one with

two neighboring helical residues to, presumably, aid in the process. We found that the

free energy changes for this process were roughly equivalent to the values for the conver

sion itself, without regard to the state of the preceding residues. This finding is surprising

but may be, due to the fact that the peptide was mostly helical during the simulation.

Although the free energy for adding an helical residue to an existing helical segment was

equivalent to the same transition at the single residue level, the number of transitions was

comparable to that seen for the two residue transitions.

To test how important the two preceding helical residues were to propagation of the

helix, the following conversion was investigated: hoc — he (Table 4.4, AG = -0.4

kcal/mole). The free energy change for this process was less favorable than for a single

residue transition (AG = -0.7 kcal/mole). Since the free energy for the previous propaga

tion transition was equivalent to the conversion of a single residue, the difference

between these two propagation processes is probably due to the fact that hoc — he
occurs for residue i at the helix-coil interface. The hc — hhh conversion neglects the

state of residue i + 1. The equilibrium constant for propagation is comparable to the S

parameter of Zimm–Bragg theory. From our simulation sº 2 (averaged over the last 2 ns

for the two propagation processes, hoc–ºhh.c and hlic->hhh).
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The final transition considered in Table 4.4 is for nucleation of an helix within a

nonhelical region, ccc — che. The free energy change for this process was favorable but

less than the single residue conversion, c → h. Hence, this transition was more difficult

than the established background level. This process is equivalent to the nucleation step of

the Zimm–Bragg model, therefore ‘Kºccc_chc = o s, where s 2 for our simulation and o

is the nucleation parameter. From our simulation o = 0.6.

To determine whether or not the various transitions discussed above occurred

cooperatively, the probabilities of the transitions occcurring independently was estimated

and compared to their observed frequency. The equilibrium constant for an helical to

nonhelical transition was used as a measure of the probability of the change to occur. For

each type of transition shown in Table 4.4, only the values from the last nanosecond were

considered to ensure that the system had completely equilibrated and because there were

more occurrences of the events late in the simulation.

For the single residue transitions the probability that an helical residue will convert

to a nonhelical residue is <K>h_c = P = 0.43. Since the residue must either convert to a

nonhelical residue or remain helical the total probability is 1 and the probability of

remaining helical is PA = 0.57. Therefore, the helical state is favored slightly over the

coil, or nonhelical, state. For the transitions involving two residues, hb — cc, the proba

bility should be the product of the individual probabilities for a transition (P = P.P. =

0.18) if the events are independent. From the simulation, the probability was 0.25. So,

the events were not independent----it was easier to make the second nonhelical residue

after the first had converted. The same local cooperativity was found when three residues

were considered, ccc — hhh. If the three transitions were to occur independently, a pro

bability of 0.08 would be expected. Instead a frequency of 0.17 was observed from the
simulation. We can assume that the first residue to convert to a nonhelical state does so

independently because the propagation step, hbc – him, gave a probability of 0.43,

which is expected for an independent transition. Therefore, conversion of the other two
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residues, after the first transition, was facilitated by the neighboring coil residue.

This same local cooperativity was seen for the other propagation step investigated,

hhc — licc. Again, a probability of P. = 0.43 is expected for an independent transition,

but a value of 0.57 was observed from the simulation. Therefore, this result also indi

cates that the helix to coil transition is more probable when there is a neighboring

nonhelical residue. The final case that we considered was for nucleation of an helix, chc

— ccc. A probability of 0.8 was found from the simulation. Therefore, this process was

cooperative such that the neighboring nonhelical residue facilitated the converstion of h

— c, although the process was still energetically favorable.

DISCUSSION

We have performed a molecular dynamics simulation of a 20 residue peptide of

alanine in an attempt to characterize the types of motions the structure undergoes and to

investigate the mechanism of the structural transtions. This peptide was predominantly

helical during the simulation---62% helix during the entire 4 nanoseconds. The o-helix is

an important structural element of proteins, therefore an understanding of helix dynamics

can aid in interpreting the motions of proteins. Furthermore, the helix-coil transition is of

interest because of its probable role in protein folding. In the discussion that follows our

results are compared to experimental results of related small peptides, to previous simu

lations, and to earlier predictions from polymer theory. Lastly, we present the relevance

of these results to protein folding.

Comparison to Experiment

There are still only a handful of small peptides that form isolated O-helices in solu

tion. Unlike long peptides, these small peptides do not show cooperative melting curves

(Bradley personal communication; Mitchinson and Baldwin, 1986; Marqusee and

Baldwin, 1987; Marqusee et al., 1990). The transitions observed during our simulation

were not cooperative, either. We never saw direct transitions between 0% and 100% heli
cal structures. Instead, intermediate states were populated. This was also true, in general,
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for the less restrictive transtions between 90% and 10% helix and 80% and 20% helix. In

general during our simulation, transitions occurred in a stepwise manner with one residue

transforming at a time. We did, however, observe local cooperativity between neighbor

ing residues (discussed further below). The transition times for these processes ranged

from 107* - 107* sec (Table 4.2). Experimentally, the range is 10° - 10 ° sec. Our values

overlap with the experimental range but are high, mostly due to the lack of solvent (dis

cussed further below).

Experimentally, small peptides are only marginally stable as helices in solution. As

a result, one observes fractions of helix as measured by circular dichroism (CD).

Specific helical regions have been identified in small peptides by two-dimensional

nuclear magnetic resonance experiments (2-D NMR) (Osterhout et al., 1989; Bradley et

al., 1990), as opposed to observing 100% helical structures in equilibrium with 0% helix

structues. In our simulation, we found that the mixed state, with various helical contents,

was lower in free energy than the 100% helix state. That the mixed state was more favor

able was because of the favorable entropy, or conformational freedom, of the mixed

state, while the average potential energy was lower for the 100% helix state. The free

energy difference two states was 1 kcal/mole and therefore interconversion was facile.

The mixed state had a much lower free energy than the completely nonhelical state ( 60

kcal/mole). Hence, our results are consistent with the experimental data as our peptide

favors the mixed helical state, as do the experimentally characterized peptides. However,

the free energy difference involving the nonhelical state have almost assuredly been

overestimated because of the limited sampling of that state.

For many years it was thought that small peptides could not adopt helical conforma

tions in solution (Epand and Scheraga, 1968). This was due in part to experiments, con

ducted to determine the s and o parameters from the Zimm–Bragg model (Zimm and

Bragg, 1959), where s represents an equilbrium constant for propagation of the helix and

o describes nucleation of an helix. The experiments were performed using the host-guest
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method in which the effect of introducing an amino acid (guest) into a water soluble

homopolymer (host) with a well-characterized helix-coil transition. Using this method, s

= 1.06 and o = 8 x 10" for L-alanine (Scheraga, 1973). These values indicate that

nucleation of helical segments is difficult and that the residue only favors the helical state

slightly over the coil conformation. In contrast, s derived from our simulation was 2 and

o 0.6. These results show that the helical state was greatly favored over the nonhelical

conformation and that nucleation was less probable than propagation (e.g. o = 1 for no

barrier to nucleation) but the values are much higher than those derived using the host

guest method. Hence, it is much easier to make helices from alanine in our simulation

than suggested by the host-guest results and nucleation of short fragments of helix are

relatively facile. The lack of solvent and use of a macroscopic dielectric function can

facilitate the helix to coil transitions and may overestimate s and o. However, there is

recent experimental work supports our findings. Baldwin and co-workers have syn

thesized a variety of alanine-based peptides that are stable as isolated o-helices in aque

ous solution (80% helix content) (Marqusee and Baldwin, 1987; Marqusee et al., 1990;

Padmanabhan et al., 1990). They report a preliminary s value of 2 for alanine (Marqu

see et al., 1990). This value is in accord with the value from this simulation. Also, the

fact that the peptide even adopts the helical conformation with a transition that is weakly

cooperative, suggests that o is greater than the value derived from host-guest experi

ments. Unfortunately, an experimental value from a small peptide is not available to

compare to the value derived from our simulation. It has been argued that because of the

small nucleation parameter from host-guest studies, short helical fragments will not exist

but instead formation of long helices is favored. The fact that we see segments of helix

broken by nonhelical regions is supported qualitatively by NMR data on long peptides.

The NMR results indicate that, under conditions that support interconverting helical and

random coil configurations of polyalanine, there are random coil segments in the midst of

helical regions (Glicket al., 1966).
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Comparison to Simulations

Equilibrium Properties

A number of techniques have been employed to study o-helix dynamics theoreti

cally: normal mode calculations (Fanconi et al., 1971; Levy and Karplus, 1979); molecu

lar dynamics (Levy et al., 1982); Monte Carlo simulations (Skvortsov et al., 1971); and

harmonic dynamics in dihedral space (Go and Go, 1976). Both Go and Go (1976) and

Skvortsov et al. (1971) found dihedral fluctuations of the backbone of 7-8 °. The fluctua

tions (15-16°) that we observed are more consistent with the values found by Levy and

Karplus (1979) using harmonic dynamics (12-15°). In other simulations an 18 residue

peptide of polyalanine, was reported to have root-mean-square displacements of the end

to-end length of 0.24 Å (Suezaki and Go, 1976) and 0.38 Å (Peticolas, 1978). The
corresponding value from our simulation was 2.4 Å. Our value is much higher than those

found earlier. This is because the previous studies were either of short duration or search

available conformational space exhaustively but only in the harmonic limit for one par

ticular structure. Our simulation, on the other hand, was sufficiently long that we sampled

both the helical state and numerous nonhelical conformations.

A number of motions were seen in our MD simulation that had been observed previ

ously in normal mode studies. Many of the end-to-end distances in Figure 4.1 that are

less than the ideal o-helix length correspond to accordian-like motions of the whole

helix, which is made up of two types motion occurring either separately or simultane

ously. These two motions involve a bending of the helix causing the ends of the helix to

move in space and a contraction of the structure leading to improved hydrogen bonds or

shifting of hydrogen bonds from i + 4 + i + 5 spacings, resulting in an helix with a

larger cross section such that the ends of the structure only move along the helix axis.
Fanconi et al. have also observed accordian-like motions in normal mode calculations of

an o-helix (1971). The lowest nonzero frequency mode of a polymer is expansion and

contraction (Schaufele and Shimanouchi, 1967). For helices of finite length these
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accordian-like motions become optically active and have been observed in Raman

scattering of hydrocarbons (Schaufele and Shimanouchi, 1967). Levy and Karplus also

observed this type of contraction, yielding an helix with a large cross section and

improved hydrogen bonds (1979). They note that there is asymmetry in the energy con

tour such that it is much easier to compress than stretch an helix. We found this in our

simulation as well, almost all of the deviations from the ideal length involved compres

sion of the helix (Figure 4.1). In addition to the accordian-like motion, we observed fray

ing of the ends of the helix. Levy and Karplus also observed this motion, reporting higher

dihedral fluctuations at the ends of the structure than in the center (1979).

Our simulation shows similar results for helix motion as previous studies. We have

the advantage, though, that we were also able to sample nonhelical phase space to

observe unwinding of the helix and then reformation of the helical state. Most unfolding

steps started because of unwinding of the ends of the structure but some involved unfold

ing emanating from the center of the structure. This process usually started as the result

of a kink that was then propagated. None of the transitions that we observed were strictly

cooperative; however, there was strong local cooperativity in that the fluctuations of

adjacent dihedral angles were highly correlated. This has also been observed by Levy and

Karplus (1979) and Go and Go (1976). Go and Go find that fluctuations were correlated

as far as 6 residues apart, although the magnitude beyond 4 is small. Levy and Karplus

(1976), on the other hand, only see correlations spanning 3 residues. Our results (Figure

4.3) are in accord with those of Levy and Karplus.

Mechanism of Transition

A number of investigators have explored simulation of the helix-coil transition.

McCammon and co-workers have addressed this question using dynamics with simplified

models of the polypeptide chain (Flory virtual bonds connecting soft spheres) with inclu

sion of terms to approximate the effects of solvent (McCammon et al., 1980; Pear et al.,

1981). Their structure was fixed in space except that the last two or five residues were
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allowed to move. In both simulations unwinding of a residue occurred with, or closely

followed, unwinding of the next residue, such that when two or more residues left the

helix that they did so sequentially. Furthermore, they found that correlation of motion

affects the transition rates. Correlations between dihedrals have also been suggested to

play a role in the dynamics of polymers in solution to minimize large solvent frictional

forces caused by the tails being forced to follow rigidly the rotation of the transforming

bond (Helfand, 1984). In these systems, too, transitions occur sequentially with an

activation energy of approximately 1 barrier height; so, the events are essentially

independent overall but locally cooperative (Skolnick and Helfand, 1980). Furthermore,

Helfand and co-workers have found that immediately following the transition of one

bond there is a strong increase in the transition rate of the second neighbor's bonds, last

ing for short periods of time (Helfand, 1984). We also observed this effect as transforma

tion of a residue to the coil state was facilitated after a neighboring group became

nonhelical. The reason for the strong correlations between dihedral fluctuations of neigh

boring residues is that in order to localize the mode, the transition of the central bond

must be accompanied by distortion of neighboring degrees of freedom (Hall and Helfand,

1982; Helfand et al., 1981). The anticorrelation between (); and u■ i_i is an example of

how compensatory motion can localize distortions. The correlation of the motions of

these dihedral angles causes rotation of the plane of the amide group with only a small

effect on the overall chain direction. That one residue can respond to a change in its

neighbor is understandable in peptides because the intrinsic barrier to rotation about 6

and y are relatively small (1 kcal/mole) (Tsuji et al., 1976; Gruenewald et al., 1979).

McCammon et al. also calculated the parameters for their system (1980). They saw

insensitivity of s with respect to chain position, which is in accord with the Ising model

assumptions. We, however, observed differences in s along the sequence. The sparame

ter was approximately 2.5-3 times higher at the ends (4 residues at each end) than in the
center of the structure. McCammon co-workers (1980) did not see this effect because
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they only allowed motion in the region we would define as the end residues. Thus, they

never investigated the interior of the helix since it was fixed.

McCammon and co-workers also determined the rate constants for the helix-coil

transition in their peptide (1980). They found rates of 10° - 10° sect' for individual resi

dues. The experimental results suggest rate constants of 10' - 10" sect' for a variety of

polypeptides in different solvents (Gruenewald et al., 1979; Bosterling and Engel, 1979;

Tsuji et al., 1976; Inoue et al., 1979). Our values range from 10° to 10° sect' for indi

vidual residue transitions. Our results are obviously high. There are at least two factors

leading to these high values: the use of high temperature to facilitate bond rotations and

the lack of solvent which would damp motion.

Czerminski and Elber have used a different approach to study helix-coil transitions

(1989). They completed a reaction path study of a tetrapeptide in which they delineated

the conformational transitions between the 112 stable states of the molecule. They find

that the number of available routes for a transition is significantly lower than in a random

search and occur via local dihedral flips. As has been observed with polymers, Czermin

ski and Elber find that a transition is close to completion before the next transition is ini

tiated. They also observed a quasi-melting point 5 kcal/mole above the lowest energy

minimum. Below that point the molecule is trapped in one or a few minima and above

the threshold a large number of configurations are observed. Our simulation showed

similar behavior, with a quasi-melting point 40 kcal/mole above the lowest energy (Fig

ure 4.7).

Comparison to Polymer Theory

Statistical Properties of Random Polypeptides

Much work has been devoted to the statistical properties of random flight chains, or

freely rotating chains. The model is generally just a chain of Flory virtual bonds, vectors

joining C, atoms, that are unperturbed by excluded volume effects. Many conformations
for the chains are generated and these are then evaluated statistically. One of the most
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important properties derived using this approach is the mean squared end-to-end dis

tance, <rº-, because it reflects the distribution of conformations. From the end-to-end

distance the characteristic ratio can be calculated, which gives a measure of the inherent

stiffness of a real chain compared to the random flight chain. The characteristic ratio is

calculated from the end-to-end distribution by the following relationship:

C. - <r” >0 / nl?

where n=number of resides, l- the distance between virtual bonds. The dimensions of

real chains increase with n to some limiting value. The characteristic ratio calculated

from our simulation was 3 with a maximum value of 5. The limiting value for polyalan

ine as n – infinity is 9.0, which has been determined experimentally (Brant and Flory,

1965) and estimated theoretically (Brant et al., 1967). When C, becomes independent of

n the chain is behaving like a random walk polymer, which occurs when n > 35 residues.

The characteristic ratio is between 6-7 for a 20 residue peptide of alanine (Schimmel and

Flory, 1967). Thus, small peptides are not expected to behave like random walk chains.

But, our value is low even compared to the value for short chains. This discrepancy indi

cates that we did not sample the random coil state very well in our simulation. Instead,

our peptide remained very compact. This is probably due to our use of a distance depen

dent dielectric constant, which overestimates electrostatic interactions and leads to com

paction of structures (discussed in Chapter 3), resulting in the peptide becoming trapped

in certain regions of conformational space. Further simulations with higher temperatures

and longer simulations times could be performed in an attempt to circumvent the local

minimum problem.

The distribution of the end-to-end lengths is also of use. The distribution derived

from our simulation (Figure 4.1B) deviates markedly from the Gaussian distribution

expected for a freely rotating chain. All real chains are described well by a Gaussian
function when n – infinity (Cantor and Schimmel, 1980). Short chains, however, often

exhibit deviations from this behavior. The distribution from our simulation indicates that
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our structure is stiff and that our profile is a composite of two distributions, helix and

coil.

Statistical Models for Helix-Coil Transitions

Previous work in this area has held as its tenet the tendency to confine helical units

to one long sequence rather than to scatter short segments. The main reasons for this are

that the propagation of long helices circumvents the entropy cost associated with bring

ing residues together to make the first hydrogen bond for each segment, since the entropy

loss of adding successive residues is lower. Also, due to the alignment of peptide

dipoles, the dipolar stabilization is maximal if a given residue is followed by 10 helical

residues. These factors explain the cooperativity observed for helix-coil transitions of

long peptides. Short peptides like the one studied here do not show cooperative transi

tions, however. It is our aim to see how well the theory correlates with properties

observed during our simulation.

In the zipper model of helix-coil transitions only one helical segment is allowed per

chain and nucleation is much less favorable than propagation. The nucleation parameter,

o, determines how sharp the transition is and is usually assigned a value of 10° - 107*.

Schellman used this model to study how distributions of helix lengths change during the

helix-coil transition in a small 20 residue peptide (1958). He found that short helices (1-2

hydrogen bonds) contribute very little to the thermodynamic properties of the transition

and the overall picture of the distribution function. The distributions observed showed a

peptide with essentially all residues in the helical state. As the transition occurred the

population shifted to lower helix lengths but instead of significantly populating small

segments of helix, the peptide with no helix content became prevalent. Contrary to

Schellman’s results, short helical segments were highly populated in our simulation both

early in the simulation when the peptide was predominantly helical and later when mixed

random coil and helical structures were in equilibrium (Figure 4.6). Also, in our simula

tion small helices can contribute to the thermodynamic properties, provided there are
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multiple helices. When just a single short helix existed, its contribution to the partition

function was small. This result is in accord with Schellman's work since the zipper

model only allows the existence of one helix. Schellman also reports that fluctuations

can protect the peptide against total unfolding because the free energy of the fluctuant

states is lower than that of the helix with all hydrogen bonds satisfied (1958). We also

found this to be the case in our simulation.

A more accurate statistical method for evaluating helix-coil transitions involves a

matrix approach. In this model, helical and coil units are free to occur anywhere along

the chain, in contrast to the zipper model. The Ising model for a one-dimensional crystal

is generally used in this treatment. One of the best known examples is the model of

Zimm and Bragg (1959), which clearly shows how changes in s and o affect the transi

tion and types of conformations observed. Many other workers have also used the Ising

model to address different aspects of the helix-coil transition (ex. Flory and Miller, 1959;

Peller, 1959a, 1959b; Schwarz, 1965, 1968). Although this model allows multiple hel

ices, they are not probable for short chains (Zimm and Bragg, 1959). Furthermore, the

appearance of breaks in an helical region causes the random coil content to increase by

conversion of the adjacent helical regions to nonhelical conformations (Peller, 1959a).

This was observed in our simulation as well.

For quite some time, the Zimm–Bragg model (1959) along with host-guest data

(Scheraga, 1973) led people to believe that small isolated helices would not form in solu

tion. After Baldwin’s research group clearly showed that they do form (Bierzynski et al.,

1982; Shoemaker et al., 1985, 1987), Scheraga and co-workers reported an extension of

the Zimm–Bragg theory (Vasquez et al., 1987). The new formulation incorporates the

effect of specific peptide charge-dipole interactions on helix stability and is able to

predict reasonably accurately the overall helix probabilities of various C-peptide deriva
tives investigated by Baldwin and co-workers. Our results, on the other hand, suggest

that small peptides may form helices in the absence of these specific side chain interac
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tion or interactions with the helix dipole. To test whether that the helix stability we

observed is generally valid, as opposed to being an artifact of our simulation conditions,

further simulations with other amino acids and mixed sequences should be performed. In

addition, the simulations should be performed with explicit water molecules. Currently,

this is not a feasible endeavor because of the large amounts of computer time that would

be necessary to get efficient sampling. Instead, the use of other macroscopic dielectric

models may be warranted. We have had good results on another small, helical peptide

with one such model for which the dielectric constant is sigmoidally dependent on the

distance between the charges (Chapter 3). Despite these limitations, our hypothesis is

borne out by recent studies of alanine-based peptides that form o-helices in solution

without specific side chain interactions by Marquesee and Baldwin (1990).

There is considerable disagreement betwen the values for conversion of a single

residue from the helical to the nonhelical state, both in terms of the experimental results

and theoretical predictions. These discrepancies are discussed by Zana, who suggests that

the most probably rate constant for conversion is 10° sect' (1975). Gruenewald et al.

(1979) suggest that 10" sect' is an upper boundary value for this process. A value of

10" sect' was determined from our simulation. Therefore, there is a discrepancy

between our value and those found experimentally and theoretically. That we have simu

lated a small peptide while previous work was performed on long chains may account for

the difference. Also, our value of o is considerably higher (by 2-3 orders of magnitude)

than the value used to predict properties from the theory and to interpret the experimental

data.

The propagation of an helix is considered to be made up of two steps: rotation about

the dihedral angles to place the residues into the helical region of conformational space

and subsequent hydrogen bond formation (Gruenewald et al., 1979). Of these two steps,

rotation of 4 and y is the limiting factor. Therefore, our use of high temperature and an in

vacuo model, which facilitates rotation, leads to an overestimation of the transition time.
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Also, we used a more sensitive definition (based on 4), w values) of helix content than was

used previously. When we calculated the helix content using the hydrogen bond

definition that is generally used in statistical mechanics literature, the fractional helicity

was four residues higher than the corresponding values using our definition. Hence, our

definition defines some conformations as nonhelical that are considered helical by the

hydrogen bond definition. We favored the dihedral definition for calculating the struc

tural properties of the peptide because proteins have approximately 50% regular struc

tures (Levitt and Greer, 1977; Kapsch and Sander, 1983), while approximately 90% of

the mainchain hydrogen bonds are intact (Baker and Hubbard, 1984). Our more local

definition of helix content can also be justified when considering the experimental

methods generally used to characterize small peptides: CD and 2-D NMR. Woody and

co-workers have suggested that distortions of helices can lead to diminished signal inten

sities (Manning et al., 1988). Distortions of the helix were prevalent throughout our

simulation and were better characterized by the p, u■ definition of helicity. The nuclear

Overhauser effect is even more short-range and coupling constants are very sensitive to

the conformation of the individual peptide units.

Relevance to Protein Folding

That isolated helical fragments can exist in solution is supportive of the framework

model of protein folding. This model proposes that secondary structure is formed early in

folding and that these preformed, marginally stable units of secondary structure coalesce

to form tertiary structure (Ptitsyn and Rashin, 1975; Karplus and Weaver, 1976; Kim and

Baldwin, 1982). This hypothesis implies that secondary structure should be present under

conditions where folding occurs spontaneously. It is, therefore, of interest to study the

inherent motions and transitions that small helices undergo. There is another finding that

suggests that studies of peptide fragments are relevant to the folding of proteins; the rate
of the helix-coil transition has the same temperature dependence in small molecules as in

the backbone of macromolecules (Morawetz, 1979). Also, Czerminski and Elber (1989)
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argue that since the transitions they observe between the minima of a tetrapeptide

proceed via localized conformational changes, simulations on small molecules are likely

to be of importance to the processes occurring within large polypeptides.

Our results indicate that both the s and o parameters describing the likelihood of

propagation and nucleation, respectively, of helices have been underestimated both

experimentally and theoretically for small peptides. Since alanine has a strong helical

propensity by a variety of measures (Chou and Fasman, 1978; Williams et al., 1987), the

s and o parameters are expected to be lower for other residues. Even so, this should not

be just an artifact of a simulation of polyalanine and we expect that other residues will

show like behavior.

Our simulation shows that the peptide spends the bulk of its time fluctuating

between different conformations with intermediate helix contents. Transitions between

highly ordered and highly disordered structures were rare, but they occurred very

quickly. Our distribution of conformations favored collapsed states. Hence, our transi

tions to structures with high helical content were from highly fluctuating, compact struc

tures. Thus, folding in our system is from a collapsed, heterogeneous population of struc

tures with varying degrees of secondary structure, akin to a molten globule state (Dolgikh

et al., 1981). From this state, there was fine tuning of the dihedral angles and hydrogen

bonds to form more specific units of secondary structure. In the case of a protein, packing

of secondary structure would follow. This progression of events represents a combination

of the framework model and the collapse model. Molten globules have been proposed as

early intermediates in protein folding (Dolgikh et al., 1981; Ohgushi and Wada, 1983).

They are thought to accelerate folding by restricting the amount of conformational space

that needs to be sampled by allowing further folding to occur in a condensed state. Our

nonhelical population was not a true random coil population when compared to expected

properties from polymer theory, instead it was more compact. Recent experimental stu
dies showing residual structure in denatured proteins (Dobson et al., 1990) suggest that
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experimentally the so-called random coil population may be closer to the molten globule

state than to states expected from early statistical mechanical theories. Recent statistical

mechanical studies by Chan and Dill (1990) show that any flexible polymer molecule

will adopt secondary structure as it is driven to compactness. In our case, the peptide is

compact by the use of an in vacuo model with e = r, but, experimentally, small peptides

would also be expected to be driven to compactness by the tendency to reduce their sur

face area. To test our proposal for folding, it would be worthwhile to perform related

simulations of other homopeptides as well as heteropeptides both using in vacuo and

solution models.
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CHAPTER 5: Free Energy Component Analysis: A Study of the

Glu 165 – Asp 165 Mutation in Triosephosphate Isomerase

The ability to selectively modify individual amino acids in proteins has been of

great use in furthering our understanding of the underlying forces governing enzyme

action. The best candidate for studying these interactions and how they change when

mutations are introduced is an enzyme that is well characterized in mechanistic and ener

getic terms. Triose phosphate isomerase (TIM) is one such enzyme. Knowles and co

workers have extensively analyzed the TIM catalyzed reversible isomerization of dihy

droxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (GAP) (reviewed by

Knowles and Albery, 1977). We chose to study this system because of the wealth of

kinetic data on both native TIM and a variety of mutants.

The catalytic mechanism of TIM is shown schematically in Figure 5.1. After sub

strate binding, the carboxyl group of Glu 165 abstracts the pro-R proton from the C1

position of DHAP, resulting in an enzyme-bound enediol, or enediolate. A proton is then

delivered to the C2 position of the substrate, yielding GAP. An electrophilic residue is

thought to polarize the carbonyl group in the enzyme-substrate complex, thereby facili

tating proton abstraction (Belasco and Knowles, 1980) (Figure 5.2). It has also been sug

gested that this electrophilic residue stabilizes the developing negative charges on the

oxygens at C1 and C2 during formation of the enediol (or enediolate) by providing the

substrate with a positive electrostatic environment. Based on the X-ray structure of

Banner et al. (1971, 1975, 1976), Lys 13 and His 95 appear to be good candidates. On the

basis of mutagenesis experiments, Ser 96 also appears to be catalytically important.

Knowles and co-workers have engineered a Ser 96 —- Pro mutant with interesting conse

quences; proline in this position causes a decrease in the activity of wild-type TIM but

increases the activity of the Asp 165 mutant (Hermes et al., 1987).

TIM has been called a "perfect" enzyme (Knowles and Albery, 1977), partly

because the rate determining transition state for the reaction is that for product dissocia
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Figure 5.1. Reaction catalyzed by Triose Phosphate Isomerase (TIM). HA is an
electrophilic residue(s)---probably lysine 13 and/or histidine 95---that stabilizes
the developing negative charge on the substrate carbonyl oxygen (O2) during for
mation of the enediol/enediolate intermediate.
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tion and not a chemical step. When Glu 165 is replaced by Asp, using site-directed

mutagenesis techniques, the catalytic activity drops roughly three orders of magnitude

(Straus et al., 1985). The Asp 165 mutant employs the same catalytic mechanism as

wild-type TIM; however, the process is no longer diffusion-controlled (Blacklow et al.,

1988). The rate determining transition state for the Asp mutant is that for formation of

the enediol (or enediolate) intermediate, such that the mutant enzyme conforms to the

classical Michaelis-Menten scheme. Binding of substrate, enediol/enediolate (as inferred

by inhibitor binding), and product are only minimally affected upon mutation (Raines et

al., 1986).

Our goal was to examine molecular interactions in the active site that might explain

the drop in kcal upon replacing Glu 165 with Asp, as well as to examine substrate bind

ing. To this end, we employed the free energy perturbation method, which uses molecu

lar dynamics to evaluate a statistical mechanically derived formulation of free energy

(Singh et al., 1987). The free energy perturbation method has been shown to be very

effective in calculating solvation free energies (Bash et al., 1987a), binding free energies

(Bash et al., 1987b), and catalytic free energies (Rao et al., 1987) that are in good agree

ment with relevant experiments.

To date, this method has been applied to systems for which the X-ray data are very

accurate, thereby allowing a reasonably complete representation of the aqueous environ

ment around the macromolecule-ligand complex. These applications have involved

changing the residue of interest in the noncovalent and covalent complexes and compar

ing the calculated free energies to those inferred from experimental measurements of the

differences between kºa, and KM for the wild-type and mutant structures (Rao et al.,

1987).

The available X-ray crystal structures of chicken muscle TIM and its complexes are

only known to low resolution [2.5 Å (Banner et al., 1975, 1976) and 6.0 Å (Phillipset al.,
1977), respectively]. Thus, our objective was, by necessity, qualitative in nature. Com
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Figure 5.2. Schematic Representation of Active Site of TIM. Substrate (DHAP)
and key active site residues of TIM. The O2 dipole perturbation is depicted.
Numbers in parentheses represent initial, unperturbed charges and final, perturbed
charges.
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pared to earlier studies, we took a slightly different approach, which we refer to as a free

energy component analysis. We calculated the free energies for perturbing the charge

distributions of various residues in the active site (Asn 11, Lys 13, His 95, Ser 96, Glu

97) and portions of the substrate (O1 and O2 dipoles) in the covalent and noncovalent

complexes of both the wild-type and mutant enzymes. Asn 11 and Glu 97 were selected

for study in addition to the key catalytic residues (Lys 13, His 95, Ser 96) discussed

above because of their proximity to the substrate. Cys 125 is another potential hydrogen

bonding group in the active site, but it was not considered because it is over 7 Å from the
catalytically important substrate atoms. (See Figure 5.2 for a schematic representation of

the relative positions of these residues in the active site.) By taking this approach of sys

tematically changing electrostatic interactions in the active site, we hoped to avoid the

problems noted above and also arrive at a more detailed interpretation of the roles of

those residues that are important in substrate binding and catalysis. This approach is

qualitative rather than quantitative in nature but can point out the importance of particu

lar interactions that can be tested experimentally.

By analyzing the free energies for perturbing various groups in the wild-type TIM

and DHAP noncovalent complex and the mutant noncovalent complex (Glu 165 replaced

by Asp), we examined the interactions important for substrate binding in the two struc

tures. A comparison of the covalent wild-type substrate complex (carboxylate of residue

165 linked to pro-R proton of DHAP) and the covalent mutant-substrate complex (which

are models of the transition structure for enolization), allowed us to evaluate qualitatively

the interactions that stabilize the transition state, and in turn aid in interpreting the drop

in kºa, upon mutation. kcal can be further broken down to yield kenol, as the rate constants

for individual steps in the conversion of DHAP to GAP have been determined by

Knowles and co-workers for the Asp165 mutant TIM (keno■ =2.0 sect") (Raines et al.,

1986) and wild-type TIM (k,no■ =2.0 x 10° sect") (Knowles and Albery, 1977). We com

pared our results to changes in kcal, but one reaches the same conclusions if the rate con
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stants for enolization are considered.

METHODS

Calculation of Free Energy Changes

Except where noted below, calculations were performed using AMBER version 3.0

(Singh et al., 1986a). We calculated Gibbs (G) free energy changes using equation 1,

where AH is the difference in the Hamiltonian between two states, AG is the free energy

difference between these states, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and

the symbol • Prof indicates that an ensemble average is taken with respect to some refer

ence state. (See Singh et al., 1987 for a more thorough discussion of the method.)

AG = -RT ln & exp (-AH/RT) >, Equation 1

In the cases discussed here, H represented the interaction energy of the perturbed group

with its surroundings. These interaction energies were calculated at intermediate points

along the conversion pathway using an empirical force field. Molecular dynamics at 300

K was used to generate the ensemble of structures.

In the applications of this approach published to date, we have reported free ener

gies due only to the inter-group interactions (Singh et al. , 1987. Bash et al., 1987a,

1987b; Rao et al., 1987). There are many cases where it is advantageous not to include

intra-group effects. For example, when one mutates the charges on the oxygen of R-CO

NH-R to zero, there is a very large energy associated with a change in O...H nonbonded

interactions. To separately calculate any inter-group effect of the oxygen interacting with

its environment, one would need to carry out the mutation of the oxygen for the fragment

by itself (which includes only intra-group effects) and in the presence of its environment

(which includes both intra- and inter-group effects). This separation is easy to do opera

tionally but involves finding a small difference between large numbers. Instead, one can

define CO-NH as the perturbing group, even though the properties of the N-H group do

not change, and only consider the inter-group interactions (the intermolecular interac
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tions of this group with its environment). So, when we included particular atoms as part
of the system that changes while holding their molecular mechanical parameters con

stant, the free energy change for the "perturbation" of these atoms was zero. This

approach was taken to examine interactions between Lys 13 and specific groups in the
active site.

General Formalism for Component Analysis

Perturbation of Substrate Atoms

Consider the following pathways for binding and catalysis of ligands by an enzyme

E and a site specific mutant E”, where S is the substrate and D denotes a dummy sub

Strate.

E - d -*- ED -*- EID
** !ea. !aan

E s -º- Es – at Ers
ag| | |* ... [**
E. : s -º- E's A*- Ers

**) |-a- |aats
AGs AGsE’ + D +- E'D +- ETD

ES corresponds to the enzyme-substrate noncovalent complex and ETS to the transition

state for the enzyme catalyzed reaction. We are interested in the difference in binding

free energy, AAGbina-AG” - AG and catalytic free energy AAG-at-AG”-AG” between the

enzyme and its site-specific mutant. As noted by Rao et al. (1987) in their studies of sub

tilisin mutants, it is usually easier to calculate AG1, AG2, and AG3 rather than AG, AG’,

AG*, AG” and to use the fact that free energy is a state function to determine AAGhind

AG2 - AGI and AAG-a- AG3 - AG2. However, in some cases, such as here for TIM, the

direct determination of AG1, AG2, and AG3 is more difficult and, instead, an indirect path

can be used to estimate contributions to AAGºia and AAG.at. This involves mutating the

substrate S or transition state TS into dummy atoms D or TD. By using the above
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thermodynamic cycle, we see that AAGbina- (AGE's- AGs (solv)+AGA) - (AGES -

AGs (solv)+AG6) collapses to AAGbina– AGE's- AGES, assuming that the wild-type and

mutant enzyme have the same affinity for dummy substrate (e.g. AGA = AG6). Similarly,

AAG-at-AGETs-AGETS - (AGE's - AGEs). Thus, the determination of AAGbina and AAGoal

involves the mutation of the substrate atoms into dummy atoms in both the noncovalent

complex and in a model transition state structure. We also can mutate selected substrate

atoms into dummy atoms to estimate the contributions of groups of substrate atoms to

binding or catalysis.

In the computational implementation of this approach, we mutated only the elec

trostatic partial charges of the substrate S into those of the dummy molecule, D, to deter

mine particular electrostatic contributions to AGE's, AGEs, AGETs, and AGETs. Therefore,

we assumed that the van der Waals contribution to the free energies was equal for AGEs

and AGE's and for AGETs and AGETs. This appears to be a reasonable approximation,

because the van der Waals contributions involve "disappearing" the same atoms in each

of these cases. Computationally, though, the determination of van der Waals changes

involves much more extensive sampling than electrostatic changes and given our simple

model of the enzyme active site (no water inclusion) such a determination would likely
be inaccurate and involve large statistical errors. Thus, such an approximation makes

sense in this case.

Formalism for Perturbing Enzyme Atoms in Native vs. Mutant Enzymes

We also seek a formalism for estimating the contributions of various protein atoms

to differential binding and catalysis of an enzyme and its site-specific mutant. We begin

with the following thermodynamic cycle:

E" + s -º- Eºs º- E*rs
sal

•
ag| |aa.

AG AG*
E + S → ES -- ETS
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* -> * $’ ,E" + s -éé- E’s -è- ETs
**) |* |aa.

E” + s -*- E”s -º- e”rs

The nomenclature for the scheme above is essentially the same as for the substrate per

turbations with the addition of E*, E*S and E*TS, which correspond to the native

enzyme, its complex with substrate and transition state structure with particular atoms

changed to dummy atoms, and E”, E”S and E*TS correspond to the mutant enzyme

with the same sets of changes. Here our goal is to calculate the following:

AAG“bina = contribution to binding from atoms changed to dummies in mutant vs.

native

=AG' - AG + AGs - AG,

AAG” cat = contribution to catalysis from atoms changed to dummies in mutant vs.

native

=AG“ - AG'+AGlo-AG,

and to estimate the experimental AAGbina and AAGoat by the sum of the AAG“bina and

AAG”.at, respectively, for all of the functionally important atoms in the molecule.

Interactions between perturbed residues are overcounted when summing the contribu

tions to AAGhina and AAGoat. This is remedied, though, by subtracting the contribution to

the free energy of each combination of perturbed groups from the total.

To proceed further, we made the assumption that we can formally break down the

AG values into two components: (a) the change in intragroup energies for changed atoms,

and (b) the interaction of changed atoms with the rest of the enzyme, water, and S or TS.

Therefore, AG = AGa + AG, for any particular atom that we change. We also make the

assumption that the change in intragroup energies are equal in the different environ

mentS.

AG4a– AGsa=AGoa
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AGla= AG2a–AG3a

Finally, we are left with

AAG*bina = AG5b - AG2b - AG4b + AGib

AAG*cat = AG2b - AG38 - AGS, 4 AG6b

In the simulations reported here, we assumed that AG15–AGap. This is because we could

not calculate a realistic estimate of the difference in interactions of the perturbed atoms

with the rest of the protein between the native and mutant structures due to large scale

side chain movements because of the lack of substrate, both with and without solvent

present. Even so, this is probably a reasonable assumption given that the environment

around a particular residue is very similar in the two structures.

Computational Details

We employed the windowing method of perturbation to calculate free energies,

which involves breaking up the perturbation into discrete steps (windows), as described

by Singh et al. (1987). Each progression from the unperturbed structure to the perturbed

structure, for the various simulations described below, was carried out using 5-21 win

dows. 200 equilibration steps and 400 steps of data collection were performed at each

window, with a step size of 1 femtosecond. Thus, the total time course for each perturba

tion was between 3 and 12.6 picoseconds (psec); different simulation times were used to

ensure that the calculated free energies were independent of the length of time for the

conversion. We were limited to fairly short simulation times as the structures drifted

quite a bit from their starting configurations with long simulations, particularly when we

changed charges critical in maintaining side chain or substrate orientations. The length

of time for each simulation used here represents a compromise between minimizing hys

teresis and attaining sufficient sampling. Only those residues within 10 Å of residue 165

were allowed to move. SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977) was used for all bonds, and all

free energies were calculated at 300 K. A distance dependent dielectric constant (e= rij,
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where r is the intercharge separation between atoms i and j) and a 10 A nonbonded cutoff

were used for the calculations.

The reported free energy changes represent the average of at least two independent

simulations. The uncertainties quoted with the average free energies are not true uncer

tainties but actually reflect the hysteresis within a particular run and between different

runs. For each simulation from the unperturbed to the perturbed charge we calculated two

free energy changes, one for forward-looking sampling at each window and one for

backward-looking sampling. The uncertainties reported here are the largest difference

between either forward and backward sampling free energy changes or calculated free

energy changes from different runs. Currently there is no way to rigorously determine the

uncertainties for free energies calculated with this method.

Generation of Structures

We performed calculations on four TIM models with DHAP: (1) wild type TIM

(Glu 165) with noncovalently bound DHAP; (2) mutant TIM (Asp 165) with nonco

valently bound DHAP; (3) wild type TIM with covalently bound DHAP; and (4) mutant

TIM with covalently bound DHAP. The model for the wild-type noncovalent enzyme

substrate complex was the final structure, after 10.5 psec of molecular dynamics at 300

K, reported in an earlier study (Brown and Kollman, 1987). [This earlier study used the

refined crystal coordinates of chicken muscle triose phosphate isomerase as the starting

structure for molecular dynamics (Banner et al., 1975, 1976).] The mutant structure was

obtained by replacing Glu 165 with Asp, maintaining the original wild-type side chain

orientation. Another orientation of residue 165 was also used to test the dependence of

the calculated free energy changes on the structure. This orientation was generated dur

ing a trial simulation aimed at perturbing Glu into Asp directly. Standard united-atom
parameters (hydrogens on carbon atoms are incorporated into the van der Waals radius of
the carbon) were used for the TIM dimer (Weiner et al., 1984). All structures contained

the appropriate counterions on charged surface residues; however, explicit solvent
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molecules were not present. Structures were further equilibrated, to different extents but

up to 7.5 pSec, prior to perturbation calculations to ensure that the calculated free ener

gies were not excessively dependent on starting structure. The covalent complexes were

constructed, from pre-equilibrated noncovalent complexes, by imposing a covalent bond

between the pro-R hydrogen of the substrate (H1R) and a carboxyl oxygen of residue 165

(O2 of Glu or Asp). (See Figure 5.3.) The resulting structures were then equilibrated for

1-5 psec at 300 K.

The partial charges for DHAP were determined in a single-point 4-31G* ab initio

calculation (Brown and Kollman, 1987) with the refined crystal coordinates of Banner

and co-workers (1975, 1976), using the UCSF-G80 electrostatic potential fitting routine

(Singh and Kollman, 1984). The substrate charges for the covalent enzyme-substrate

complex were based on the gas phase transition structure constructed by Alagona et al.

(1984), with the addition of a phosphate group. Two nonstandard AMBER atom types

were assigned for DHAP covalently bound to TIM. The parameters for the new atom

types, TC for C1 and TH for the pro-R hydrogen (Figure 5.3), are given in Table 5.1; all

other substrate atoms were assigned standard all-atom parameters (Weiner et al., 1986).

Description of Protein Residue Perturbations

Potential hydrogen bonding sites of specific amino acid residues in the active site

and portions of the substrate were removed by zeroing the charge on the hydrogen and/or

oxygen atoms. The perturbed groups fall into three categories: neutral, polar protein resi

dues; charged protein residues; and the substrate.

Neutral, Polar Protein Residues

In the case of the neutral, polar residues, overall charge neutrality was maintained in

going from the perturbed to the unperturbed state. To maintain charge neutrality is was

necessary to change the charges of some atoms covalently connected to the potential

hydrogen bonding atoms. Three residues fall into this group of perturbed residues: Asn

11, His 95, and Ser 96. The pertinent original and all perturbed charges for these residues
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Figure 5.3. Models for Perturbing Charges and Hydrogen Bond Dipoles in Sub
strate (DHAP). The structures shown are for DHAP covalently bond to TIM
through O2 of Glu or Asp (here represented as R). Partial charges are given in
parentheses. The perturbed charges are explicitely shown here; all other charges
are given in Table 5.2.
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TABLE 5.1
Parameters for Atom Types TC and TH"

Bond Parameters

Bond Kr ■ eq

TC-TH 331.0 1.10
TC-C 317.0 1.43

TH-O2 331.0 1.60

Angle Parameters

Angle K9 9eq
TH-TC-OH '35.0 109.5
O2-TC-C 0.0 109.5

( 0.0 1.0
C 0.0 109.5
O. 0.0 109.5

T
-

0.0 120.0

Tl w 135.0 109.5O2. 0.0 179.9
TC 70.0 118.6

TH-' – ...,v 135.0 109.5
OH-TC-C 63.0 109.5
TC-C-O 80.0 120.4

TC-OH-HO 55.0 108.5
C-O2-TH 70.0 120.0

Torsion Parameters

Torsion Va/2 Y n

X-TC-TH-O2 0.0 0.0 2.0
X-O2-TC-X 0.0 0.0 3.0
OH-TC-C-X 20.0 180.0 2.0

Nonbonded Parameters

Atom R" e"
TH 0.10 0.000

*Nonstandard atom type parameters that are the same as the standard parameters are not
listed here (e.g. when TC and CT, and TH and HC have the same parameters).See
Weiner et al. (1986) for standard parameters and Weiner et al. (1984) for explanation of
term S.
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are given in Figure 5.4.

Charged Protein Residues

The perturbation of the charged residues involved neutralizing a full charge and the

changes were localized to the actual atoms of interest. Two fully charged residues in the

active site were neutralized---Lys 13 and Glu 97 (Figure 5.4). The perturbation of Glu 97

was straightforward and involved only changing the charges on the oxygens. The deter

mination of interactions between lysine 13 and its environment, on the other hand, was

complicated by the strong interactions between the e-amino group and the phosphate

group of DHAP. To separate the interactions between Lys 13 and non-phosphate por

tions of the substrate, the phosphate group, and other active site residues, we included

various atoms in the perturbing group, which remain unchanged during the simulation.

Only results for the perturbation of Lys 13 in the covalent complex are reported. The

structural consequences of changing the Lys charges were too drastic in the noncovalent

structure to provide meaningful results.

Four separate perturbation calculations were performed to explore interactions

between Lys 13 and its environment: (1) a 30% decrease in the partial charges of the Ne

hydrogens; (2) a 30% decrease in the partial charges of the hydrogens and the entire sub

strate is defined as part of the perturbing group (without any of its parameters changing);

(3) a 30% reduction in the charge of the hydrogens and the phosphate group is part of the

perturbing group; and (4) the partial charges on the hydrogens are zeroed and the phos

phate group is part of the perturbing group. The first perturbation is shown schematically

in Figure 5.4. The decrease in hydrogen charge of 30% is arbitrary. Our concern was to

calculate free energies of reasonable magnitude (e.g. not too large) so that the uncertain

ties were not too large.

Substrate Perturbations

In addition to perturbing active site residues, portions of the substrate were per

turbed to determine their interactions with the enzyme active site. Figure 5.3 shows the
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Neutral, Polar Protein Residues

A. Asparagine 11

Original Charges Perturbed Charges

H (0.24s)
i

H (0.000)
i

C C --> N C

(-0.520)
■

(-0.272)
f

(-e.asy) N- H(0.344) (-0.170) N- H(0.000)

H(0.344) H00.000)

B. Histidine 95

Original Charges Perturbed charges

GH, GH,

(0.320) (0.000)
N N. –H -> N N.—HNº." Nº."

C. Serine 96

Original Charges Perturbed Charges

H (c.24s) O H(0.000)
i

--> C

º f
C (-0.272)

f
GHz r!” ot-9.2°2)
Nº.

Figu

Nº."

re 5.4. Models for Perturbing Active Site Hydrogen Bond Dipoles and
charges of TIM. Partial charges are given in parentheses. All perturbed charges
and the pertinent original charges are depicted.
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Charged Protein Residues

D. Lysine 13

Original Charges Perturbed Charges

cºlºny Hº." (.6.271), H(*.**)
-(CH,\,-NS-H (c. 11) —- –(CH,\,-N-H (c.200)

H (0.311) H (c.200)

E. Glutamate 97

Original Charges Perturbed Charges

O(-0.706) O(-0.206)

–(cH,)—c —- – (cH,)—c
N. Ot-c.70s) Noe, sº
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TABLE 5.2
Original and Perturbed Partial Charges for DHAP Dipoles”

in Noncovalent and Covalent Complexes with TIM
Noncovalent

Atom Atom Original Perturbed Charge
Number” Type” Charge O1 Dipole O2 Dipole O1/O2

H HO 0.4452 0.0000 0.4452 0.0000
O1 OH -0.7955 0.0000 –0.7955 0.0000
C1 CT 0.2966 0.0000 0.2966 0.0000

H1R HC -0.0150 -0.0150 -0.0150 -0.0150
H1S HC -0.0125 -0.0125 -0.0125 -0.0125
C2 C 0.6879 0.6879 0.0000 0.0000
O2 O -0.6367 -0.6367 0.0000 0.0000
C3 CT 0.1714 0.1714 0.1714 0.1714

H3R HC 0.01.19 0.01.19 0.01.19 0.01.19
H3S HC 0.01.21 0.01.21 0.01.21 0.01.21
O3 OS -0.5971 -0.5971 -0.5971 -0.5971
P P 1.4452 1.4452 1.4452 1.4452

O4 O2 -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045
O5 OH -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045
O6 OH -1.0045 -1.0045 -1,0045 -1.0045

Total Charge -1.9999 -1.9463 –2,0512 -1.9975
Covalent

Atom Atom Original Perturbed Charge
Number” Type” Charge O1 Dipole O2 Dipole O1/O2

H HO 0.4810 0.0000 0.4810 0.0000
O1 OH -0.9118 0.0000 –0.9118 0.0000
C1 TC 0.2156 0.0000 0.0341 0.0000

H1R TH 0.3389 0.2313 0.3389 0.0041
H1S HC 0.0041 0.0041 0.0041 0.0041
C2 C 0.5437 0.4361 0.0000 0.0000
O2 O -0.7252 -0.7252 0.0000 0.0000
C3 CT 0.2764 0.2764 0.2764 0.2145

H3R HC –0.0286 –0.0286 –0.0286 –0.0286
H3S HC -0.0286 –0.0286 –0.0286 –0.0286
O3 OS -0.5971 -0.5971 -0.5971 -0.5971
P P 1.4452 1.4452 1.4452 1.4452

O4 O2 -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045
O5 OH -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045
O6 OH -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045 -1.0045

Total Charge - 1.9999 - 1.9999 -1.9999 - 1.9999

* See Figure 5.3.
* See Brown and Kollman (1987).
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original and perturbed charges for DHAP in the covalent complex. (See Table 5.2 for the

complete set of charges.) The O1 dipole model involved perturbing the dipole resulting

from the hydroxyl group at C1. The charges of other atoms in the substrate were also

altered to maintain the original overall charge. The O2 dipole model involved zeroing

the charges of the carbonyl group. (See Figure 5.2 for an illustration of the O2 dipole

change.) The combined O1/O2 dipole model entailed the simultaneous perturbation of

both dipoles. The various charges for perturbation of the substrate in the noncovalent

complexes are shown in Table 5.2 and are analogous to those described above.

RESULTS

Neutral, Polar Protein Residues

Asparagine 11

The free energy changes for zeroing the backbone N-H and side chain N-H dipoles

of Asn 11 (Figure 5.4a) are given in Table 5.3. Asn 11 interacts strongly with its

environment in all four structures. The wild-type noncovalent complex is stabilized by 2

kcal/mole over the mutant complex (12.1 vs. 10.1 kcal/mole, Table 5.3). This difference

appears to be due to less repulsive interactions between one of the Asn hydrogens and a

side chain hydrogen of Gln 63 in the wild-type complex than in the mutant complex.

The distance between the two hydrogens is 3.8 Å in the wild-type structure and 2.33 Å in
the mutant; this difference of 0.85 A could easily account for a 2 kcal/mole difference in

the calculated AG. The interactions between the substrate atoms and Asn 11 appear to be

very similar in the two structures; as can be seen in Figure 5.5, the orientations of Asn 11

in the wild-type enzyme and in the mutant relative to other active site residues are essen

tially the same. For example, the distance between a side chain amide hydrogen and O1
of the substrate in the noncovalent wild-type and mutant complexes are 1.85 and 1.82 Å,

respectively (Table 5.6). The free energy changes for perturbing Asn 11 in the covalent
structures are essentially the same, 14.9 vs. 14.2 kcal/mole (Table 5.3), although Asn 11

makes an hydrogen bond with O1 of the substrate in the wild-type complex but shifts to
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TABLE 5.3
Free Energy Changes Upon Perturbing Charges and

Hydrogen Bond Dipoles in Protein (kcal/mole)

Asparagine 11: NH and NH2 (Figure 5.4A)

Protein Model Substrate Model AG”
Glu 165 noncovalent 12.1 + 0.1
Asp 1.65 noncovalent 10.1 + 0.2
Glu 165 covalent 14.9 + 1.2
Asp 165 covalent 14.2 + 1.3

Histidine 95; Ne-H (Figure 5.4B)

Protein Model Substrate Model AG”
Glu 165 noncovalent 4.4 + 0.2
Asp 165 noncovalent 4.8 + 0.4
Glu 165 covalent 4.2 + 0.4
Asp 1.65 covalent 3.5 + 1.7

Serine 96: NH and OH (Figure 5.4C)

Protein Model Substrate Model AG”
Glu 165 noncovalent 13.2 + 0.7
Asp 165 noncovalent 11.0 + 0.4
Glu 165 covalent 12.3 + 1.0
Asp 1.65 covalent 12.9 + 1.6

Glutamate 97: O1 and O2 (Figure 5.4E)

Protein Model Substrate Model AG”
Glu 165 noncovalent 23.7 ± 0.5
Asp 1.65 noncovalent 22.4 + 0.3
Glu 165 covalent 19.7 ± 0.6
Asp 165 covalent 23.6 + 4.0

* The free energy changes reported in this table conform to the formalism in the methods
section by noting the following: changes in the wild-type enzyme in the noncovalent
complex represent AG2; perturbation of the Asp mutant in the noncovalent complex
correspond to AG5; free energies for the wild-type covalent complex represent AG3; and
changes in the mutant covalent complex correspond to AG6.
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Figure 5.5. Stereoviews of the Active Site Region of Noncovalent DHAP-TIM
Complexes. A. Wild-type TIM (Glu 165) and DHAP. The structure is the final
structure after 15 psec of molecular dynamics at 300K. The numbering and labels
are slightly different than in the text. Residue 164 (GLX) is Glu 165. Residue 495,
DHA, is the substrate DHAP. The numbering of the residues differs from the
numbering in the text by one: His 95 is Hie 94, Asn 11 is Asn 10, Ser 96 is Ser 95,
Lys 13 is Lys 12 and Glu 97 is Glu 96 in this figure. B. Mutant TIM (Asp 165)
and DHAP. The structure is a molecular dynamics (at 300 K) snapshot after 15
psec. Residue 164 in this figure is Asp 165. The other residues are the same as
described above.
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O2 in the mutant complex.

Histidine 95

The free energies for perturbing the hydrogen bond donor site of histidine 95 are

unfavourable, which is consistent with the suggestion that it interacts favourably with the

substrate by providing a positive electrostatic environment. However, our results indi

cate that the hydrogen bond interacts in a similar manner in all four of the structures (all

of the free energies are approximately 4 kcal/mole, Table 5.3). In the absence of

discrimination between wild-type and mutant TIM, the drop in activity cannot be

explained in terms of differential histidine interactions. As mentioned above, these free

energies represent interactions between His 95 and its environment. So, differences

between the free energies for perturbation of wild-type and mutant structures can be due

to any number of interactions. In some cases perturbation of different structures can

yield different energetic contributions while maintaining the same overall free energies.

It appears as though this might be the case with the His 95 perturbations. For example,

the HNe-O2 (of the substrate) distances in the Glu structures (noncovalent 2.21 Å,
covalent 2.43 Å) are longer than in the Asp structures (noncovalent 1.70 Å, covalent 1.76
Å). (See Table 5.4.) This might suggest that His 95 of the Asp 165 structure would better

stabilize the transition state, but the geometry of the hydrogen bond is less than optimal.

(Compare structures A and B of Figure 5.6.) Also, HN; of His 95 interacts more strongly

with O1 in the wild-type structure than in the mutant structure. Even though it appears

that His 95 is in a better position to stabilize O2 of the substrate in the mutant transition

structure (in terms of distances between HNe and O2 of the substrate), there are compen

sating interactions in the wild-type structure that result in similar overall free energies for

perturbation of the two covalent structures. It may be important to maintain His 95

poised between O1 and O2, which the wild-type does very effectively and the mutant

does not (Figure 5.6 and Table 5.6).

Serine 96
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Figure 5.6. Stereoviews of Active Site Regions of Covalent DHAP-TIM Com
plexes. A. Wild-type TIM (Glu 165) and DHAP. The structure is a molecular
dynamics snapshot after 15 psec at 300 K. The labeling is essentially the same as
in Figure 5 except for the following differences: residue 164, ASZ, is Glu 165
covalently linked through O2 to H1R of the substrate. B. Mutant TIM (Asp 165)
and DHAP. The structure is a molecular dynamics snapshot after 15 psec at 300
K. The labeling is the same as described above. Residue 164 (ASX), however,
represents Asp 165 covalently linked to DHAP.
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Serine 96 interacts strongly with its environment in all four structures. The free

energy for this interaction in the wild-type noncovalent complex is 2.2 kcal/mole more

favourable than in the mutant complex (13.2 vs. 11.0 kcal/mole, Table 5.3). The

environment around Ser 96 is very similar in the two noncovalent structures with the

exception that Ser 96 is in a more favourable position to form an hydrogen bond with O1

of Glu 165 in the wild-type structure. The distance between the hydroxyl proton of Ser

96 and O1 of residue 165 is 0.8 Å longer for mutant TIM than for wild-type TIM (Table
54); there is less than a 0.2 Å difference between the Ser HN and O1 distances. It is

important to note that the calculated free energies are a measure of the interactions

between the perturbed residue and the rest of the protein as well as the substrate. There

fore, although our intention is to interpret the free energies in terms of probable molecu

lar interactions, we need structural confirmation that the proposed hydrogen bonds exist.

Charged Protein Residues

Lysine 13

The results for the various lysine 13 perturbations are presented in Table 5.4. The

first perturbation represents the interaction of Lys 13 with its environment, including the

entire substrate. Lys 13 stabilizes the Asp 165 transition structure by almost 3 kcal/mole

over the wild-type structure (31.1 vs. 28.4 kcal/mole). The free energies for the second

perturbation (H charge 0.311 – 0.200 and substrate — substrate) are a measure of

interactions between Lys 13 and other TIM residues but do not include interactions with

the substrate. In this case, the wild-type covalent complex is stabilized by approximately

1 kcal/mole, although both values are fairly low. The third perturbation (H charge 0.311

– 0.200 and phosphate — phosphate) represents interactions between Lys 13 and other
TIM residues in the active site and all of the substrate atoms except the phosphate group.

This interaction stabilizes the wild-type covalent complex over the mutant structure by 6

kcal/mole (11.0 vs. 4.9 kcal/mole).
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TABLE 5.4
Free Energy Changes Upon Perturbing Hydrogen Bond Dipoles

of Lysine 13 (Ne-H) and Portions of Substrate (kcal/mole)

Perturbation Substrate Model | Protein Model AG”

(1) H charge 0.311—30.2% covalent Glu 165 28.4 + 0.1

Asp 165 31.1 + 0.2

(2) H charge 0.311—30.2 covalent Glu 165 3.2 + 0.4

substrate—substrate Asp 1.65 2.2 + 0.1

(3) H charge 0.311—30.2 covalent Glu 165 11.0 + 0.2
phosphate—ºphosphate Asp 165 4.9 + 1.5

(4) H charge 0.311—30.0 covalent Glu 165 26.1 + 1.2
phosphate—ºphosphate Asp 1.65 10.3 + 1.2

Differences Between The Perturbations Above

Difference Protein Model AAG Interaction

(1)-(2) Glu 165 25.2 Lys 13 and substrate
Asp 1.65 28.9

(1)–(3) Glu 165 17.5 Lys 13 and phosphate
Asp 165 27.0 portion of substrate

(3)-(2) Glu 165 7.7 Lys 13 with substrate
Asp 1.65 1.9 minus phosphate group

* See Figure 5.4d.
* The free energy changes reported here for the wild-type complex correspond to AG3 in
the free energy cycle given in the methods section. The values for the mutant enzyme
represent AG6.
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Table 5.4 also contains free energy changes for interactions between Lys 13 and

portions of the substrate. The difference between the free energy changes (AAG) for per

turbation 1 (that is, Lys interactions with the environment) and perturbation 2 (Lys

interactions with everything but the substrate) represents the free energy of interaction

between Lys 13 and DHAP. The free energies for this interaction, for both the wild-type

and mutant covalent structures, are large; the interaction is almost 4 kcal/mole more

favourable for the mutant. The difference between perturbations 1 and 3 (Lys interac

tions with everything but the phosphate portion of the substrate) reflects interactions

between Lys 13 and the phosphate group of DHAP. This interaction is much stronger for

mutant TIM (by approximately 10 kcal/mole) than for the wild-type enzyme. The differ

ence between perturbations 2 and 3 is a measure of the interactions between Lys 13 and

the non-phosphate portion of the substrate. For this case, the wild-type covalent state

structure is favoured by almost 6 kcal/mole compared to the mutant structure. These

results indicate that the substrate interacts strongly with the lysine in the mutant transi

tion structure, although in a nonproductive manner (e.g. Lys 13 interacts strongly with

the phosphate group instead of polarizing O2). As can be seen in Table 5.6, the Ne-O2

distance is 1.3 Å greater for the mutant transition structure than for the wild-type struc

ture. In contrast, the e-amino group of Lys 13 is closer to the phosphate group in the

mutant structure. (See relevant distances in Table 5.6 and compare structures A and B of

Figure 5.6.)

Glutamate 97

The free energy change for neutralizing fully charged Glu 97 in the noncovalent

wild-type complex is 1.3 kcal/mole higher than in the mutant complex. The added stabil

ity in the wild-type case may be due to more effective interactions between O2 of Glu 97
and O1H of the substrate (this distance is 0.8 Å shorter in the wild-type structure com

pared to the mutant, Table 5.6). This Glu 97 substrate interaction is the only interaction
that we found to be very different between the two structures. Even in the wild-type
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TABLE 5.5
Free Energy Changes Upon Perturbing Charges and Hydrogen

Bond Dipoles in Substrate (kcal/mole)”

O1 Dipole

Protein Model Substrate Model AG”
Glu 165 noncovalent 2.8 + 0.9/ 2.1 + 0.8
Asp 165 noncovalent 1.5 + 0.1 / 1.1 + 0.5
Glu 165 covalent - 1.9 + 0.2
Asp 165 covalent -3.4 + 0.9

O2 Dipole

Protein Model Substrate Model AG”
Glu 165 noncovalent 6.8 + 0.9 / 3.9 + 0.4
Asp 165 noncovalent 6.2 + 1.0/2.8 + 0.9
Glu 165 covalent 9.4 + 0.2
Asp 165 covalent 7.9 + 0.5

O1/O2 Dipole

Protein Model Substrate Model AG”
Glu 165 noncovalent 6.4 + 1.2 / 7.8 + 0.8
Asp 165 noncovalent 7.0 + 0.7 / 8.0 + 0.3
Glu 165 covalent 15.6+ 0.6
Asp 165 covalent 1.9 + 0.3

* See Figure 5.3.
* Two free energy changes are listed for each noncovalent complex. The first represents
the wild-type side chain orientation of residue 165 (regardless of whether it is Glu or
Asp) and the second refers to a slightly different orientation of residue 165 generated
during a trial run aimed at perturbing Glu directly into Asp. Also, to conform to the for
malism outlined in the methods section, the free energy changes reported for the wild
type noncovalent structure represent AGES, those for the mutant noncovalent structure
represent AGE's, those for the wild-type covalent complex are AGETs, and those
presented for the mutant covalently bound substrate structure represent AGETs.
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. TABLE 5.6
Distances (in A) Between Active Site Residues
for Wild type TIM and Mutant TIM (Asp165)

Noncovalent Covalent
Residues Involved Atoms Involved”

GLU" | ASP" | GLU" | ASP”
Asn 11, Substrate HNS, O1 1.85 1.82 2.12 3.81
Lys 13, Substrate Ne , O2 2.75 3.61 3.00 4.31
Lys 13, Substrate Ne, O3 4.18 4.22 4.44 4.06
Lys 13, Substrate Ne , O4 2.48 2.53 2.64 2.52
Lys 13, Substrate Ne, O5 2.60 2.59 2.84 2.53
Lys 13, Substrate Ne , O6 4.54 4.37 4.68 4.47

Lys 13, Glu(Asp)165 Ne , O2 5.51 6.91 7.10 7,07
His 95, Substrate HNs, O1 2.76 3.36 2.70 3.04
His 95, Substrate HNe, O2 2.21 1.70 2.43 1.76
His 95, Substrate HNe, O1H 2.26 2.55 2.10 2.27

His 95, Glu(Asp)165 HNe, O2 1.78 4.46 4.47 4.61
Ser 96, Glu(Asp)165 HOG, O1 1.72 2.48 2.20 1.77
Ser 96, Glu(Asp)165 HN, O1 1.69 1.85 2.46 1.67

Glu 97, Substrate O2, O1H 3.87 4.66 5.28 6.70
Glu 97, Lys 13 O1, HNe 1.74 1.69 1.82 1.67

Glu(Asp)165, Substrate O2, O2 3.26 4.40 4.16 4.31
Glu(Asp)165, Substrate O1, O1 4.08 6.33 3.39 3.40
Glu(Asp)165, Substrate O2, H1R 3.08 5.29 1.20 1.20
Glu(Asp)165, Substrate O2, C1 3.54 5.51 2.70 2.70

“Where there is more than one choice for the distances involving hydrogens, the lowest
distance is reported.
*Figure 5.5a.
*Figure 5.5b.
“Figure 5.6a.
*Figure 5.6b.
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enzyme this distance is fairly large and Glu 97 does make closer contact with Lys 13 than

with the substrate but the distances and side chain orientations are essentially the same in

the wild-type and mutant structures. (The distance between Glu 97 O1 and N.H. of Lys

13 is 1.74 Å for the wild-type compared to 1.69 Å for the mutant, Table 5.6.)

The free energy changes for perturbing the O1 and O2 charges of Glu 97 in the

covalent structures differ by 3.9 kcal/mole, with the mutant structure favoured over the

wild-type complex (Table 5.3). It is not clear whether this is a real effect, though.

Unfortunately, the perturbation simulations of the mutant complex were not stable, yield

ing a large uncertainty in this value. Given the large uncertainties, the two values are

essentially the same.

Substrate Perturbations

We also examined interactions in the active site from the point of view of the sub

strate by perturbing catalytically important portions of the molecule. Free energy

changes for perturbing the O1 dipole of the substrate within both the Glu 165 and Asp

165 covalent structures are favourable (Table 5.5). The free energies for removing the

O2 dipole in both covalent structures are fairly large and positive. The Glu covalent com

plex gains 9.4 kcal/mole in stabilization energy from the O2 dipole and is destabilized

1.9 kcal/mole by the O1 dipole, yielding a net 7.5 kcal/mole stabilization due to the

environment around O1 and O2 of the substrate. The analogous overall stabilization free

energy for the Asp covalent complex is 4.5 kcal/mole. Thus, on the basis of the O1 and

O2 dipoles, the Glu transition state model is stabilized by 3 kcal/mole over the Asp

covalent complex.

The free energies for the O1 dipole perturbation in the noncovalent wild-type and

mutant complexes are essentially the same. Two values are given for each enzyme

substrate complex: the first represents the wild-type side chain orientation of residue 165

(regardless of whether it is Glu or Asp) and the second represents a slightly different
orientation of residue 165 generated during a trial run aimed at perturbing Glu directly
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into Asp. We can see in Table 5.5 that there is some dependence on structure. For exam

ple, the free energies for disappearance of the O2 dipole differ by 2.9 kcal/mole in the

noncovalent wild-type complexes. If the same orientations are compared for the wild

type and mutant structures for a particular perturbation, however, the free energies are

within the uncertainties. Despite the conformational dependence of the free energies, like

orientations result in similar free energies for the wild-type and the mutant. Therefore,

both mutant and wild-type substrate binding appear to be affected to the same degree by

loss of the O1 and O2 dipoles.

The results for the simultaneous "disappearance" of both the O1 and O2 dipoles for

the covalent complexes, as shown in Table 5.5, are not the sum of the single perturba

tions. To maintain the total charge of the substrate constant, we altered the charges of

other substrate atoms. Different atoms were perturbed, and to different extents, in the

transition state models. Hence, there is no reason to expect the results to be additive.

Another explanation for the nonadditivity is that the position of the substrate changes

during the perturbation simulation in the absence of the electrostatic interactions that aid

in anchoring the substrate in the active site. The difference between the free energies for

the wild-type and mutant structures further illustrates the favourable positions of the resi

dues, which stabilize the O1 and O2 dipoles, in the wild-type structure. Our results show

that the mutant stabilizes the O1 and O2 dipoles much less efficiently than native TIM.

However, the difference between the two is large and cannot be correlated in a quantita

tive way with the experimentally observed 4 kcal/mole difference in kcal.
DISCUSSION

Our models for the noncovalent substrate-mutant TIM (Asp 165) complex, after

equilibration, show the substrate interacting with most active site residues to the same

extent as in the wild-type structure, instead of being pulled in towards Asp 165. (Com

pare structures 5A and 5B.) For example, the distance between O2 of Glu or Asp and the

pro-R-hydrogen of the substrate is much shorter for wild-type TIM than the mutant TIM
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(3,08 Å and 5.29 Å, respectively), while the distances between the phosphate oxygens

and the lysine group are essentially the same (Table 5.6). The calculated free energies

for perturbing portions of the substrate DHAP in the active site of the wild-type and

mutant noncovalent complexes are nearly the same when like orientations are compared

(Table 5.5), suggesting that substrate binding is not significantly altered upon mutation of

Glu 165 – Asp providing that other substrate-enzyme interactions do not differ greatly.

This is in agreement with the experimental results.

The results for perturbing active site protein residues are a bit more ambiguous,

because there can be many compensating interactions for any particular interaction that

we observe, any comparison to the experimental results is tenuous unless all possible

interactions in the active site are evaluated, since AAGbina and AAGoal correspond to the

effect of all of the individual free energy changes. The perturbations of the substrate

should be measures of enzyme-substrate interactions that can be related, at least qualita

tively, to the experimental results while the protein residue perturbations are most useful

for ascertaining which residues are important for substrate binding and catalysis. We

found differences between the free energy changes of interaction for charge perturbations

of Asn 11, Ser 96, and Glu 97 in the noncovalent complexes and we have suggested pos

sible reasons for the differences, which could be tested experimentally.

Upon mutation of Glu 165—Asp 165, kcal drops by approximately three orders of

magnitude (Straus et al., 1985). At least three explanations for the drop in activity of the

mutant have been proposed. Alagona et al. (1986) suggest two plausible interpretations

of the lower catalytic activity of the Asp 165 mutant. They show that a small (0.3 Å)
change in the C.O distance in the transition state (normally 2.6 Å) could result in a 4
kcal/mole higher barrier to proton transfer from the substrate to the enzymic carboxylate.

They also note that if the Asp 165 mutant is able to achieve the 2.6 Å distance without

extra stereochemical strain, the increase in the free energy of activation might be ration

alized in terms of less effective interactions between the substrate in the covalent com
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plex and electrophilic groups in the active site. The focus of this paper is the second pos

sibility for the lower activity of the Glu 165 –- Asp mutant suggested by Alagona et al.,

less effective interactions between some electrophilic group(s) in the active site and the

substrate. We forced the substrate and enzyme to adopt transition structures by imposing

a covalent bond between the two (Figure 5.3) and evaluated various interactions in the

wild-type and mutant thansition structures without regard to how these structures might

actually be attained. We cannot simulate bond making steps using the approach outlined

here, therefore the question of the distance between the attacking carboxylate oxygen of

Glu or Asp and the pro-R-hydrogen remains a possible source of the drop in activity of

the mutant enzyme. Nevertheless, we suggest that less effective interactions between Lys

13 and the substrate in the transition state structure of the Asp 165 mutant might explain

the observed drop in catalytic activity.

The free energies reported here for perturbing the charges of the other active site

residues, besides Lys 13, in the wild-type and mutant transition structures are all within

the reported uncertainties (Table 5.3); the only striking difference between the structures

are seen for the Lys 13 perturbations (Table 5.4). While the results for perturbing Lys 13

are not directly comparable to the substrate perturbations, they offer a plausible explana

tion for why the mutant is catalytically less effective than the wild-type enzyme, but this

does not rule out other interactions. By looking at AAG for the Lys 13 perturbations we

were able to separate the interactions between this residue and the catalytic portion of the

substrate and the phosphate group. Based on these results, in the mutant Lys 13

interacted strongly with the substrate in a nonproductive manner, by strong interactions

with the phosphate group but not the catalytically important portions of the substrate.

Raines et al. (1986) offer an alternative explanation for the decrease in "transition

state binding" based on the geometry of proton abstraction by the enzymic base. Earlier
Gandour (1981) postulated that a carboxylate group is an approximately 100-fold better

catalyst when the proton is transferred in a syn orientation (to both carboxylate oxygens
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simultaneously) than in an anti orientation (to only one carboxylate oxygen). Given this

argument, kcal would be expected to decrease if Asp 165 of the mutant were to abstract a

substrate proton in an anti orientation. Current theoretical approaches cannot definitively

establish which of the three explanations is correct, or indeed if some other explanation

is.

Nonetheless, our interpretation of the drop in activity of the mutant enzyme could

be tested by site-specific mutation of the lysine residue. We would suggest that replacing

Lys 13 by Arg might result in an increase in activity of the Asp 165 mutant. The longer

side chain of Arg may facilitate stabilization of the substrate by this mutant. Furthermore,

in the absence of unforseen complications, we would expect a single Lys 13–3 Ala mutant

(Glu 165, Ala 13) and the corresponding double mutant (Asp 165, Ala 13) to have com

parable, low activities. Alanine would be unable to stabilize the substrate, if the positive

charge in this position is indeed crucial.

The nature of the intermediate---enediol or enediolate---has not been definitively

established. Iyengar and Rose (1986) argue in favour of the enediol. On the other hand,

the effectiveness of phosphoglycolate (Wolfenden, 1969) and phosphoglycohydroxamate

(Collins, 1974) in inhibiting TIM suggests that the enediolate plays an important role at

some stage of the reaction. One could imagine protonation of the enediolate by water

with a low activation energy (Alagona et al., 1984). The covalent models examined in

this study employ an enediolate. If the rate limiting transition state of the reaction

involves formation of the enediol, then the models we have constructed are not appropri

ate for interpretting the experimental data. However, if, as mentioned above, the

enediolate is important and is rapidly protonated (compared to formation of the

enediolate) by solvent, then our models are relevant. (For a more thorough discussion

See reference 20.)

Another limitation of our models is that solvent is not explicitly present. We

attempted to compensate for this by using a distance dependent dielectric function; how
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ever, this dielectric model leads to an overestimation of the effect of changing a full

charge. The commonly accepted value of the internal dielectric constant of the protein

interior is between 1 and 5 (Pethig, 1979). Recent experimental work suggests, however,

that the effective dielectric constant of the protein interior is between 40 and 50 (Rees,

1980; Russell and Fersht, 1987; Russell et al., 1987). The use of e= r if, then, severelyi,j >

underestimates the influence of the solvent on the dielectric constant of proteins. The

simple addition of solvent and the use of a dielectric constant of unity would probably

still result in a poor model for the heterogeneous dielectric environment within the pro

tein. In addition, it is not appropriate to construct such an elaborate model given the low

resolution of the available X-ray stuctures. Despite these shortcomings, the importance

of this study lies in the development of the free energy component analysis, in which one

perturbs specific portions of the enzyme or substrate. This method can give qualitative

insight into the residues that are important in binding and catalysis. Thus, free energy

calculations can be useful in the qualitative way described here as well as the quantitative

approaches used in the studies by Bash et al. (1987b) and Rao et al. (1987).

Knowles and co-workers have engineered other interesting mutants, whose proper

ties we can discuss in terms of the results presented here. Asp 165, Pro 96---a pseudo

revertant of the relatively inactive Asp 165, Ser 96 single mutant---is a significantly

better catalyst than the single mutant (Hermes et al., 1987). Our results suggest that Ser

96 forms hydrogen bonds of similar strength with both native TIM and the Asp 165

mutant in the covalent structures, although we do see a difference for the noncovalent

complexes. The calculated AAG”.a contribution from Ser 96 is 2.8 kcal/mole (favouring

the Asp mutant) but this value is within the sum of the uncertainties, making any quanti

tative arguments tenuous. Therefore, the strength of these hydrogen bonds probably can

not be used to explain the relative catalytic activity of the Glu 165, Pro 96 and Asp 165,

Pro 96 mutants (Hermes et al., 1987). Mutating Ser 96–Pro in the native enzyme

reduces kºa, such that both Pro 96 proteins (that is, Glu and Asp in position 165) have
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comparable activities. The Pro 96 mutants appear to exert their effect by changing the

relative orientations of the key catalytic groups at positions 165, 95 and 13. A change in

these orientations can be deleterious, as in the case of the native structure. But it may be

advantageous to alter the Asp 165 enzyme to bring His 95 or Lys 13 into a better orienta

tion to stabilize the transition structure.

It is interesting to note that a pseudo revertant of His 95 – Asn 95 is the double

mutant (Asn 95, Pro 96) (Hermes et al., 1987). That Pro 96 can revert mutations at both

positions 95 and 165 is consistent with the idea that the relative orientation of these

groups is critical for catalysis. Actual simulations of Pro 96 mutants are required to

assess the speculations presented above on the low activity of the Asp 165, Asn 95

enzyme and the partially restored activity of the Asp 165, Pro 96 and Asn 95, Pro 96

structures. We have performed molecular dynamics simulations of these mutants and

Pro 96 appears to exert its effect by altering the orientations of other active site residues

(Chapter 6).

CONCLUSIONS

Free energy perturbation calculations can give interesting insights into the effects of

amino acid substitutions on both substrate binding and catalysis. We have shown how a

free energy component analysis, in which one perturbs the properties of individual

groups on the enzyme or ligand, yields detailed information, albeit qualitative, about the

specific interactions important in enzyme action. In the specific application studied here,

we have used a simple model without explicit inclusion of solvent and a distance depen

dent dielectric constant to compensate for the lack of solvent. Thus, we have not imple

mented the free energy component analysis in as rigorous a fashion as might have been

warranted if we had a better X-ray structure and the reaction had not involved a highly

charged substrate. Nonetheless, we suggest that the free energy component analysis tool

can be as useful and insightful as energy component analysis has been in molecular

mechanics studies (Wipff et al., 1983; Kollman et al., 1981; Singh et al., 1986b).
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We examined the importance of electrostatic interactions between active site resi

dues of triose phosphate isomerase and portions of the substrate dihydroxyacetone phos

phate. Our results indicate that the charge interactions examined contribute equally to

binding in the wild-type and Asp 165 mutant enzymes. This is consistent with the exper

imental observation that substrate binding does not change substantially upon replace

ment of Glu 165 by Asp. Furthermore, our results suggest that less effective interactions

between Lys 13 and the non-phosphate portion of DHAP in the mutant transition state for

enolization may, at least partially, explain the observed drop in catalytic activity upon

mutation of Glu 165—Asp. Other explanations for the observed drop in kcal have been

proposed, and more simulations and the X-ray structure of the mutant are required to dif

ferentiate between the possibilities.
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CHAPTER 6: Molecular Dynamics Simulations of

Active Site Mutants of Triosephosphate Isomerase

The ability to selectively modify individual amino acids in proteins is of great use in

furthering our understanding of the underlying forces governing enzyme action.

Triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) is a good candidate for this type of approach because it

is well-characterized in both mechanistic and energetic terms. TIM catalyzes one of the

simplest reaction in metabolic biochemistry, the interconversion of dihydroxyacetone

phosphate (DHAP) to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (GAP) by the transfer of a single pro

ton. We chose to study this system using computer simulation approaches because of the

wealth of binding and kinetic data on both native TIM and a variety of active site

mutants.

The catalytic mechanism of TIM is shown schematically in Figure 6.1 and the com

plete free energy profile for this reaction has been determined (summarized by Knowles

and Albery, 1977). After substrate binding, the carboxyl group of Glu 165 abstracts the

pro-R proton from the C1 postion of DHAP, resulting in an enzyme-bound enediol or

enediolate (the nature of the intermediate is not known). A proton is then delivered to the

C2 position of the substrate, yielding GAP. An electrophilic residue is thought to polarize

the carbonyl group in the enzyme-substrate complex, thereby facilitating proton abstrac

tion (shown in Figure 6.1 as HA) (Belasco and Knowles, 1980). Furthermore, this elec

trophilic residue can then stabilize the developing negative charges on the oxygens at C1

and C2 during formation of the enediol (or enediolate) by providing the substrate with a

positive electrostatic environment. Based on the X-ray structure of Banner et al. (1975),

Lys 13 and His 95 appear to be good candidates. (See Figure 6.2 for a schematic

representation of the important active site residues.) Alagona et al. (1984, 1986) have
demonstrated, using quantum and molecular mechanics calculations, how these residues

can facilitate catalysis; their results are consistent with the results and proposals of

Belasco and Knowles (1980).
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TIM is considered to be a perfectly evolved enzyme, partly because the rate deter

mining transition state is for product dissociation and not a chemical step (Albery and

Knowles, 1976a; Blacklow et al., 1988). Therefore, there is no evolutionary pressure for

improving chemical steps in the reaction. Knowles and co-workers have proposed, on

the basis of their findings over the years, that there are three specific mechanisms by

which catalytic efficiency could evolve (Albery and Knowles, 1976b). Comparison of

isomerases from different species with different activities might provide information as

to which interactions lead to improved catalytic activity and whether these mechanisms

are consistent with the hypothesis of enzyme evolution of Albery and Knowles (1976b).

Since there are no naturally occurring examples of less highly evolved triose phosphate

isomerases, Knowles and co-workers set out to study forward evolution by generating

"imperfect" isomerases using site-directed mutagenesis techniques and then randomly

producing pseudorevertants with increased activity. A variety of active site residues

have been altered; in each case a decrease in the catalytic activity of the mutant results,

so that the reactions are no longer diffusion-controlled (Hermes et al., 1987). One of the

effects of these mutations is on the transition state for enolization, such that it is now the

rate-limiting step in the reaction. Hence, these mutants are now susceptible to evolution

ary development. By subjecting the genes encoding two of these mutants (one in which

the catalytic base Glu 165 is replaced by Asp and the second in which the active site His

95 is mutated to Asn) to heavy random mutagenesis and then selecting for transformants

that synthesize isomerases with increased catalytic activity, Knowles and co-workers

found two second-site suppressor mutants (Table 6.1). Surprisingly, in both cases the

increase in catalytic activity is a result of the replacement of Ser 96 by Pro. [Table 6.1

contains the comparisons of kºa, for isomerization of DHAP; the (E165D, S96P) pseu

dorevertant affects the kºa, of isomerization of GAP to DHAP. See Blacklow and

Knowles, 1990.]

Our goal was to examine molecular interactions in the active site that might explain
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TABLE 6.1
Catalytic and Binding Properties of Mutant

Isomerases with the Substrate Dihydroxy Acetone Phosphate
Relative to Wild-Type Triosephosphate Isomerase”

Amino Acid at Position Relative Relative

Rate of Binding

Enzyme 165 95 96 Catalysis Affinity

Wild type Glu His Ser 100 100

Mutant S96P Glu His Pro 1.83 271

Mutant E165D Asp His Ser 0.68 54

Pseudorevertant

from E165D Asp His Pro 0.57 1226

Mutant H95N Glu ASn Ser 0.03 110

Pseudorevertant
from H95N Glu ASn Pro 1.13 162

* The values for the relative rate of catalysis were derived from the kcal values of Black
low and Knowles (1990); likewise, the relative binding affinity reflects differences in Km.
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the drop in activity of the TIM single mutants, the increase in activity of the correspond

ing pseudorevertants, the differences in substrate binding brought on by the Ser 96 — Pro

replacement, and the ability of TIM to tolerate changes in amino acid sequence. To this

end, we performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, using an empirical force field,

of wild-type TIM and of each of the mutants: (E165D); (E165D, S96P); (H95N); (H95N,

S96P); and the control mutant (S96P). All mutant structures were derived from the X-ray

structure for wild-type TIM (Banner et al., 1975) with the replacement of the appropriate

residue to form the mutant, as crystal structures for the mutants are not yet available. In

the case of the (H95N) mutant and the (H95N, S96P) double mutant with the substrate

DHAP, the effect of the Pro is primarily upon catalysis (Table 6.1). On the other hand,

the ability of the enzyme to bind DHAP is compromised while catalysis is unaffected

upon replacement of Ser 96 by Pro in the (E165D) mutant (Table 6.1). So, we performed

simulations of the enzyme with DHAP in the binding pocket and with DHAP covalently

linked to the enzyme (O2 of residue 165 was covalently linked to HR of the substrate,

Figure 6.2) to serve as a model for the transition structure for enolization. Our

hypothesis is that our models of the different mutants with noncovalently bound substrate

should show differences in interactions between the enzyme and substrate relevant to the

experimental binding data. We also assume that our models with covalently bound sub

strate reflect differences in the ability of the mutants to stablize the transition state for

enolization, which becomes the rate-limiting step for the mutants with DHAP. The

difference between these states can then be discussed in light of the kinetic data (kcal).

In addition to the experimentally characterized mutant isomerases in Table 6.1, we

performed MD simulations of two hypothetical mutants in which the active site Lys 13

was replaced by Arg in the (E165D) mutant and wild-type TIM. In an earlier study of the

Glu 165 – Asp 165 mutation and its effect on catalysis and binding, we found that Lys

13 interactions with the substrate were disrupted in the mutant (Chapter 5). In wild-type

TIM Lys 13 appeared to be important in stabilizing O2 of the substrate in the enediolate
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form. In the (E165D) mutant, Lys 13 interacted strongly with the substrate but in a

catalytically nonproductive manner; i.e., Lys 13 interacted with the phosphate portion of

the substrate instead of with O2. We proposed, on this basis, that the replacement of Lys

13 by Arg might improve interactions with O2 in the (E165D) mutant.

In the molecular dynamics simulations presented here, we found less effective elec

trostatic stabilization of the transition state structures of the single mutants compared to

the pseudorevertants. We found that interactions between electrophilic active site resi

dues with both O1 and O2 of the substrate were critical for stabilization, comparing the

noncovalent to the covalent complexes, and that the degree of the interaction of the

enzyme with these atoms correlated qualitatively with catalytic activity. Pro 96 played

an indirect role by altering the orientations of other active site residues interacting

directly with the substrate. The pseudorevertants optimized interactions with O1 and O2

of the substrate by using non-wild-type interactions when necessary, pointing out the

degeneracy of the electrophilic residues in the active site. In the case of the noncovalent

complexes, the simulations demonstrated a change in geometry that may facilitate proton

abstraction upon addition of Pro to the (E165D) mutant, and this mutation led to more

favourable catalytically productive interactions in the (H95N) mutant. The motions of

the active site residues were highly correlated during molecular dynamics, preventing an

unique mechanistic description of how proline exerts its effect upon neighboring resi

dues.

METHODS

Generation of Structures

Covalent Complexes

The X-ray structure of native TIM by Banner et al. (1975) was used as the starting

point for this study. Construction of the covalent complex between DHAP and the wild
type TIM dimer and the corresponding (E165D) mutant complex has been described
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(Chapter 5). All other structures discussed in this study were derived from these original

structures, therefore they warrant some discussion here. The transition structure com

plexes were constructed by imposing a covalent bond between the pro-R hydrogen (HR)

of the substrate DHAP and O2 of Glu 165, or O2 of Asp 165 (Figure 6.2). These models

were then energy-minimized and subjected to molecular dynamics at 300 K for 2

picoseconds (ps). We took these final structures, after molecular dynamics, as our start

ing structures for the present study and considered them structures at time = 0 ps.

All of the calculations described below were done using AMBER (Singh et al.,

1986). Standard united-atom parameters (Weiner et al., 1984) were used for the TIM

dimer for all of the complexes. Both standard (Weiner et al., 1986) and nonstandard all

atom parameters were used for the covalently bound DHAP. The nonstandard parameters

and charges used for the substrate were taken from Chapter 5.

The various mutant TIM complexes described in this study were generated by

replacing the residue of interest in the appropriate structure described above, wild-type

TIM (Glu 165) or the (E165D) mutant. To avoid biasing the results, the orientations of

the swapped side chains were not reoriented but instead fit as closely as possible to the

orientation of the residue being replaced. The (S96P) mutant was used directly after

swapping residue 96. Further preparation for MD was necessary for the other mutants.

The following protocol was used to prepare the (E165D, S96P), (H95N), and

(H95N, S96P) mutants for molecular dynamics. The structures were minimized briefly to

remove any bad contacts. 1200 cycles of minimization were performed; the first 200

cycles were done using the steepest descent method of minimization and the remaining

1000 cycles utilized the conjugate gradient method. Only the swapped residue(s) was
allowed to move. A non-bonded cut-off of 10 Å and a linear distance dependent dielec
tric constant (e=r) were employed. The resulting structures were then brought to 300 K

and equilibrated for 0.5 ps using molecular dynamics. A 1 femtosecond time step was
used for the equilibration. Other residues were allowed to move besides the swapped
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residue during the equilibration. Any residue in the wild-type complex within 12 Å of

C., of Pro 96, C, of Pro 96, O2 of Glu 165, or O2 of the substrate was allowed to move;
95 residues fell into this group. These same 95 residues were used for all of the com

plexes. The resulting complexes, after the brief equilibration described above, were

referred to as the time = 0 ps structures.

The protocol described above was altered somewhat to prepare the (K13R) and

(E165D,K13R) mutants for molecular dynamics, because the enzyme did not tolerate the

Lys — Arg substitution as readily as the other mutations described above. 2000 cycles

of steepest descent minimization were performed on each of the mutants, allowing only

Arg 13 to move. Then, full minimization, allowing all residues to move, was performed

to a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) energy gradient of 0.5 kcal/mole-Å. The full minimiza

tions were carried out using the steepest descent method for the first 200 steps followed

by conjugate gradient minimization with a short non-bonded cut-off of 6 Å. The result

ing structures were equilibrated using the protocol described above with the exception

that the structures were equilibrated for 1 ps not 0.5 ps. The equilibrated structures were

the time = 0 ps structures for the molecular dynamics simulation.

Noncovalent Complexes

The noncovalent complexes---(E165D), (E165D, S96P), (H95N), (H95N, S96P)---

were derived from the relevant covalent complexes. We started from the covalent com

plexes instead of using the procedure described above for constructing mutant structures

from the wild-type enzyme, so that the simulations would begin from catalytically

relevant orientations. Essentially the same procedure as described above was used to

prepare the noncovalent structures for MD. The structures were minimized, allowing

only the substrate to move in the case of the (E165D) mutants and allowing the substrate
and residues 95 and 96 to move in the (H95N) mutants. Each structure was then equili

brated for 1 ps with the same 95 residues described above allowed to move.
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Computational Details of Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The simulations began with the time = 0 ps structures at 300 K described in the pre

vious section. The temperature was maintained at 300 K by coupling to an external bath

using the method of Berendsen et al. (1984). The protocol used for the actual simula

tions was similar to that employed for equilibration. Only the 95 residues allowed to

move during equilibration were mobile during the MD simulation. 10,000 total steps of

MD were performed for each mutant on a Cray X-MP (San Diego Supercomputer

Center). SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977) was used on all bonds so that a stepsize of 2

femtoseconds could be employed, resulting in 20 psec trajectories for each complex from

the time = 0 ps structures (e.g. equilibration time was not included in the total time). A

10 Å non-bonded cut-off was used and the pairlist was updated every 50 steps. Structures

were saved every 0.2 psec during the simulations for analysis, resulting in 100 structures

for each complex.

We found that the angle for proton transfer O2-HR-C1 (Figure 6.2) collapsed during

MD of the covalent complexes using the substrate parameters given in Chapter 5 and the

procedure described above. One expects, based on quantum mechanical calculations,

that the transition state for proton transfer involves a near linear O2-HR-C1 angle

(Chapter 5). So, we performed control calculations with higher force constants on this

angle to maintain near linearity. The final structures after MD, using the protocol above

with Ke =0 kcal/mole-rad” for the proton transfer angle, were energy-minimized to a

r.m.s. gradient of 0.5 kcal/mole-Å with Ka = 100 kcal/mole-rad”, allowing only the sub

strate and catalytic base to which it was attached to move. This procedure maintained

orientations generated during MD while restoring the ideal proton transfer geometry. MD

simulations with higher force constants (K9–50 or 100 kcal/mole-rad”) were also per

formed from either the starting structures described above (time = 0 ps structures) or the

structures minimized with Ka = 100 kcal/mole-rad”. The MD protocol was the same as

that described above with the exception of the change of the one angular parameter.

º
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RESULTS

We performed molecular dynamics simulations of the triose phosphate isomerases

in Table 6.1. We first present the results of simulations of the noncovalent complexes,

focussing on properties of the final structures after 20 ps of MD. Next we present the

results of the simulations of the covalent complexes, in which we examined specific

interactions in the final, static structures following 20 ps of MD and minimization. After

identifying interactions that appeared to correlate with changes in activity, we focussed

on the average properties of these interactions during the simulations. We present the

results of the analysis of the static covalent structures first and then their average dynami

cal properties.

A. Noncovalent Complexes

Distances between particular interacting atoms in the final isomerase structures,

with noncovalently bound DHAP, after 20 ps of MD are given in Table 6.2. There are a

few features that the mutants have in common when Ser 96 is replaced by Pro. Ser 96

aids in orientation of the catalytic base by forming an hydrogen bond (Figure 6.3A),

which is lost upon introduction of Pro. (See the 96 N-165 O1 distances in Table 6.2.)

For example, the root-mean-square deviation of the catalytic base, between the single

mutants and the corresponding pseudorevertants was at least 0.3 Å with a maximum

deviation of 1.1 Å for the (H95N) mutants. As a result most of the proton abstraction dis

tances were long, making catalysis difficult (165 O1,O2-Sub HR distance; Table 6.2).

Another result of the replacement of Ser 96 by Pro is that Asn 11 shifts from its postion

of interacting with O1 and O2 of the substrate to form close interactions with the phos

phate group of the substrate.

Although the catalytic base drifted from its original position upon replacement of

Ser 96 by Pro, interactions between residue 95 and the substrate improved. In the wild

type protein His 95 forms an hydrogen bond with the backbone amide hydrogen of Glu
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o TABLE 6.2
Distances (in A) Between Active Site Residues in Starting Wild-type

Triosephosphate Isomerase and Mutant Isomerases with Noncovalently
Bound Substrate after 20 ps of Molecular Dynamics

TIM Model

Wild-type Single-Site Mutants Double Mutants

E165 E165 E165D E165 E165D
Distance” H95 H95N H95 H95N H95

S96 S96 S96 S96P S96P

13 HNE-Sub O2 2.08 3.74 2.42 2.56 3.26

13 HNE-Sub O4 1.68 1.63 1.76 1.75 1.79

13 HNE-Sub O5 2.61 1.61 1.76 1.69 2.56

13 HNE-Sub O6 3.94 3.41 3.89 3.92 3.84

13 NE-Sub C2 3.59 4.86 3.70 3.39 4.33

13 NE-Sub P 3.13 3.09 3.10 3.39 3.18

95 ND(O)-97 HN 3.10 3.78 3.72 3.48 2.70

95 HNE(HN2)-97 O1,O2 4.40 6.97 1.79 1.78 3.94

95 HNE(HN1,2)-Sub O1 2.76 4.99 4.38 3.77 2.69

95 HNE(HN1,2)-Sub O2 2.21 2.67 4.90 1.84 1.84

96 N-165 O1 2.69 2.66 2.85 4.28 4.40

165 O1-Sub HR 5.01 6.43 3.16 6.29 2.74

165 O2-Sub HR 3.09 4.73 4.44 4.20 3.30

165 O1-Sub O1H 5.45 6.83 5.14 3.70 1.67

165 O2-Sub O1H 3.79 5.79 5.86 1.59 3.50

Sub O1H-Sub O4 3.89 1.65 1.70 4.87 4.98

Sub O1H-Sub O5 5.29 4.13 4.19 5.36 6.02

Sub O1H-Sub O6 6.23 3.71 4.30 6.50 6.79

* See figure 6.2 for atom name nomenclature. Alternate atom names in parenthesis refer
to mutants; the nomenclature for the atoms of Asn 95 is the same as for Asn 11 in figure
6.2. When there is more than one possible combination of atoms, the lowest distance is
given.
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97 (95 ND(O)-97 HN, Table 6.2 and Figure 6.3A]. This hydrogen bond became longer

in the single mutants but dropped to lower distances in the double mutants. The reforma

tion of this hydrogen bond aided in the orientation of residue 95, yielding better interac

tions with O1 and O2 of the substrate. This interaction was most evident for the (E165D)

mutant and its revertant (Figures 6.3B and 6.3C). This orientational effect exerted by Pro

96 was less pronounced with Asn in place of His 95 but still evident (Figures 6.3D and

6.3E). In the case of the (E165D) mutant and the (H95N, S96P) double mutant, residue

95 twisted away from the substrate to form an hydrogen bond with the side chain of Glu

97 (95 HNE(HN2)-97 O1,O2, Table 6.2]. Such an interaction is detrimental to substrate

binding with His 95 since it competes with protein-substrate interactions, while binding

was not compromised with Asn in the place of His 95 because of the second hydrogen

available to interact with the substrate.

The (E165D) and (E165D, S96P) mutants had fairly short abstraction distances after

MD but exhibited different orientations with respect to the approach of the catalytic base

to the pro-R-hydrogen. The (E165D) mutant adopted a geometry for abstracting a proton

from the substrate through the anti orbital of the base’s oxygen (the lone pair pointing

away from the second oxygen, Figure 6.3B). The (E165D, S96P) mutant, on the other

hand, had a geometry consistent with syn abstraction (the lone pair pointing towards the

second oxygen, Figure 6.3C). The catalytic rate is estimated to be up to three orders of

magnitude higher with syn abstraction compared to anti (Gandour, 1981).

The single mutants also exhibited differences in interactions between the other elec

trophilic residue, Lys 13, and the substrate, compared to wild-type TIM. The substrate
did not bind in an extended conformation in the mutants but, instead, was slightly kinked

(Figure 6.3). Evidence of the kink is shown by the dramatic drop in the distance between
O1H and the phosphate oxygens (O1H-O4,05,06; Table 6.2). The new substrate confor
mation led to differences in the Lys 13 interactions. For example, interactions between

Lys 13 and O2 of the substrate became weaker, especially in the case of the (H95N)
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S96P) double mutant. The wild-type structure is prior to MD. The mutant com
plexes are the final structures after 20 ps of MD. For ease of identification, wild
type TIM and the single mutants are shown in red and the double mutants are yel
low.
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mutant (Table 6.2). Lys 13 interactions with the phosphate group, however, became

much stronger (e.g. HNE 13-O5 Sub; Table 6.2). This effect of preferentially interacting

with the phosphate group was most evident for the (H95N) mutant (Figure 6.3D). In this

case, the distance between Ne of Lys 13 and the phosphorus atom was comparable to that

of the wild-type protein, while the distance to C2 increased by 1.3 Å.

For the (E165D) mutant the distances between Ne and P and between Ne and C2

were essentially the same as in wild-type TIM and the less effective interactions with O2

were due to orientational differences of the two groups. (Compare Figures 6.3A and

6.3B.) When Pro was introduced into the single mutants the substrate became more

extended and the intra-substrate hydrogen bond between the hydrogen of the hydroxyl

group and the phosphoryl oxygen was no longer observed. This conformational change

again led to differences in interactions between Lys 13 and O2 of the substrate. In the

case of the (H95N) mutant, stabilization of O2 by Lys 13 improved dramatically, leaving

Ne equidistant between C2 and P of the substrate. The introduction of proline into the

(E165D) mutant, resulted in the resumption of wild-type-like interactions between Lys

13 and the phosphate group. The interactions between Lys 13 and O2 of the substrate

became weaker, though.

Another interesting consequence of the collapsed substrate with the (H95N) mutants

was that O1, O2 and P of the substrate were forced out of plane (Figure 6.3D). The sub

strate was clearly quite distorted and would require fairly substantial conformational

changes to adopt a reasonable transition state structure. In fact, Glu 165 interacted

strongly with O1H of the substrate instead of HR in the (H95N, S96P) double mutant

(Figure 6.3E). With the kinked conformation of the substrate and with O1,O2 and Pout

of plane, the (H95N) mutant appeared to be in a position to facilitate intramolecular elim

ination of the phosphate group from the substrate, perhaps through the phosphate group's

abstraction of O1H. The (E165D) and (E165D, S96P) mutants had O1, O2 and Proughly

in plane---at least to the same extent as wild-type TIM. (Compare Figures 6.3A, 6.3B and
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6.3C.)

B. Covalent Complexes

Control Calculations

Initially we performed MD of the covalent complexes with a force constant of 0

kcal/mole-rad” (Ke) on the angle of proton abstraction of the pro-R-hydrogen (HR) by

O2 of the enzymic base (<O2-HR-C1). Ideally this angle should be 180° for effective

proton transfer, but we found that it collapsed during MD, although to different extents in

the various complexes. After performing 20 ps of MD with Ke=0 kcal/mole-rad” we

adjusted the angle to 180° using energy minimization to force the substrate to adopt the

transition state geometry. We then performed control calculations with an higher force

constant on the angle for proton transfer, during the entire MD simulation, to see how the

orientation of the active site residues was affected. These control simulations were per

formed on wild-type TIM and the (E165D, S96P) double mutant because the proton

transfer angle in the former was least affected during MD with K9–0 and the latter

showed the largest effect (the angle dropped from 180° to 99°). First we present the

results of the control calculations, and then we describe the results of MD simulations of

all of the enzymes in Table 6.1 with K9–0, followed by minimization to optimize the

angle for proton transfer.

Table 6.3 lists the angle for proton transfer and the hydrogen bonding distances

between His 95 and O1 and O2 of the substrate in the final structures after molecular

dynamics with different force constants on the O2-HR-C1 angle. In the wild-type

enzyme the proton transfer angle collapsed 60° with Ko–0 kcal/mole-radº. A simulation
from the same starting structure with Ko-100 kcal/mole-rad’ maintained the angle, but it
showed substantially longer hydrogen bonding distances between His 95 and O1 of the

substrate. When the final structure from MD with K9-0 was minimized with K9–100

kcal/mole-rad” to optimize the angle for proton transfer, the hydrogen bond distances

were maintained. MD from the minimized structure with K9–100 again led to an
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TABLE 6.3
Various Properties of Covalent Complexes Following Molecular

Dynamics and Minimization with Different Parameters

Wild-type TIM

Model and <(O2-HR-C1) d(95HNE-Subol) d(95HNE-SubO2)
Preparation” (degrees) (A) (A)

Starting Structure 179 2.69 2.45

20 ps of MD, 118 2.43 1.84
K9=0

20 ps of MD, 176 3.16 1.81
K9–100

MIN with Ko–100 174 2.39 1.76
following 20 ps of MD

K9=0
20 ps MD with Ko–100

following MIN with K9–100 175 2.98 1.75
and 20 ps MD with K9-0

(E165D, S96P) Double Mutant

Starting Structure 179 3.05 1.76

20 ps of MD, 98 1.87 1.84
K9–0

20 ps of MD, 177 3.21 1.75
K9=100

MIN with Ke=100 171 1.83 1.82
following 20 ps of MD

K9–0
20 ps MD with K9–50

following MIN with K9=100 176 3.01 1.75
and 20 ps MD with K9–0
20 ps MD with K9–100

following MIN with K9–100 176 2.83 1.80
and 20 ps MD with K9–0

* MD = Molecular Dynamics. MIN = Minimization. K9 = the force constant on the angle
for proton abstraction by the enzymic base in units of kcal/mole-rad” (165 O2-Sub HR
Sub C1). See Figure 6.2 for atom names.
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increase in the hydrogen bonding distance between His 95 and O1 of the substrate.

The (E165D, S96P) double mutant showed the greatest deviation of all of the com

plexes from the ideal proton transfer angle with MD using K9-0 (Table 6.3). Minimiza

tion with Ke=100 of the structure following MD with K9–0 retained good hydrogen bond

distances between His 95 and the substrate while optimizing the proton transfer angle.

Also, the hydrogen bond distance between His 95 and O1 of the substrate increased when

the force constant was increased to 50 or 100 kcal/mole-rad” for MD relative to the start

ing structures. However, with K9–0 the His 95-O1 hydrogen bond distance decreased

during MD.

In both control systems, motion in the active site was damped and forced towards

certain orientations when strict transition state geometry was imposed throughout MD. In

constrast, the enzymes were able to sample more space when near the transition state

geometry than with the strict transition state geometry imposed by the higher force con

stant. Use of Ka=0 kcal/mole-rad” with the covalent structures allowed us to stay near

the transition state so that catalytically relevant conformational states were sampled

while reducing the number of catalytically nonproductive orientations that one would

find in the noncovalent complexes. Given these factors, our analysis focusses on the MD

trajectories with Ke=0 kcal/mole-rad” and the corresponding final energy-minimized

structures (Figure 6.4).

Analysis of Static Structures After Molecular Dynamics

Table 6.4 contains differences observed in particular interactions in the active site

between the structures with the transition state geometry, e.g. the minimized structures

with ideal approach for proton transfer. The only interactions found to differ consider

ably between the mutants was interactions between the two electrophilic groups in the
active site, residues 13 and 95, and the O1 and O2 oxygens of the substrate (Figure 6.2).

The clearest point to emerge from comparing changes in these energies is that every

single-site mutation led to a decrease in favorable interactions between residue 95 and
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TABLE 6.4

Complexes Upon Mutation”
Changes in Interaction Energies of Covalent Enzyme-Substrate

Protein Model

Single Mutations from Double Mutations from
Wild-Type TIM Single-Site Mutant

Interaction” S96–SP96 || H95–-N95 | E165–SD165 | N95–-N95 || D165–-D165
S96 P96 || S96 P96

Residue 95 with

All Other Atoms N. AN AN N. NZ
Residue 95 with

O1 of Substrate Ny N. N. T T
Residue 95 with

O2 of Substrate N. Nº.
-

N. N.
Residue 13 with

All Other Atoms N/ Nº. AN T Ny
Residue 13 with
O1 of Substrate T t N. N/ AN
Residue 13 with

O2 of Substrate N. ^ N. N/ NZ

* Arrows pointing upwards (T) represent favorable changes upon mutation and con
versely downward pointing arrows (V) indicate unfavorable changes. No change upon
mutation is denoted by (–)

* See Figure 6.2.
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O1 or O2 (Table 6.4 and compare Figures 6.4A, B and C). In some cases the Lys 13

O1,O2 interactions were important for stabilization. Interactions between residue 95 and

O1 became more favorable upon further mutation of the single mutant by replacement of

Ser 96 by Pro (column for double mutants in Table 6.4).

Table 6.5 lists distances for particular interactions thought to be important for

catalysis and those that exhibited large changes between different minimized structures

after MD. For each single mutant the distance between O1 of the substrate and the

hydrogen bond donor of residue 95 increased by approximately 0.5 Å. The hydrogen
bond distance between His 95 and O2 was comparable in the different structures, though.

Comparison of the double mutant to the relevant single mutant from which it was derived

shows that the hydrogen bond distance between residue 95 and O1 decreased by approxi

mately 1 Å upon introduction of Pro 96. In fact, these distances were lower than in the

wild-type structure. The drastic change in His 95-substrate interactions was again, as

with the noncovalent complexes, linked to the formation of an hydrogen bond between

Ns and the amide hydrogen of Glu 97 (Table 6.5 and Figure 6.4). For the Ser 96–-Pro

change in the (E165D) mutant, the His 95-O2 distance remained roughly the same but

the distance increased by over 2 Å in the (H95N) —- (H95N, S96P) case.

The distances between the closest hydrogen on Ne of Lys 13 and O2 of the substrate

increased by 0.2-0.4 Å going from wild-type to the single mutants (S96P) or (E165D)

and the double mutant (E165D, S96P). This distance was about 0.4 Å shorter in the

(H95N) mutant but increased to the wild-type distance when Pro was introduced. Asn 11

also interacted with O1 of the substrate in wild-type TIM, the (S96P) mutant, and the

(H95N) mutant (Table 6.5). Asn 11 rotated slightly to interact with O2 of the substrate in

the other mutants. Thus, all of the residues in the active site were highly correlated and

the enzyme tolerated changes in amino acid sequence by stabilizing O1 and O2 of the
substrate with other than wild-type interactions when necessary. (Compare Figures 6.4B

and 6.4C to 6.4A.)

-
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Figure 6.4. Stereoviews of covalent complexes: (A) Wild-type TIM in red, (S96P)
mutant in yellow; (B) (E165D) mutant in red, (E165D, S96P) double mutant in
yellow; and (C) (H95N) in red, (H95N, S96P) double mutant in yellow. All com
plexes have been subjected to 20 ps of MD and minimization.
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o TABLE 6.5
Distances (in A) Between Active Site Residues in Minimized

Wild-type and Mutant Triosephosphate Isomerases with Covalently
Bound Substrate after 20 ps of Molecular Dynamics”

TIM Model

Wild-type Single-Site Mutants Double Mutants

E165 E165 | E165 | E165D | E165 E165D
Distance” H95 H95 || H95N H95 H95N H95

S96 S96P | S96 S96 S96P S96P

11 HN1-Sub O1 1.69 1.71 1.70 3.48 3.73 4.13

11 HN1-Sub O2 2.48 3.86 3.60 2.41 1.89 2.04

13 HNE-Sub O2 1.97 2.35 1.63 2.18 1.99 2.30

13 HNE-Sub O4 2.11 1.62 3.99 1.82 3.62 2.92

13 HNE-Sub O5 1.65 5.42 1.59 1.63 2.62 3.58

13 HNE-97 O2 3.55 8.84 3.19 3.61 3.51 3.18

95 HNE(HN2)-Sub O1 2.39 2.85 2.84 2.85 1.86 1.83

95 HNE(HN2)-Sub O2 1.76 1.79 1.89 1.72 4.11 1.82

95 ND(O)-97 HN 2.38 1.99 3.39 3.30 3.39 1.93

165 O1-170 HN 8.15 9.25 7.40 9.75 8.28 1.75

* Ko for the proton transfer angle during MD was 0 and 100 kcal/mole-rad” for minimi
zation.

* See Figure 6.2 for atom name nomenclature. When there is more than one possible
combination of atoms, the lowest distance is given.
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Introduction of Pro at residue 96 into the wild-type or single mutants altered Lys 13

interactions with the phosphate group. In each case the distance for the Lys 13 interac

tion with O5 of the substrate (Figure 6.2) increased at least 1 Å (Table 6.5 and Figure

6.4) with the substitution of serine by proline. The changes were most dramatic for the

(S96P) mutant. For this mutant the distance between Lys 13 and the carboxyl group of

Glu 97, which is important for maintaining the Lys orientation, was over 5 Å greater than

in the other structures.

All of the mutants retained roughly similar orientations of active site residues with

the substrate, compared to wild-type, except the (E165D, S96P) double mutant. In this

complex the substrate flipped around and the orientation of O1 and O2 of the substrate

changed (Figure 6.4B). The extent of change can be seen by comparing the distances

between the O1 oxygen of the carboxyl group of the catalytic base with the mainchain

amide hydrogen of residue 170 (Table 6.5). In all of the structures except this particular

double mutant, the distances were large and, in fact, increased when Pro was inserted.

But for the (E165D) mutant this distance decreased 8 Å upon replacement of Ser 96 by

Pro. The substrate conformation remained relatively extended during the simulations of

the covalent complexes, unlike the kinking observed in the noncovalent complexes (Fig

ure 6.4). The (H95N) mutant, however, again had O1, O2 and P of the substrate out of

plane, but the substrate regained planarity with the introduction of proline (Figure 6.4C).

Dynamic Properties

After finding that there were changes in interactions for the isomerases, in the static

minimized structures after MD, that appeared to be important for catalysis, we monitored

the dihedral angles of residues 95 and 96 to determine whether the proline substitution

affects the secondary structure. We then focussed on how the interactions stabilizing O1

and O2 of the substrate evolved during MD. The percentage of time that the hydrogen

bonds between His 95 (or Asn) and Lys 13 and O1 and O2 of the substrate for the first 10

ps and second 10 ps of MD are given separately in Table 6.7 for each enzyme listed in
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Table 6.1 as well as the two hypothetical Lys 13 mutants: (K13R) and (E165D,K13R).

Table 6.6 shows some properties of the dihedral angles of residues 95 and 96. Resi

due 95 is in an extended conformation (average y value was 140° in wild-type TIM) near

the N-terminus of a short helix starting at residue 96 (average © in wild-type TIM was

-48°). The average y values for residue 95 were comparable in the different mutants

with the exception of the (H95N) mutant, which was 20° higher than the other mutants

(Table 6.6). The b values of residue 96 were all uniformly helical, the largest deviation

from the average wild-type angle was 6°, which is easily within the r.m.s. fluctuations in

the angle during the simulation. That residue 96 was in the helical region of conforma

tional space in all of the structures is interesting because Pro is generally considered an

"helix breaker", although structural tolerance may be explained because residue 96 is at

the end of the helix. In all of the mutant complexes the r.m.s. fluctuations in U■ os were

greater than in the wild-type structure. When Ser 96 was replaced by Pro in either of the

single mutants (H95N, E165D), the fluctuations in U■ os decreased, indicating that the

motion of His 95 was restricted by the adjacent Pro. This type of effect was not observed

in the fluctuations of 996. The fluctuations of $96 were higher on average than those of

U■ os, which is interesting since residue 96 is involved in secondary structure while residue

95 is not. Apparently interactions with the substrate damp the motion of residue 95.

Since fluctuations of yo5 were affected by the introduction of Pro 96, we computed

the cross correlation coefficient for these angles (Table 6.6). These residues were most

correlated in the wild-type structure. There is not a consistent pattern in the coefficients

for the mutants. Most of the coefficients are negative, indicating that the residues moved

in opposite directions in a type of crankshaft motion. This type of motion facilitates the

maintenance of the orientations of active site residues. The smallest change in the corre

lation coefficients upon mutation of residues 95 or 96 was for the Asp 1.65

pseudorevertant---(E165D, S96P). The motions were fairly correlated in both the single
and double mutant structures. Even for the other mutants that showed low correlation

r
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TABLE 6.6
Average Dihedral Angles for Residues 95 and 96 in Wild-type

and Mutant Triosephosphate Isomerases with Covalently Bound
Substrate During Molecular Dynamics and Correlations between these Angles”

<A\■ g3A096
Protein Model |</95- |<Ayos” |<0962 |<A006°-" | -------------------

<Al■ os?»”<A@96*>!”
E165
H95 140.2 9.0 –48.5 13.2 -0.50
S96

E165
H95 144.6 10.3 –35.7 16.6 –0.17
S96P

E165D
H95 139.7 10.8 -50.0 12.5 -0.41
S96

E165D
H95 134.6 9.8 -54.0 17.1 –0.37
S96P
E165
H95N 161.1 15.3 -54.6 20.8 0.07

S96
E165
H95N 144.4 13.6 -46.4 13.2 -0.18
S96P
E165
K13R
H95 141.8 9.1 -43.6 15.3 -0.33
S96

E165D
K13R
H95 143.3 11.3 –48.0 13.3 -0.38
S96

* All angles are given in degrees.

º
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between residues 95 and 96, the average dihedral angles, and therefore gross structual

features, were maintained.

Table 6.7 shows the percentage of time that the hydrogen bonds between His 95 and

Lys 13 and O1 and O2 of the substrate were intact during MD. Hydrogen bonds were

considered intact if the donor-acceptor distances were less than 3 Å. The population of

the hydrogen bond between residue 95 and O1 of the substrate decreased substantially

upon mutation of a single residue, and the change was most striking for the (E165D)

mutant (the percentage dropped by 50%). These hydrogen bonds became more stable

with time, however. The percentage of time the residue 95-O2 hydrogen bond was intact

was maintained at very high levels in all of the single mutants. The mutants recovered

from the changes in sequence in less than 10 ps (in most cases reorganization, if neces

sary was complete within 2-6 ps) to regain favorable wild-type-like interactions.

The Lys 13-O2 interaction changed some with mutation (Table 6.7). This interac

tion was essentially unchanged with replacement of Ser 96 by Pro in the wild-type

enzyme, decreased markedly (>50%) for the Glu 165 –- Asp mutation, and increased to

100% with the His 95 –- Asn mutation. The hydrogen bond between O2 and residue 13

was lost entirely upon replacement of Lys 13 by Arg in the wild-type enzyme.

The hydrogen bonds in the active site of the (E165D) mutant were improved upon

introduction of Pro, e.g. the percentage of time the His 95-O1 hydrogen bond was intact

increased 50% (Table 6.7). The His 95-O1 hydrogen bond also improved when Lys 13

was replaced by Arg in the (E165D) mutant. Similar, but even more striking, effects

were observed for the (H95N) —- (H95N, S96P) mutation. Upon insertion of Pro into

this single mutant, the population of the Asn 95-O1 hydrogen bond increased and Asn 95

interacted exclusively with O1; the percentage of time the hydrogen bond to O2 was

intact dropped from 100 to 0%. Lys 13 was in a position to stabilize O2 in both the single
and double mutants.

º
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Percentage
ofTimeHydrogenBondsBetweenActiveSiteResiduesandSubstrate

WereIntactin
Wild-TypeandMutantTriosephosphateIsomerases withCovalentlyBoundSubstrateDuringMolecularDynamics”

ProteinModelandTimeofMD(ps)

Wild-typeSingle-SiteMutantsDoubleMutants E165E165E165E165DE165E165E165DE165D H95H95H95NH95H95H95NH95H95

Hydrogen”S96S96PS96S96S96S96PS96PS96
BondK13K13K13K13K13RK13K13K13R

0-10
||

10–20
||

0-10
||

10–20
||

0-10
||

10–20
||

0-10
||

10–20

0-10
||

10–20
||

0-10
||

10–20
||

0–10
||

10–20
||

0–10
||

10–20

95HNE(HN2)/SubO1
||
92
||
944

95HNE(HN2)/SubO2
|
100
||
10026

13HN2/SubO2
98
||
94
||
90

64
||
72
||
70
||
34
||
44
||
34
||
52
|
95 98

||
62
||
100
||
100
||
100
||
100
||
100
||
10 90

||
100
||
100
||
4642
|
180

100
||
94
||
94
||
36
||
86 092

||
10096
||
100

100
||

100
||
94
||
980

“Hydrogenbondswereconsideredintactifthe
acceptor-donordistancewaslessthan3A. *SeeFigure6.2foratomnamenomenclature.
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In the single mutants, interactions with O1 and O2 were disrupted compared to

wild-type TIM. In the case of the (E165D, S96P) double mutant, introduction of Pro

maximized interactions between His 95 and O1. The other pseudorevertant (H95N,

S96P) showed separate residues stabilizing O1 and O2 of the substrate. Another way of

viewing this is by the angles of approach of the hydrogen-bonding group to O1 and O2.

Table 6.8 shows the angles between O1 and C1 of the substrate and the hydrogen bond

donor of residue 95 and the corresponding angle at O2 for the different enzymes. The

property of interest is the difference between these angles. For the wild-type enzyme it

can be seen that the difference is relatively small (13.42°). In the (S96P) and (E165D)

mutants the difference increased by approximately 20° relative to wild-type TIM.

Replacement of Lys 13 by Arg in wild-type TIM caused the average difference in angles

to increase by 10°. When Pro was introduced into the (E165D) mutant this difference

decreased to below the value of the wild-type enzyme. Hence, MD with Pro allowed His

95 to maximize its interactions with O1 and O2 simultaneously. Replacement of Lys 13

by Arg in the (E165D) single mutant also led to a decrease in the difference between the

angles, although the effect was not as striking as with the introduction of Pro into this

mutant. The (H95N) mutant showed a low difference between these angles which

increased upon addition of Pro, unlike the case above. For this mutant it appeared that the

optimal alignment in the active site involved residue 95 interacting with O1 and Lys 13

with O2.

Some general features emerge in these mutants that correlate with changes in cata

lytic activity upon mutation, but we lack a structural, or mechanistic, explanation of how

Pro exerts its effect on neighboring residues. The motions of residues in the active site

were so highly correlated that it has been difficult to arrive at an unique step-by-step

description of proline's role in altering binding and catalytic properties.
DISCUSSION

We performed molecular dynamics simulations of wild-type TIM and five mutant
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TABLE 6.8
Average Orientations Between Substrate Atoms and Residue 95

in Wild-type and Mutant Triosephosphate Isomerases
with Covalently Bound Substrate During Molecular Dynamics”

Protein Model <01- <02> <01-02>

E165
H95 51.0 37.6 13.4
S96

E165
H95 81.0 48.0 33.0
S96P

E165D
H95 65.4 29.2 36.1
S96

E165D
H95 48.9 45.2 3.7
S96P
E165
H95N 43.0 47.3 -4.3

S96
E165
H95N 27.1 78.7 -51.6
S96P
E165
K13R
H95 72.4 50.0 22.4
S96

E165D
K13R
H95 61.8 40.8 21.0
S96

*61 is the angle between SubO1, SubC1,95HNE(HN2). 02 is the angle between SubO2,
SubC2,95HNE(HN2). See Figure 6.2. All angles are given in degrees.
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enzymes that have been characterized experimentally. All of the mutants exhibit lower

catalytic activity than wild-type TIM (Hermes et al., 1987). Two of these mutants give

rise to second-site suppressor mutants with increased catalytic activity or binding affinity,

with regard to the substrate dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP). In both cases, the

changes in binding and catalysis are the result of the replacement of Ser 96 by Pro. We

found in our simulations of the covalent complexes (models for the transition state for

enolization) that stabilization of O1 and O2 of the substrate by the nearby electrophilic

residues Lys 13 and His 95 (Figure 6.2) diminished upon mutation of a single residue in

wild-type TIM and that the introduction of Pro 96 into a single-site mutant improved

these interactions through different cooperative changes. These same interactions, and

others, also led to improved protein-substrate interactions in the noncovalent complexes.

We did not see a correlation between total energy and binding affinity or catalytic

activity in our MD simulations. Catalytic activity and the degree of interaction at O1 and

O2 of the substrate were correlated, however. Every single-site mutation disrupted these

interactions with the substrate. The pseudorevertants showed improved hydrogen bond

ing to the substrate relative to the single mutants from which they were derived. There

were essentially two different mechanisms of transition state stabilization. The first

mechanism involved strong interactions between His 95 and O1 and O2 of the substrate

with aid from Lys 13 in stabilizing O2. The (E165D, S96P) double mutant was an exam

ple of this type of stabilization and in a sense mimicked the wild-type interactions. The

(E165D, S96P) mutant showed better stabilization of O1 than the wild-type, which may

indicate that the optimal arrangement is for His 95 to stabilize O1 and O2, with a slight

emphasis on O2. (The distances for wild-type TIM in Table 6.5 also support this idea.)
Proline’s ability to improve the orientation of His 95 appeared to be due to a slight

change in the backbone that improved the hydrogen bond between the mainchain amide
hydrogen of Glu 97 and Ns of His 95. The second mechanism for improving substrate
stabilization was for separate residues to interact with O1 and O2. Comparison of the
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(H95N) mutant to its pseudorevertant (H95N, S96P) revealed improved interactions at

O1 of the substrate with Pro in the place of Ser 96. After reorganization of the active site

residues, Asn 95 interacted exclusively with O1 and Lys 13 stabilized O2. Even though

transition state stabilization was more effective in the pseudorevertants compared to the

single mutants, the adopted orientations and interactions were worse overall than in

wild-type TIM, although a single interaction may have appeared to be better in a mutant.

In the noncovalent complexes we observed the same type of substrate stabilizing

interactions as those described for the transition state models. The (H95N) mutant

derived its tight binding of substrate from strong interactions with the phosphate group.

The (H95N, S96P) double mutant also exhibited strong interactions with the phosphate

group in addition to improved interactions at O1 and O2 of the substrate. Overall, sub

strate affinity appeared to be very similar in the two structures with the double mutant

interacting slightly more strongly with the substrate. This comparison, although qualita

tive in nature, is consistent with with the experimental findings (Table 6.1). In the case

of the (E165D) and (E165D, S96P) mutants, substrate binding again appeared to be

tighter in the double mutant, which is consistent with the experimental data (Table 6.1).

All of the mutants except one---(E165D)---demonstrated tighter binding than wild-type,

showing the importance of ground state destabilization to catalysis.

To compare our results to the kinetic data we must consider the difference between

the noncovalent and covalent structures for each protein. For the (H95N) mutants the

effect of adding a proline was to greatly improve interactions in the transition state struc

ture compared to the single mutant. There were only minor differences in the nonco

valent complexes. These results are consistent with the experimental findings that the
introduction of Pro into the (H95N) mutant predominantly affects catalysis and not bind

ing (Table 6.1). With the (E165D) mutant interactions were improved in both the nonco

valent and covalent complexes when Ser 96 was replaced by Pro. Although these com

parisons are only qualitative, they suggest that the introduction of Pro into the (E165D)

º
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mutant affects binding with little effect on catalysis. This is, in fact, what is observed

experimentally with DHAP (Table 6.1).

When the isomerization catalyzed by TIM proceeds in the direction of GAP to

DHAP (Figure 6.1), the differences between the single mutants and their corresponding

pseudorevertants are manifested primarily in the transition states for enolization and not

in the noncovalent GAP-isomerase complexes (Blacklow and Knowles, 1990). Experi

mentally, the introduction of Pro into the single mutants leads to improvements in

catalysis. Although, we have not actually simulated the noncovalent and covalent com

plexes with GAP, our results are qualitatively consistent with the experimental findings.

In our models of the transition state we found greatly improved interactions between His

or ASn 95 and O1 of the substrate with the introduction of Pro. The enediolate intermedi

ate from GAP would have the negative charge on O1. So, even though O1 is protonated

in our model, we observed improved stabilization of this group with Pro in position 96,

which would presumably be even more favourable when O1 is more negatively charged.

There is another interesting feature of the (H95N) mutant. We found a number of

interactions in both the noncovalent and covalent complexes that may, in concert, lead to

elimination of the phosphate group: tight binding of the phosphate portion of the sub

strate preferentially over the catalytically important groups; O1, O2 and P of the substrate

were out of plane; and strong interactions with O1H of the substrate. The elimination

reaction producing methyl glyoxal and inorganic phosphate is favored, for stereoelec

tronic reasons, when O1, O2 and P of the substrate are out of plane; whereas, isomeriza

tion is favored when these atoms are in plane (Richard, 1984). Elimination may begin

with intramolecular abstraction of O1H of the substrate (Rose, 1981). Experimentally,

the (H95N) mutant catalizes the elimination reaction approximately one-third of the time

(Blacklow and Knowles, 1990). In our (H95N, S96P) transition state model, the sub

strate became more planar, and although phosphate binding was tight there were strong

interactions with other portions of the substrate, too.
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In our simulations, TIM appeared to be highly degenerate, in the sense that there

were a number of residues in the active site that were able to, at least partially, compen

sate for interactions lost upon mutation. These results are consistent with the speculations

of Petsko and co-workers regarding the evolution of catalytic efficiency (Alber et al.,

1987). They contend that TIM has been overdesigned as a safety feature against adventi

tious mutations.

Crystal structures are not yet available for the various mutants but Alber et al.

(1987) appear to have a low resolution name (3 Å) for a related mutant in yeast---His

95 – Gln. They find that Gln 95 rotates slightly to interact with Glu 97 and that Lys 13

moves to a position midway between O1 and O2. Alagona et al. (1984) identified a simi

lar hydrogen bond between Gln 95 and Glu 165 in a simulation that preceded the X-ray

analysis. We found both types of interactions in our simulations of the (H95N) mutant.

In the noncovalent comples, Asn 95 interacted with Glu 165 (Figure 6.3d). This interac

tion was disrupted upon replacement of Ser 96 by Pro to yield (H95N, S96P) (Figure

6.3e). This type of interaction constitutes a barrier to catalysis as discussed by Alagona

et al. (1984). In the covalent complex, however, Asn 95 made an hydrogen bond with

Glu 97 in the single mutant, which was disrupted upon introduction of Pro. Although

Asn 95 formed an hydrogen bond in the single mutant with Glu 97, the other amide

hydrogen interacted with O1 and O2. Thus, Asn 95 still participated in stabilization of

the transition state model but less effectively than its pseudorevertant. The opposite was

found with the noncovalent complexes: (H95N, S96P) contained the hydrogen bond,

however, the (H95N) mutant did not. Given that Asn has another hydrogen bond donor

interacting strongly with the substrate, binding is not compromised severely by this

interaction.

In an earlier study we found that the interaction of Lys 13 with O2 of the substrate

was less effective in the (E165D) mutant compared to wild-type TIM and suggested that

this could be the reason for the drop in activity of the mutant (see Chapter 5). Further,
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we suggested that replacement of Lys 13 by Arg might improve stabilization of the tran

sition state for enolization of the Asp 165 mutant. We did not, however, find this to be

the case in the simulations presented here. The replacement of Lys 13 by Arg in the

(E165D) enzyme substantially improved interactions between His 95 and O1 of the sub

strate, while interactions between residue 13 and O2 of the substrate were lost. These

were, in fact, the interactions that we predicted would improve. This simulation points

out how coupled the active site residues are and how simple-minded suggestions of

amino replacements may be misleading. In fact, in an attempt to engineer improved

enzymes, who would have replaced Ser 96 by Pro? The Lys 13 mutants are hypothetical

at this point and await experimental confirmation of their inadequacy.

Based on our results of the study described here, Asn 11 may be a good choice for

mutation. We found that Asn 11 performed a variety of functions, from stabilizing O1

and O2 of the substrate to interacting with the phosphate group. However, we did not see

a pattern to these interactions that correlated with activity. Mutation of Asn 11 to a non

polar residue may shed light on the role of this residue in catalysis and the cooperativity

between it and other active site residues.

Some of the simulations described here have employed models with substrate

covalently attached to the enzymes to mimic the transition state for enolization. The

actual nature of the intermediate---enediol or enediolate---has not been definitively esta

blished. Rose (1981) argues in favor of the enediol. However, the enediolate probably

plays an important role at some stage of the reaction since phosphoglycolate (Wolfenden,

1969) and phosphoglycolohydroxamate (PGH) (Collins, 1974) are effective in inhibiting

TIM. Phosphoglycolate binds tightly to TIM as the trianion (Campbell et al., 1978,

1979). PGH also, presumably, has the charge configuration of the putative enediolate

transition state, and the binding of PGH to TIM is substantially tighter than substrate

binding (Alber et al., 1987). At neutral pH PGH may be protonated in bulk solution (the

phosphate group is dianionic) (Nickbarget al., 1988); however, the effect of the protein
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environment on the protonation state of PGH is not known. The models in this study

represent an enediolate. If the rate limiting transition state of the reaction involves forma

tion of the enediol, then our models are inappropriate for interpreting the experimental

data. If the enediolate is important and is rapidly protonated (compared to formation of

the enediolate) by solvent, then our models are relevant. Based on isotopic exchange

experiments, Maister et al. (1976) suggest that the enediol intermediate rapidly

exchanges with solvent. Given that for this to occur the active site must be at least tran

siently accessible to solvent, water could easily protonate the enediolate in a process with

a low activation energy (Alagona et al., 1984). The calculations of Alagona et al. (1984)

suggest that the enzyme sufficiently stabilizes the enediolate such that even if the enediol

is the ultimate intermediate, proton abstraction from DHAP does not necessarily need to

occur concomitantly with protonation of the enediolate.

Initially we performed simulations of the covalent complexes with a low force con

stant on the angle of proton transfer. We found that the angle collapsed in these simula

tions. We then took the final structures after MD and imposed transition state geometry

by increasing the force constant. The advantage of using this procedure over performing

MD with the high force constant was that the active site was more flexible during dynam

ics. Since it appears that Pro 96 plays an indirect role in determining catalytic activity

and binding by altering the orientations of the active site residues, it is important that the

models allow sufficient movement in the active site. With the higher force constants, the

substrate was quite rigid and larger scale motion in the active site did not occur. The

types of motion that we observed during MD with Ko–0 kcal/mole-rad’ might also occur
with Ke=100 if the simulation were run for a longer period of time. In reality, an enzyme

binds a substrate and the alignment of enzyme and substrate atoms occurs, for the most

part, prior to formation of the transition state. To mimic this effect in a simulation one

would perform MD of the noncovalent enzyme-substrate complex and then form the

transition state. By using K9=0 kcal/mole-rad” reorganization of the active site residues
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occurred, which mimics what might occur in noncovalent complexes. But, with this

approach the sampling of catalytically nonproductive orientations is reduced by using

structures near the transition state and therefore in the proper region of conformational

space for looking at effects on catalysis. In imposing productive transition state geometry

with minimization the orientations generated during MD were maintained.

The simulations described here were of short duration and one wonders how general

the results are. Related issues are: how dependent the results are on the starting structures

and how many simulations need to be performed before we can be assured that the con

clusions are generally valid. These concerns can be raised for almost any MD simulation,

but one can argue against a large number of long simulations when, say, a single short

simulation can reproduce a number of independent, experimental parameters. Given the

time scale of biochemical processes and experimental techniques for detection (usually

nsec-sec) compared to the time scale of most MD simulations (generally ps), this is

almost never achieved. We did not perform long simulations nor did we exhaustively test

different starting structures, but our results are qualitatively consistent with the experi

mental data and various predictions are experimentally testable. When crystal structures

of the mutants with substrate and with transition state inhibitors are available, specific

interactions can be compared between our models and the experimental structures.

The simulations are flawed in another way, by the absence of water molecules and

the use of a relatively poorly resolved crystal structure (2.5 Å), which is the best structure
available. We have attempted to account for the lack of solvent by using a linear dis

tance dependent dielectric constant (e=r), which partially screens long-range electrostatic

interactions. (For a more thorough discussion of the relative merits of this function and

others used in force fields, see Chapter 3) For the types of cut-offs that we used the aver

age dielectric constant was approximately 5. This is the magnitude of the dielectric con

stant that one expects in the protein interior (Pethig, 1979) and we focussed on the active

site residues, which are in the interior of the protein. But, given recent experimental
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work (Rees, 1980; Russell and Fersht, 1987; Russell et al., 1987) that suggests that the

dielectric constant of a protein can be an order of magnitude larger at moderate distances

(circa 10 Å), the dielectric constant of a protein in water and how to model this effect is

still a matter of debate. (See Harvey, 1989 for further discussion.)

There is a considerable advantage to performing simulations with macroscopic

dielectric functions as opposed to full inclusion of solvent, which relates to the issue of

simulation time versus the time scale for molecular events. Dielectric functions allow the

calculations to proceed much faster than when solvent is present (of order 10-100 times

faster). Also, since electrostatic interactions are exaggerated with e=r, an event may

occur that would take much longer in water. In another system we showed that one gets

much better sampling of conformational space with macroscopic dielectric functions

compared to simulations with water. As mentioned above, we have presumably limited

sampling of catalytically irrelevant orientations by using structures near the transition

state geometry to compare with the experimental kinetic results instead of imposing tran

sition state geometry on the noncovalent structure.

Despite the various limitations imposed by our approximations and the lack of

structural experimental data, our results are qualitatively consistent with both the binding

and kinetic data. We have pointed out interactions that appear to be important for effec

tive catalysis and strong binding of substrate. Confirmation of specific proposed interac

tions must await detailed X-ray crystal structures of the mutants with DHAP and transi

tion state inhibitors. It is encouraging that our results are consistent with the data of the

Pro 96 mutants and suggest possible reasons for the changes in activity and binding,

since the effect of this mutation could not have been predicted a priori. Our simulations

reproduce the highly cooperative nature of the interactions in the active site and suggest
that this approach may be useful for identifying particularly promising sites for mutation.
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CHAPTER 7: Semiempirical Molecular Orbital Studies

of Bond Cleavage Catalyzed by Trypsin

One of the biggest challenges in biochemistry is to understand the molecular basis

of enzyme catalysis. The serine protease family of endopeptidases provides one of the

best systems for addressing this question. There is more direct evidence about the

mechanism of catalysis and structures of intermediates in the reaction of serine proteases

than any other enzyme or enzyme family (Fersht, 1985). Serine proteases have also been

the subject of numerous theoretical studies.

All serine proteases contain the catalytic triad---Asp...His...Ser (Kraut, 1977). The

purpose of this arrangement of residues in the active site is presumably to make the ser

ine sufficiently nucleophilic that it attacks the carbonyl carbon of the amide or ester sub

strate (Figure 7.1), thus beginning the catalytic process. Serine’s attack on the substrate

results in formation of a tetrahedral intermediate (TET1, Figure 7.1), which breaks down

to yield the acylenzyme intermediate, EA. The second part of the reaction begins at this

point with hydrolysis of the acylenzyme intermediate, resulting in formation of the

second tetrahedral intermediate, TET2. Collapse of this intermediate yields the enzyme

product complex.

All serine proteases also contain an oxyanion hole, which is generally made up of

two backbone amide hydrogens (Kraut, 1977). The main purposes of the oxyanion hole

are to stabilize the oxyanion of the tetrahedral intermediates and to stabilize the develop

ing negative charge en route to the tetrahedral conformation.

Many theoretical studies indicate that the proton is transferred from the serine to the

histidine prior to attack of the substrate, such that the transferred proton is not a direct

participant in the bond making and breaking events occurring in the transition state

(Scheiner and Lipscomb, 1976; Warshel and Russell, 1986). This sequence of steps is

inconsistent with the kinetic isotope effects seen experimentally that suggeest that there

is protonic bridging in the transition state (Schowen, 1988). Many of these theoretical
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studies also support the double proton transfer mechanism, whereby the Asp abstracts a

proton from the histidine following transfer from the serine (ex. Dewar and Storch, 1985;

Scheiner et al., 1975; Umeyama et al., 1973). This mechanism was first suggested to be

wrong on the basis of theoretical studies by Hayes and Kollman (1979). This mechanism

has also been refuted experimentally (Kossiakoff and Spencer, 1981; reviewed by Steitz

and Shulman, 1982). Most of the theoretical studies of serine protease catalysis have only

dealt with the first part of the reaction pathway---acylation (Figure 7.1) (ex. Warshel and

Russell, 1986). In addition, many of the previous studies used severely truncated forms

of the catalytic triad (or have completely left portions out, such as the histidine, Dewar

and Storch, 1985). For these reasons we decided to explore the entire trypsin-catalyzed

pathway in detail with the functional forms of all of the catalytic triad residues present.

This paper presents the results of semiempirical molecular orbital calculations of

model compounds pertinent to the trypsin-catalyzed reaction and calculations of the

actual reaction pathway. We employed two molecular models initally, AM1 (Dewar et

al., 1985) and PM3 (Stewart, 1989). We found AM1 to be unsatisfactory for the model

compounds and further studies were performed with PM3. The calculations of the reac

tion pathway included slightly truncated versions of the residues making up the catalytic

triad extracted from the trypsin X-ray crystal structure (Figure 7.2). The oxyanion hole

was represented by two water molecules in the positions of the mainchain groups making

up the oxyanion hole in the crystal structure. A tripeptide substrate was modelled into

trypsin's active site, from which the pertinent atoms were extracted for the quantum

mechanical calculations. Acylation was investigated using both amide and ester sub

StrateS.

We found that formation of the first tetrahedral intermediate was the rate-limiting

step in the reaction pathway with both substrates (Figure 7.3). The lowest energy path
for formation of the tetrahedral intermediate was for serine to approach the substrate fol

lowed by coupled heavy atom movement and proton transfer to complete the reaction;
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we believe our description of this sequence of events to be novel. When one considers

the effect of fluctuations in the enzyme on the process, deacylation becomes the rate

limiting step in ester hydrolysis. The oxyanion hole and Asp greatly stabilized the

tetrahedral intermediates, and presumably their transition state structures. Interactions

between the substrate and oxyanion hole were stronger, however, with the amide sub

strate than the ester. Our results are discussed in light of the available experimental data.

METHODS

Preparation of the Serine Protease Model

We used the bovine trypsin crystal structure of Chambers and Stroud (1977, 3ptp,

1.5 Å resolution). We added the substrate Ace-Phe-Val-Lys-Nme using the computer

graphics package MIDAS (Jarvis et al., 1985). This tripeptide was used because it is

catalytically very efficient (Pozsgay et al., 1981) and because it was used in an earlier

study from this research group (Weiner et al., 1986). Polar and steric interactions were

considered in aligning the substrate in the binding pocket. Counterions were positioned

near free charged surface residues of the protein (thirteen chlorine ions and three sodium

ions). In addition to the counterions, the model contained the internal calcium ion

identified in the crystal structure. The overall charge of the system was -1.

It was necessary to refine the coordinates prior to extracting the catalytically impor

tant residues for the quantum mechanical calculations. The molecular mechanics pro

gram AMBER version 3.0 (Singh et al., 1986) was used for the calculations described

below. Standard all-atom parameters were used for the catalytically important residues

(His 40, Asp 84, Ser 177, and the capped, amidated Lys of the substrate) (Weiner et al.,

1986). Standard united atom parameters were used for all other residues (Weiner et al.,

1984). The energy of the system was minimized to a root-mean-square (r.m.s.) energy

gradient of 0.1 kcal/mole-A* to remove bad contacts. Then, a sphere of TIP3P water

molecules (Jorgensen et al., 1983) extending 20 Ä in any direction from the hydroxyl

oxygen of Ser 177 was generated; this resulted in the introduction of 384 water
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molecules. Following the addition of the water molecules the energy of the system was

minimized. For this minimization, only those residues within 15 Å of Ser 177 were
allowed to move. A 12 Å nonbonded cut-off was used. Minimization was carried out

using the steepest descent method for 200 steps, followed by conjugate gradient minimi

zation to a r.m.s. energy gradient of 0.1 kcal/mole-Å”.

Construction of the Active Site Model

After refining the coordinates of trypsin, the cartesian coordinates for His 40, Asp

84, Gly 175, Ser 177 and N-methylated Lys of the substrate were extracted from the rest

of the system for the quantum mechanical calculations. Abbreviated forms of these resi

dues were used (Figure 7.2). To make the conversion to the truncated residues, some of

the initial hydrogen positions were taken from the coordinates of the appropriate carbon

or nitrogen, thus terminating the chain (the circled atoms in Figure 7.2 were replaced by

hydrogens or oxygens). Instead of including the mainchain atoms that make up the oxy

anion hole (residues 175 and 177), we positioned two water molecules in their positions

to decrease the size of the system.

The calculations reported below were carried out using either the AM1 (Dewar et

al., 1985) or PM3 (Stewart, 1989) molecular models as implemented within a modified

version of the AMPAC program (Merz and Besler, 1989). All of the reactions were fol

lowed by using the reaction coordinate method (Dewar and Kirschner, 1971) with an

internuclear distance or dihedral angle specified as the reaction coordinate. The active

site model described above, and shown schematically in Figure 7.2, contained a number

of long bonds because of the atom type swaps made to truncate the system. Therefore,

the positions of the swapped atoms were optimized by minimizing their energy while

"freezing" the geometry of all other groups (ie. by turning off the optimization flag). To

further refine the model prior to reaction coordinate calculations, the distance between

the hydroxyl oxygen of the Ser 177 mimic (MeOH) and the carbonyl carbon of the sub

strate was optimized while fixing all other parameters. Then, the entire system was
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optimized followed by further high precision optimization (i.e. by use of the PRECISE

flag). The resulting geometries (ES of Figure 7.3) were used for the model calculations

and reaction coordinate studies described below.

Model Calculations

We began this study by calculating heats of formation, proton affinities, and hydro

gen bond strengths using the AM1 molecular model to assess its ability to reproduce

various hydrogen bonding properties of relevant models for the trypsin-catalyzed reac

tion. The geometries for the various models were taken from the fully optimized struc

ture of the active site residues, ES. Because AM1 did not satisfactorily reproduce the

structural features of the hydrogen bonds in the model structures, we investigated these

same model systems using the new PM3 model, which was designed to improve hydro

gen bond properties. For all of the calculations, the geometries of the models were fully

optimized to determine the heats of formation. PM3 best represented the hydrogen bond

ing structures in the trypsin active site and was employed for all further calculations.

Reaction Coordinate Calculations

To simulate the reaction shown schematically in Figure 7.3, slightly different pro

cedures were used for the different steps. For the first step, the reaction coordinate

method (Dewar and Kirschner, 1971) was used with the proton transfer distance between

the hydroxyl proton of Ser 177 to the free nitrogen of His 40 specified as the reaction

coordinate (decreasing from 1.77 to 1.00 Å). Full geometry optimization was accom

plished at each point along the reaction path, with the exception of the distance between

the hydroxyl oxygen of Ser 177 and the carbonyl carbon of the substrate which was

frozen (not optimized) at four different distances (3.3, 2.7, 2.1, and 1.5 Å). So, the proton

transfer reaction was carried out at each of the C-O distances. The grid search approach

was used to address both the proton transfer step and serine's attack on the substrate to

avoid forcing the order of the steps.
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The second step of the reaction in Figure 7.3 with the amide substrate involved

inversion of the substrate's nitrogen. The inversion was accomplished by using the

appropriate dihedral angle (carbon of the methyl group on N, N, C, carbonyl oxygen) as

the reaction coordinate and rotating the angle from 40° to 0 ° and finally to -40°. Step 3

involved formation of the acylenzyme intermediate. The distance between the nitrogen of

the substrate and the hydrogen on Ne of His 40 was the reaction coordinate, decreasing

from 2.67, 1.85 to 1.00 Å. During the proton transfer, cleavage of the C-N bond (or C-O

with the ester) of the substrate occurred, leaving the free amine and the acylenzyme inter

mediate.

The next step in the reaction was to replace the amine or alcohol by a water

molecule (step 4). The water mºlecule was superimposed on the NH2 portion of the

methyl-amine group or the hydroxyl group of the methanol to get its initial position, fol

lowed by full geometry optimization. Step 5 represents attack of water on the acylen

zyme, leading to formation of the second tetrahedral intermediate. The grid search

approach was used as described in step 1. In this case, the distance between the water's

oxygen and the carbonyl carbon were fixed at 3.13, 2.30 and 1.50 Å. At these fixed posi

tions the distance between Ne and one of the water’s hydrogens was decreased from 1.77,

140 to 1.00 Å. The final step, regeneration of the enzyme with bound product, was

accomplished by transferring the proton from Ne of the His mimic to the methoxy group

representing the serine (the distance began at 1.81 and was decreased to 1.40 and then

1.00 Å, step 6). The bond between the serine and the product broke as a result of the

transfer. All of the final structures resulting from the reactions described above were fully

optimized with respect to all degrees of freedom. To determine the importance of the

Asp and the oxyanion hole in stabilizing the intermediates along the reaction pathway,

the energy of the optimized structures was reevaluated leaving out the Asp mimic and the

two water molecules representing the oxyanion hole.

RESULTS

*
«

-
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We have performed semiempirical molecular orbital calculations of trypsin

catalysed amide and ester hydrolysis. First, we present the results of the calculations on

the model systems relevant to the reaction pathway and then the results on the enzymatic

reactions.

Model Calculations

We had two main objectives in performing the model compound calculations: to

determine how well the models reproduce hydrogen bond geometries of complexes

relevant to trypsin catalyzed amide hydrolysis and to determine which molecular model

to employ (AM1 or PM3). First, we calculated proton affinities for methyl-imidazole

(the histidine mimic), methanol (representing the serine), and acetic acid (for the Asp).

Our calculated energies and the corresponding experimental values are given in Table

7.1. The experimental heat of formation for protons (367.2 kcal/mole; Stull and Prophet,

1971) was used in determining the proton affinities. The structures for the molecules

were taken from the minimized trypsin structure as described above. The calculated pro

ton affinities of methoxide and acetate using AM1 agree well with the earlier values cal

culated by Dewar and Dieter (1986) (Table 7.1). The proton affinities calculated with

PM3 were close to those found using AM1, but PM3 better represented the experimental

data overall.

We then evaluated geometric properties of hydrogen bonds between pairs of

molecules relevant to the catalytic process in order to compare the two quantum mechan

ical. We examined methyl-imidazole complexes with acetate with the imidazole both

neutral and positively charged (Figure 7.4). With the negatively charged complex

(OAct...Im-Me), PM3 gave shorter hydrogen bond distances and closer to linear hydro

gen bond angles compared to AM1 (d. and 91 of Figure 7.4). In fact, di with PM3 was

very close to the value in minimized trypsin (1.76 Å). In the neutral complex

(OAct...Im-Met), PM3 again produced an hydrogen bond distance of nearly the same

length as in minimized trypsin (1.60 versus 1.65 Å) and a close to linear hydrogen bond

sº
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angle (91, Figure 7.4). With AM1, the acetate molecule abstracted the proton from the

imidazole group and a stable charged complex could not be found.

We then investigated methyl-imidazole complexes with methanol. Use of both AM1

and PM3 models produced long hydrogen bonds that were kinked in the complex with

both groups neutral (Im-Me...MeOH) (Figure 7.4). When starting with both groups ion

ized (Im-Me"...MeOT), AM1 gave an hydrogen bond angle of 97° and PM3 gave an

improved but small angle of 120°. The hydrogen bond distance was much improved

using PM3, however.

Both models gave similar results for the substrate-methoxide (NMA...MeOT) com

plex, with AM1 doing a slightly better job. The PM3 model was much better than AM1

in mimicking the oxyanion hole hydrogen bond distances (NMA...2H2O, Figure 7.4). In

fact, PM3 reproduced the hydrogen bond distances found in minimized trypsin almost

exactly (d−1.84 Å and d2-190 Å in trypsin).

Given the preference of PM3 over AM1 with respect to the proton affinities and

clear advantage regarding the hydrogen bond geometries, all further studies were carried

out using the PM3 model.

Reaction Pathway

We calculated the steps along the reaction pathway shown in Figure 7.3, with the

amide substrate shown. The starting structure (ES) was extracted from the active site of

minimized trypsin and then optimized using the PM3 model. The relative orientations of

the active site residues were fairly well-maintained in the truncated system (compare

MIN and ES in Table 7.2), which was the starting structure for the calculations along the

reaction pathway. The reaction coordinate method was used for the steps along the path

way where the reaction coordinate for each step is specified in Figure 7.3 by an arrow.
The energy differences given in the figure are between the energies of the optimized
structures and also represent activation energies except where noted below.

–|
t .
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TABLE 7.2

Distances between Active Site Residues in Minimized Trypsin (MIN) and between
corresponding Models Optimized Structures in Acylation Pathway.

CH,
9-9., H d; *6)e.

CH-ce …H-Nsºn
- - - - - -

H. :

O d, d? 9, s CH

ch,” &\s. 3O--- d
! ---H-6

ds ■ H

H
O-H

AMIDE §ate ESTER sºare
Property. MIN ES TET1 TET1. EA1 ES TETI EA

-

* MIN represents the minimized X-ray coordinates of trypsin with a peptide
Substrate as described in the text.

di 1.76 1.70 1.65 1.66 1.69 1.70 1.65 1.71

d2 2.15 2.15 2.42 2.44 2.49 2.52 2.43 2.57

d; 1.96 1.76 1.00 1.02 1.76 1.77 1.02 1.79

da 1.84 1.81 1.77 1.75 1.80 1.82 1.75 1.81

d; 1.90 2.53 1.75 1.74 1.77 2.55 2.45 2.63

d6 2.91 3.30 1.50 1.48 1.41 3.32 1.48 1.36

d? 1.34 1.42 1.53 1.54 1.78 1.36 1.44 5.55

ds 0.97 0.98 1.75 1.75 1.54 0.98 1.74 5.83

el 104 154 118 118 119 153 117 120

8, 121 123 116 116 120 127 117 128

8, 122 120 113 112
----

120 116
---
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114 107
---
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The first step in the trypsin pathway represents proton transfer from the serine to the

histidine and attack of the carbonyl carbon by the serine to form the tetrahedral inter

mediate. Since there were two reaction coordinates for this first step, we used a grid

approach with proton transfer (d1 of Tables 7.4 and 7.5) occurring at fixed, but different,

distances between the serine oxygen and the carbonyl carbon (d2 of Table 7.4 and 7.5).

This type of approach allowed us to investigate the energetics of different possible modes

of forming the tetrahedral intermediates. The lowest energy path is underlined in both

tables. The most favorable path for both substrates was for approach of the serine, while

maintaining the Ser...His hydrogen bond. When the O-C bond distance was 2.10 Å, par

tial transfer of the proton was favored, and from that point simultaneous transfer of the

proton and formation of the C-O bond were favored. This progression yielded an activa

tion energy of 31.5 kcal/mole for the amide and 22.3 kcal/mole with the ester. A slight

approach of Ser to the substrate (3.3 — 2.7 Å), followed by concerted attack and proton

transfer (moving along the diagonal in Table 7.3) gave the same activation energy in both

cases. When these two reaction coordinates were considered separately, complete proton

transfer followed by methoxide attack on the substrate, the calculated activation energies

were 35.0 and 31.5 kcal/mole for the amide and ester, respectively.

Step 1 yielded the tetrahedral intermediate for acylation (TET1, optimized structure

shown in Figure 7.5). As can be seen, the substrate carbon did indeed became tetrahedral

(compare structures ES and TETI of Figure 7.5). In amide hydrolysis, the hydrogen

bonds to the water molecules making up the oxyanion hole improved in forming the oxy

anion, while other interactions remained roughly the same (Table 7.2). The hydrogen

bonds to the oxyanion hole did not improve upon forming the tetrahedral intermediate

with the ester substrate, however (Table 7.2).

The next step in the reaction pathway for the amide substrate involved inversion of

the substrate’s nitrogen. This process was favorable, by -3.9 kcal/mole, and without a
barrier to rotation. Rotation of this bond left the nitrogen of the substrate in a better posi
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TABLE 7.3
Distances between active Site Residues in Minimized Trypsin (MIN)
& between Corresponding Models in Optimized Structures in the
deacylation pathway.

CH, gº9 a... H. . dº
CH-ce …-H-Nsp Nº. 2. &gh

O- d2 d; "...º.º.
H■ 8, Q-

-
d4-H- O

ds H

H

\,”

Property MIN EA2 TET2 E. P.
di 1.76 1.71 1.66 1.70

2.15 2.52 2.39 2.51

d; 1.96 1.78 1.05 1.76

d4 1.84 1.84 1.77 1.83

d5 1.90 1.81 1.75 1.82

dé 2.91 1.35 1.46 3.66

d7 1.34 3.90 1.42 1.34

ds 0.97 3.80 1.81 0.98

el 104 121 117 128

8, 121 127 119 127

e, 122
----

104 117

6, 116
----

113 116

MIN represints the minimized X-ray coordinates of trypsin wha peptide
Substrate as described in the text.
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TABLE 7.4

Energies for Formation of First Tetrahedral
Intermediate with an Amide Substrate (kcal/mole)*

cá
di (■ )

Fixed d. (A) 177 1.40

3.30 -357.8 –345.4

2.70 -355.5 –343.5

2.10 -344.1 -333.2

1.50 -315.0 –310.8

*Step 1 of Figure 7.3. The low energy path is underlined.

–331.3

–328.6

–322.8

-326.3

º
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TABLE 7.5
Energies for Formation of First Tetrahedral
Intermediate with an Ester Substrate (kcal/mole)*

CH, gii,
di QH-Nsp N---------. H

*-CHC---, 13
O’ \\

ch/ 9

d, (8)

Fixed d. (A) 17 1.40 1.00

3.30 –396.3 -384.9 –369.5

2.70 -394.7 –382.8 -367.6

2.10 –382.0 -374.0 -364.8

1.50 -360.6 –357.3 -374.2

*Step 1 of Figure 7.3. The low energy path is underlined.

º:

*

*

s
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tion to abstract the proton on the histidine (3.10 Å in structure TETI versus 2.84 Ä in

structure TET1'). All other interactions shown in Table 7.2 were maintained.

The next step in the pathway involved transfer of a proton from the positively

charged histidine to the nitrogen of the substrate. As a result of this proton transfer the

C-N bond of the amide or C-O bond of the ester was cleaved, leaving the acylenzyme

intermediate (EA1) and methylamine. This process was favorable and again without an

activation barrier. After cleavage, the histidine remained hydrogen bonded to the methy

lamine or methanol (Table 7.2). Step 4 of Figure 7.3 represents not a chemical step but

instead the exchange of methylamine or methanol for water (EA2).

After postioning of the water molecule, there was a proton transfer from the water

to the histidine and attack of the carbonyl carbon of the acylated serine by water, yielding

the second tetrahedral intermediate, TET2 (step 5, Figure 7.3). Here again we used a grid

approach to examine the energetics of different possible pathways for this process (Table

7.6). The lowest energy pathway is underlined in Table 7.6 and had an activation energy

of 15.6 kcal/mole. The concerted process with simultaneous proton transfer and attack

also had an activation energy of 15.6 kcal/mole (moving along the diagonal in Table 7.6).

The other possible path had a much higher activation energy. To first transfer the proton

to give attack by an hydroxyl group yielded a 39.1 kcal/mole barrier, which was due

entirely to abstracting the proton (Table 7.6). This second tetrahedral intermediate

(TET2) was very similar to the first tetrahedral intermediate (TETI) (Figure 7.5 and

Tables 7.2 and 7.3).

The final step in this process was transfer of a proton from the histidine to the serine

and regeneration of the resting state of the active site residues with bound product (EP in

Figure 7.5). Breakdown to product occurred as a result of this proton transfer. The

hydrogen bonds to the oxyanion hole became slightly longer with loss of the oxyanion
(structures TET2 and EP of Figure 7.5 and Table 7.3). Although this appeared to be a

favorable process, this step had an activation barrier of 14.2 kcal/mole.

º

º
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TABLE 7.6

Energies for Formation of Second
Tetrahedral Intermediate (kcal/mole)*

CH,
CH, |

- O

H-T S/ d
*
SH-Q ... - "

1 \
H CH,

di (Å)

Fixed d2 (■ ) 1.77 1.40 1.00

3.13 –396.7 -384.4 –357.5

2.30 -393.2 -381.1 –359.3

–379.1 -375.8 -384.9

*Step 5 of Figure 7.3. The low energy path is underlined.

C
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Figure 7.5: Stereoviews of optimized structures along the reaction pathway.
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After investigating the trypsin pathway with the residues of the catalytic triad and

oxyanion hole mimics, we examined the importance of the Asp and the oxyanion hole to

this reaction with the amide substrate. To this end, we took the optimized structures

(Figure 7.5) along the pathway and evaluated their energies without the groups in ques

tion. The results are shown schematically in Figure 7.6 with the values for the reaction

with the ester given for comparison. As can be seen, removing the Asp mimic and oxy

anion hole oxygens drastically destabilized the three tetrahedral intermediates along the

pathway (structures TET1, TET1’, and TET2 of Figure 7.6). In each of these cases the

Asp contributed more to stabilization of the tetrahedral species than did the water

molecules representing the oxyanion hole. These groups were not as important in the

stabilization of the other structures, except for approximately 6 kcal/mole stabilization of

the acylenzyme intermediate provided by the oxyanion hole (EAI). Asp was actually

destabilizing for the acylenzyme intermediates and the enzyme-product complex (struc

tures EA1, EA2, and EP).

DISCUSSION

We began doing model calculations relevant to trypsin catalysis using the AM1

molecular model. We used AM1 because it was reported that AM1 reproduces experi

mental hydrogen bond energetics (Dewar et al., 1985; Dannenberg, 1988) and proton

affinities (Dewar and Dieter, 1986). However, it was also noted that the structural

features of hydrogen bonds are not well reproduced by AM1 (Dannenberg, 1988; Willi

ams, 1987). We also found some bad geometries for hydrogen bonded complexes using

AM1 and tested the PM3 model when it became available. We calculated similar proton

affinities using AM1 and PM3 although PM3 was slightly better. PM3 produced much

better hydrogen bond geometries than AM1, however. A major problem with using AM1

to study trypsin catalysis is that the complex between the positively charged histidine

mimic and acetate (for Asp) was not stable. Instead of maintaining their charged states,

the acetate molecule abstracted one of the imidazole's protons. Protonated Asp84 is not

2.
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observed experimentally (Kossiakoff and Spencer, 1981). Hence, PM3 was the best

molecular model for this system where hydrogen bonding is clearly important and where

the process of interest is occurring in the enzyme active site as opposed to the gas phase.

For this reason, all further studies were carried out with the PM3 model.

For the reaction pathway for serine proteases shown in Figure 7.3, the rate limiting

step was formation of the first tetrahedral intermediate with both the amide and ester sub

strates. Experimentally, the rate limiting step for amide hydrolysis is acylation and is

deacylation for ester hydrolysis (Fersht, 1985). And, based on pre-steady state kinetic

studies, formation of the tetrahedral intermediate preceding the breakdown to the acylen

zyme appears to be the actual rate-determining step (Hirohara et al., 1974, 1977). We

did not observe differences in the rate-limiting step with the different substrates although

the activation energy for acylation was lower with the ester than the amide. If arguments

regarding motion are invoked, deacylation becomes the rate-determining step with the

ester, though (discussed below).

Although many investigators have examined the mechanism of formation of the

tetrahedral intermediate, the question has not been definitively resolved. After the cata

lytic triad was first observed (Blow et al., 1969), it was suggested that the nucleophilicity

of the serine was increased by a concerted transfer of two protons, Ser — His — Asp

(Hunkapillar et al., 1973). Although this mechanism was generally accepted for a number

of years, more recent NMR (Bachouchin and Roberts, 1978) and neutron diffraction stu

dies (Kossiakoff and Spencer, 1981) indicate that the triple ion (Asp"...His"...Ser") is

favored over the double proton transfer generated structure (Asp-H...His...Ser') in the

tetrahedral intermediate. This finding suggests, then, that the Asp will remain ionized in

the transition state as well (Warshel and Russell, 1986), but a proton transfer at the tran

sition state cannot be ruled out.

Many quantum mechanical calculations employing a system composed entirely of

the catalytic triad (or reduced representations of the triad) without the surrounding pro

&
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tein support the concerted double proton transfer mechanism (Dewar and Storch, 1985;

Scheiner et al., 1975; Umeyama et al., 1973). Studies by Kollman and Hayes using a

limited system, however, concluded that the triple ion (Asp"...His"...SerT) is lower in

energy than (Asp-H...His...Ser) (Hayes and Kollman, 1979; Kollman and Hayes, 1981).

Calculations including the protein environment in some way have also contradicted the

concerted double proton transfer mechanism (Umeyama et al., 1981; Warshel and

Russell, 1986). Calculations presented here on our simple model also are consistent with

the single proton transfer mechanism; we never observed proton transfer from the his

tidine to the aspartate (Table 7.2). Nor did we ever observe a bifurcated hydrogen bond

to the Asp.

It is probably misleading to speak of triple ions in the reaction pathway of the serine

proteases, because it is unlikely that a bare methoxide (MeOT) is produced. Kollman and

Hayes (1981) found the Ser — His proton transfer accompanied by Ser attack on the sub

strate with an upper bound of 27 kcal/mole. Other workers have found that proton

transfer is approximately complete prior to nucleophilic attack (Scheiner and Lipscomb,

1976; Warshel and Russell, 1986). Our work here shows almost the opposite proton

transfer behavior. We found that the lowest energy path for formation of the tetrahedral

intermediate was for serine first to approach the substrate. When serine’s oxygen was

within approximately 2 Å of the substrate carbon, proton transfer began. Finally, from

this position, Ser attack and proton transfer occurred simultaneously. This mechanism

involving coupled heavy atom movement and proton transfer suggests that there is pro

tonic bridging in the transition state, which is consistent with isotope-effect experiments

(Schowen, 1988). Our estimate of the activation barrier is probably an upper bound for

the formation of the tetrahedral intermediate, as dynamical fluctuations bringing Oy and

the carbonyl carbon of the substrate near in space will facilitate catalysis. A fluctuation of
1.2 Å could decrease the activation energy of amide hydrolysis to 18 kcal/mole (Table
7.4) and the activation energy for the hydrolysis of the ester would decrease to 8.9
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kcal/mole (Table 7.5). If this same argument is applied to the deacylation step, thermal

motion bringing the water closer to the acylated serine would lower the activation energy

for this process to 12 kcal/mole. A fluctuation of this magnitude (1.2 Å) is possible

although probably relatively rare, like catalysis itself. In any case, if thermal motion

facilitates heavy atom motion, acylation would still have the higher activation barrier

with amides but the barrier to deacylation would be greater than for acylation with esters.

Then, the final step, that of TET2 — EP, would be rate limiting for the ester with an

activation barrier of 14.2 kcal/mole. If we again attempt to account for motion and in this

case assume that protein motion could bring the proton on the histidine 04 Å closer to O,
of the serine, the reaction occurs without an activation barrier. Thus, allowing that the

motion can be facilitated in this way, these results are consistent with the experimental

findings.

Komiyama and Bender have proposed another model for serine protease catalysis

(1979). They suggest that a tetrahedral intermediate is not formed at all. Instead, they

propose that a proton is donated directly to the nitrogen without ever forming the C-O

bond between serine and the substrate. There is experimental evidence, that inhibitors

with tetrahedral geometry bind more tightly than substrates, which, albeit circumstantial,

is in opposition to Komiyama and Bender’s proposal. Also, there is an entropic advan

tage to use only one proton transfer rather than to engineer precise alignment of all three

residues for concerted proton transfer (Scheiner and Hillebrand, 1985).

Schowen and co-workers have found that for normal substrates only one proton

transfer is indicated in the transition state using solvent isotope effects and the proton

inventory technique (Stein et al., 1983; Elrod et al., 1980). Further, they show that two

protons appear to be transferred with very good substrates, suggesting interactions

between the substrate and the enzyme at sites distant from the active site. The first pro

ton transfer is attributed to the Ser — His movement, as mentioned above. The second

transferred proton has been attributed to His — Asp; however based on all the experi
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mental and theoretical evidence, this is unlikely. Alternatively, "compressive forces"

leading to a bridging hydrogen between His and Asp have been proposed to be responsi

ble (Schowen, 1988). Other possible reasons are the formation or strengthening of a

number of hydrogen bonds in the tetrahedral intermediate (Fink, 1987) or that better

hydrogen bonds are formed with the oxyanion hole in the tetrahedral intermediate than in

the Michaelis complex. Our results support this last hypothesis. In our calculations, the

hydrogen bonds to the oxyanion improved greatly in forming the tetrahedral intermediate

(1.81 – 1.77 Å and 2.53 – 1.75 Å). The hydrogen bonds to Asp only improved slightly

(< 0.1 Å), which is in opposition to the hypothesis regarding "compression" of the Asp

and His (Schowen, 1988). We did not observe substantial differences in other hydrogen

bonds. Hence, our results suggest that the improved hydrogen bonds to the oxyanion may

be responsible for the apparent second proton transfer in good substrates. But, given our

reduced system, the other alternatives cannot be ruled out.

In the case of the deacylation step (formation of the second tetrahedral intermedi

ate), we also found that the low energy path was for approach of the water, partial

transfer of the proton, and then simultaneous attack and transfer (Table 7.6). Concerted

proton transfer and attack had the same activation energy, although it was not the low

energy path considering the individual steps. Based on our results, if the enzyme had to

deprotonate the water completely, prior to attack, this step would have the rate

determining activation barrier. By allowing attack to occur with deprotonation, the

activation barrier was lowered by approximately 24 kcal/mole. Warshel and co-workers

(1989) have also pointed out how enzymes cannot use bare water molecules because of

the high energy required to strip off a proton (22 kcal/mole) and how metals and protein
residues can aid in this process to lower the barrier.

So far we have only discussed proton transfer and nucleophilic attack without con

sidering the importance of conformation. Enzymes act by lowering the activation free

energies of the reactions they catalyze. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways:

~
*
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(1) active sites with electrostatic complementarity to the transition state, (2) inducing

strain in the substrate, and (3) with substrate binding that induces a change in the enzyme

such that it becomes more reactive. Warshel and co-workers have argued persuasively

for the importance of the first mechanism for serine proteases (Warshel and Russell,

1986; Warshel et al., 1989); this possibility is discussed further below. The second

mechanism has gained support from the fact that the binding site is complementary to the

structure of the tetrahedral intermediate (Henderson et al., 1971; Poulos et al., 1976).

There is NMR evidence, however, that the carbonyl carbon of the substrate remains rela

tively planar in the Michaelis complex and hence that there is little to no distortion of the

substrate on binding (Baillurgeon et al., 1980; Richarz et al., 1980). In our models, the

carbon did indeed remain planar in the presence of the active site residues and was not

induced to adopt the tetrahedral geometry. On work with transition state analogs it has

been suggested that the major driving force for catalysis is the distortion of the scissile

bond from planarity by the enzyme, thereby eliminating the stabilization energy of the

peptide bond (Delbaere and Brayer, 1985). In our models we found comparable values

for the go dihedral angle in the substrate, substrate complex with water molecules, and in

the structure with the active site residues (0)=161, 163, 155° respectively). Thus, our

results are inconsistent with this hypothesis, but given our limited representation of the

active site, we cannot rule out the strain hypotheses. Warshel and co-workers have

pointed out that even a change in geometry of the carbonyl carbon from sp” to spº results

in less than a 0.3 Å displacement of the surrounding atoms, which can easily be accom

modated by the flexible enzyme (1989).

The third possible manner for lowering the activation energy of a process is for the

substrate to induce a change in the enzyme that favors catalysis. This appeared to be the

case with serine proteases. For many years it was thought that the Ser and His of the

catalytic triad did not form an hydrogen bond (Brayer, 1979). It has been shown more
recently that an hydrogen bond is present in most free serine proteases (Tsukada and
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Blow, 1985; Bachovchin, 1986). These residues also form a strong hydrogen bond in the

presence of substrate (Huber and Bode, 1978). Instead, this mechanism for lowering the

activation energy may be due merely to burying of the charge relay system when sub

strate or inhibitor is bound, enhancing the polarizing influence of the system (Schowen,

1988). In our simple system we observed a slightly long but acceptable hydrogen bond

between the Ser and His mimics in the model complex (2.49 Å) that decreased in the

presence of the substrate (1.76 Å).

The theory of stereoelectronic control has been applied to serine proteases (Bizzoz

ero and Dutler, 1981; Taira and Gorenstein, 1987). Molecular orbital calculations provide

support for Deslongchamps’ work (1983) demonstrating selective cleavage of bonds that

are trans-antiperiplanar (app) to lone pairs on directly bonded oxygen or nitrogen atoms

on compounds with tetrahedral carbons (Gorenstein and Taira, 1984). The stereoelec

tronic effect is presumed to be due to interactions between a o” antibonding C-X1 orbital

with the app lone pair on X2, where X=oxygen or nitrogen (Gorenstein et al., 1980). Or,

in other words, this effect has a double bond-no bond resonance contribution, thereby

making the particular bond easier to make or break (Taira and Gorenstein, 1987). Furth

ermore, Gorenstein and co-workers suggest that the stereoelectronic effect is more

important in the transition states than in the ground states or intermediates (1980).

For our purposes, the application of this theory, as presented by Taira and Goren

stein (1987), to serine proteases stresses two factors for amide hydrolysis: that C-O bond

rotation of the serine occur and that the nitrogen of the substrate is inverted after forma

tion of the tetrahedral intermediate. For nucleophilic attack by the serine the most

stereoelectronically favored transition state possesses a nitrogen lone pair app to the nas

cent O-C bond while not containing a lone pair on the serine oxygen that is app to the

substrate’s N–C bond. Then, to facilitate N-C cleavage, the lone pair on the serine oxy

gen must be app to the scissile bond and the nitrogen should not have a lone pair app to
the serine substrate bond. This conformation is achieved by N-inversion and a conforma
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tional change in the serine, causing kinking of the Cº-O,-C angle. The N-inversion sta
bilizes the intermediate by 3.1 kcal/mole (Taira and Gorenstein, 1987). It has also been

argued that the nitrogen inversion prevents reversion to the Michaelis complex, thus act

ing as a switch controlling whether the C-O bond or the C-N bond is broken (Bizzozero

and Dutler, 1981).

In our calculations we found kinking of the serine side chain as proposed by Taira

and Gorenstein; however, we observed the conformational change in the serine during

the formation of the first tetrahedral intermediate, and the resulting conformation was

maintained in the N-inverted form of the intermediate. But, the lone pairs, as required by

the stereoelectronic effect, may have been altered with rotation of the nitrogen while

maintaining 61 of Table 7.2. We found that inversion of the nitrogen stabilized the

tetrahedral intermediate by 3.9 kcal/mole, which is close to the value reported by Taira

and Gorenstein (1987). This rotation put the nitrogen in a much better position to abstract

a proton from the histidine mimic. Our studies cannot distinguish between stereoelec

tronic control in determining the relative energies of the two forms of the first tetrahedral

intermediate (structures TETI and TET1' of Figure 7.5) and the importance of other

interactions. The improvement we saw in inverting the nitrogen could be due to release

of H-H repulsion with nitrogen inversion that leads to favorable N...H interactions. It has

been pointed out by Asboth and Polgar that hydrogen bonding or any other significant

interaction with the protein environment, could override stereoelectronic control (1983).

There are also a number of other problems with stereoelectronic theory as applied to ser

ine proteases and they have been reviewed by Fink (1987).

What is the role of environmental effects on the catalytic process? Asp and the oxy

anion hole are critical components of the active site and, in fact, have been seen in all

serine proteases to date (Kraut, 1977). One of the hydrogen bonds to the oxyanion hole

is long in the Michaelis complex (Fersht, 1985) but strong hydrogen bonds are formed

with each as the reaction proceeds from C-O — C-O (Fersht et al., 1973). The oxyan

},

º
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ion hole forms strong hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion of transition state analog inhibi

tors (Kossiakoff and Spencer, 1981). Thus, the oxyanion hole appears to not only be

suited for binding the transition state or tetrahedral intermediate but to stabilize the

developing negative charge on the oxygen. We also found a long hydrogen bond initially

in our models that decreased as the tetrahedral intermediate was formed (Table 7.2).

Removing the oxyanion hole waters from our models for amide hydrolysis had a drastic

effect on the stability of the tetrahedral intermediates, destabilizing them by 13-14

kcal/mole. This can be related to the lower enzymatic activity (10^-10’) of serine pro

tease zymogens compared to active enzymes (Steitz and Shulman, 1982). The major

difference in the zymogens appears to be the lack of the oxyanion hole.

Aspartate may be an invariant member of the active site of serine proteases because

of its role in stabilizing the transition state through electrostatic interactions (Warshel et

al., 1989; Warshel and Russell, 1986; Nakagawa and Umeyama, 1984). This is important

because the formation of the transition state involves a drastic change in the charge dis

tribution, which is akin to the formation of an ion pair from a neutral ground state

(Warshel et al., 1989). Another possibility is that the Asp is there to raise the pKa of the

histidine and confine its location (Fersht and Sperling, 1973; Sprang et al., 1987). All of

these mechanisms are probably in effect.

We found that the Asp mimic in our models for amide hydrolysis stabilized the first

tetrahedral intermediate and its N-inverted form by 26.6 and 22.2 kcal/mole, respec

tively. Asp was destabilizing for the other intermediate states (besides the second

tetrahedral intermediate); the largest effect was on the enzyme-product complex. The

destabilizing effect of the Asp in this case may be to keep the enzyme-product complex

from being too stable so that the enzyme can be regenerated for further hydrolysis reac
tions. We found that the oxyanion hole hydrogen bonds stabilized the tetrahedral inter

mediates by 13.5-14.5 kcal/mole. Overall, we found the Asp to be more important in sta
bilizing the tetrahedral intermediates, and therefore presumably the transition states, than
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the oxyanion hole. Our values for the stabilization afforded by the Asp and oxyanion

hole are greatly exaggerated, however, compared to experiment because of the limited

representation of the environment. Experimentally, the replacement of Asp by a neutral

residue destabilizes the transition state by approximately 4 kcal/mole (Craik et al., 1987).

Experimentally, one hydrogen bond of the oxyanion hole contributes about 5 kcal/mole

to stabilization of the tetrahedral intermediate (Wells et al., 1986).

We do not mean to suggest with the use of such a reduced representation of the

trypsin active site that the protein is unimportant in catalysis, especially in light of evi

dence indicating that specific side chain interactions between substrate and enzyme sites

remote from the active site can alter both the rate of catalysis and the mechanism

(Schowen, 1988). Due to system size limitations, though, one is forced to employ trun

cated systems even with semiempirical methods. We find it gratifying that such a simple

model can reproduce many aspects of trypsin catalysis. Inclusion of the protein environ

ment and surrounding solvent will, no doubt, be necessary for quantitative agreement

with experiment, but we find these initial results encouraging and informative. Our stu

dies suggest modes of proton transfer and nucleophilic attack that are consistent with the

experimental results and, to our knowledge, novel. In the future we hope to pursue stu

dies combining both quantum mechanical and classical methods (e.g. molecular mechan

ics and dynamics) to more fully account for environmental effects.
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APPENDIX I

Appendix I contains the source code for the sigmoidal dielectric function described

in Chapter 3 and for the program written to analyze the peptide trajectories (ANALMD).

The background material and calibration of the sigmoidal dielectric function are

described in Chapter 3. This function and its derivative, multiplied by R, are given

below, where R is the distance between charges and S is a constant.

e(R) = 78 - 38.5 e^* [(RS)” + 2RS + 2)

d(e(R).R) = R (-78 + 38.5 e^*[(RS)” - (RS)” + 2RS + 2)

dr [78R - 38.5 e-Rº/R*S* + 2SR2 + 2R)]?

The implementation of this function within AMBER was first tested by evaluating the

potential energy between two charges separated by different distances. The energy as a

function of distance and dielectric model is given below.

Dielectric Potential Energy as a Function of

Model Distance Between Charges (Å)

_5_ _10 30.

e = R 13.3 3.3 0.4

e = sig 4.2 0.7 0.1

e = 80 0.8 0.4 0.1

As can be seen in the table above, electrostatic interactions are quickly attenuated with

increasing distance for the sigmoidal dielectric function, while retaining the strength of

the close interactions. The sigmoidal dielectric function has another advantage over the

linear function when simulating small charged structures, long nonbonded cutoffs can be

used. For example, in a test case of the dynamics of polyalanine (20 residues) with
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charged termini, we found that the ends came together after approximately 10 ps with a

99 Å nonbonded cutoff. Thus, one is forced to use short cutoffs with e=R for systems like

this one. With the sigmoidal function, however, long cutoffs can be employed, which can

be important since electrostatic interactions are long range.

The sigmoidal function was implemented differently on the VAX 8650 and the FPS

264 machines. On the VAX, it was found that a look-up table was the most efficient way

of implementing this function (code follows). Initially a grid of 0.1 A was used in gen

erating the look-up table but it was found that 0.05 Å gave more accurate values without

increasing the computation time. When the dielectric function was added in-line to the

nonbonded portion of the program or as a subroutine, the computation time increased by

a factor of 2.

For the FPS, the most efficient way of implementing the sigmoidal function was to

calculate both the dielectric constant and its derivative in-line. This approach was

approximately 50% faster than to use a look-up table. The code for this implementation

follows and includes some original AMBER code to illustrate where the function is cal

culated. On both machines, with the most efficient manners of implementation, the linear

function was twice as fast as the sigmoidal function.
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A.

c

.

l

:

The code for implementation of the sigmoidal function
on the VAX 8650 with look-up tables for the
dielectric constant and its derivative
follows.

subroutine table

real r, dr, rmax

-----
generate table of dielectric constants -----

set up diel array for the range dr to rmax angstroms with spacing
between intervals corresponding to dr

common /dielarray/ diel (1500)
common / derarray/ der (1500)
data dr / 0.05 /

rmax = 50.0
imax = int (rmax/dr)

do 1 ir = 1, imax

get the distance corresponding to the index

r = (ir) *dr

calculate the corresponding dielectric for the current r

call sigmoid (r, dielec)
diel (ir) = dielec

continue

set up diel array for the range dr to rmax angstroms with spacing
between intervals corresponding to dr

rmax = 50.0
imax = int (rmax/dr)

do 2 ir = 1, imax

get the distance corresponding to the index

r = (ir) *dr

calculate the corresponding derivative for the current r

call sigder (r, deriv)
der (ir) = deriv

continue
return
end

sigmoidal function for epsilon

SUBROUTINE sigmoid (R, dielec)

2.

>

º

3.

C

;
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DOUBLE PRECISION S, ep, dielec, dnen

S = 0.3d0
dnen - exp (- (R*S))
ep - (78. dC-38.5d,0*dnen” ( (R*S) * *2+ (2.d■ ) "R"S) +2))
dielec = EP # R
RETURN
END

sigmoidal function for epsilon to get derivative:
SUBROUTINE sigder (R, deriv)
DOUBLE PRECISION S, dnum, dden, dnen, deriv

S = 0.3d 0
dnen - exp (- (R*S))
dnum = R* (-78. dC-38.5dO ºdnen” ( (R*S) * * 2- (R*S) * * 3+2. d0= R*S+2) )
dden - (78. do *R-38.5d()*dnen” ( (R**3+Sº #2) +2. dO =S+R* *2+2. d0 *R)) * * 2
deriv - dnum / doen
RETURN
END

the following two functions are added in the main part of the
nonbonded subroutine to get the dielectric constant and
derivative from the existing arrays:

function getdiel (r)
c

common /dielarray/ diel (1500)
data dr / 0.05/

c

c do a linear interpolation between the two closest distances
C

index_lo - int (r/dr)
index_hi - index_lo + 1
r_lo - (index_lo) * dr

frac - r - r_lo
diel_lo - diel (index_lo)
diel_hi - diel (index_hi)
diel_range - diel_hi - diel_lo

getdiel - diel_lo + (diel_range * frac/dr)

return
end

.
function getder (r)

C

common /derarray/ der (1500)
data dr / 0.05/

C do a linear interpolation between the two closest distances

index_lo - int (r/dr)
index_hi - index_lo + 1
r_lo - (index_lo) * dr

frac - r - r_lo
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der_lo - der (index_lo)
der_hi - der (index_hi)
der_range - der_hi - der_lo

getder - der_lo + (der_range * frac/dr)

return
end

º :

-

-----*.

1.

&
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C

c

c The code for implementation of the sigmoidal function
c on the FPS follows. The entire subroutine for calculating
c nonbonded interactions within AMBER is given. My
c modifications are delineated by astericks.
c

C

SUBROUTINE NNBOND (NATOM, NPAIR, IAR1, FAR2, IAC, ICO, X, F, CN1, CN2, ASOL,
+ BSOL, HBCUT, CG, XCHRG, ENB, EHB, EEL, XWIJ, RW, JPW, XRC,
+ FXW, FYW, FZW, VIR, NTYPES, IPTATM)

DOUBLE PRECISION R2, R6, R12, F1, F2, G
*r DOUBLE PRECISION EP, DNEN, EPR, DNUM, DDEN, DER, S

DOUBLE PRECISION ENB, EHB, EEL, E, ENBT, EHBT, EELT
LOGICAL VIRIAL

C
C ----- ROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE ENERGY AND GRADIENT DUE TO
C THE NON-BONDED INTERACTIONS (DIST. DEP. DIELECTRIC) -----
C

COMMON/SETBOX/BOX (3), BETA, BOXH (3), BOXHM, BOXHM2, BOXOH, BOXOQ,
+ COSB, COSB2, NTM, NTB

C
DIMENSION IAR1 (2), FAR2 (2), IAC (2), X (3, 2), F (3, 2), CG (2)
DIMENSION XCHRG (2), CN1 (2), CN2 (2), ASOL (2), BSOL (2), HBCUT (2)
DIMENSION XWIJ (3, 2), RW (2), ICO (2), JPW (2), XRC (3,2), VIR (2), R (20000)
DIMENSION FXW (2), FYW (2), FZW (2)
DIMENSION VIRT (3)

C
LPAIR = 0
LPACK = 1
LIM = NATOM-1
INDHB = NATOM
ENBT = 0 . OEO
EELT = 0.0E0
EHBT = 0. OEO
VIRIAL = IABS (NTB). GE.2
VIRT (1) = 0.0E0
VIRT (2) = 0.0E0
VIRT (3) = 0.0E0

C
C ----- TRANSFORM CARTESIAN TO OBLIQUE IF NECESSARY -----
C

CALL VCLR (JPW, 1, INDHB)
IF (NTM. NE. 0) CALL TRACO (NATOM, 0, X, BETA, 1)

C
C ----- MAIN LOOP OVER THE ATOMS -----
C

DO 900 I - 1, LIM
C

LPR = IAR1 (I)
LHB = IAR1 (I-INDHB)
NPR = LPR+LHB
IACI = NTYPES* (IAC (I) –1)
CGI = CG (I)
NPACK = NPR/4+1

C
C ----- IF NPR. EQ. 0 THEN SKIP TO NEXT ATOM -----
C

IF (NPR. EQ. 0) GO TO 880
C
C ----- UNPACK THE STUFF -----
C

CALL VUP16 (FAR2 (LPACK), 1, RW, 1, NPACK)
CALL VIFIX (RW, l, JPW, 1, NPR, 0)

C
C ----- GENERATE THE IJ VECTOR FOR NPR PAIRS -----

º

2

s

-

º

s
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C:

:

:

i

100

200

220
230

120

240

250

260

270

140

160

180

+

DO 100 JN = 1, NPR
J - JPW (JN)
XWIJ (l, JN) - X (1, I)-X (1, J)
XWIJ (2, JN) - X (2, I) -X (2, J)
XWIJ (3, JN) = X(3, I) -X (3, J)
CONTINUE

----- IF BOUNDARY CONDITION IS PRESENT PUT IT -----

IF (NTB. EQ. 0) GO TO 140

DO 230 JN = 1, NPR
IF (JPW (JN). LE. IPTATM) GO TO 230
DO 220 M = 1, 3
IF (XWIJ (M., JN) . LT. BOXH (M)) GO TO 200
XWIJ (M., JN) - XWIJ (M., JN)-BOX (M)
GO TO 220
IF (XWIJ (M., JN) . GE. —BOXH (M)) GO TO 220
XWIJ (M., JN) = XWIJ (M., JN) +BOX (M)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 1.20 JN = 1, NPR
RW (JN) - XWIJ (1, JN) **2+XWIJ (2, JN) **2+XWIJ (3, JN) **2
CONTINUE

IF (NTB. GT. O.) GO TO 250
DO 240 JN = 1, NPR
RW (JN) - RW (JN) +AMIN1 (0.0E0, BOXOQ-ABS (XWIJ (l, JN) ) -ABS (XWIJ (2, JN) )

—ABS (XWIJ (3, JN))) *BOX (1)
CONTINUE
GO TO 270

CONTINUE
IF (NTM. EQ. 0) GO TO 270
DO 260 JN = 1, NPR
RW (JN) - RW (JN) +COSB2*XWIJ (l, JN) *XWIJ (3, JN)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
CALL VRECIP (RW, 1, RW, 1, NPR)

----- TRANSFORM TO CARTESIAN IF NEEDED -----

IF (NTM. NE.0) CALL TRACO (NPR, 0, XWIJ, BETA, -1)
GO TO 180

----- NO PERIODICITY -----

CONTINUE
DO 160 JN = 1, NPR
RW (JN) - XWIJ (1, JN) **2+XWIJ (2, JN) * *2+XWIJ (3, JN) **2
R (JN) = SQRT (RW (JN))
CONTINUE
CALL VRECIP (RW, l, RW, 1, NPR)
CONTINUE

----- NOW CALCULATE THE ENERGY CONTRIBUTIONS -----
with the sigmoidal dielectric function
in-line.

IF (LPR. L.E. 0) GO TO 320
DO 300 JN = 1, LPR

J - JPW (JN)
IC - ICO (IACI+IAC (J))
S = 0.3d 0
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:

:

:

:

:
:

dnen - exp (- (R (JN) *S))
ep - (78. dC-38.5d()*dnen” ( (R (JN) *S) **2+ (2.d■ ) "R (JN) *S) +2))
epr - EP “ R (JN)
G - CGI*CG (J) / epr
EELT = EELT+G
dnum = R (JN) * (-78. dC-38.5dO ºdnen” ( (R (JN) *S) * * 2- (R (JN) *S) * *3+

2. d0 *R (JN) *S+2))
dden - (78. do *R (JN)-38.5d,0*dnen” ( (R (JN) * * 3 + Sº #2) +

2. d0 *S*R (JN) * *2+2. d0 *R (JN))) * * 2
der - drum / dolen
DF2 - CGI*CG (J) *DER
R6 - RW (JN) *RW (JN) *RW (JN)
R12 = R6*R6
F1 = CN1 (IC) *R12
F2 = CN2 (IC) *R6
ENBT - ENBT + (F1-F2)
DF1 = (–12. *F1 + 6. *F2)
DF = (DFl+DF2) *RW (JN)

---- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT -----

FXW (JN) = xWIJ (l, JN) *DF
FYW (JN) - XWIJ (2, JN) *DF
FZW (JN) - XWIJ (3, JN) *DF

300 CONTINUE
320 CONTINUE

:
:

---- H-BOND PAIRS 10-12 POTENTIAL -----
with the sigmoidal dielectric function in-line.

IF (LHB. L.E. 0) GO TO 420
DO 400 JN = LPR+1, NPR

J - JPW (JN)
IC = -ICO (IACI+IAC (J) )
S = 0.3d0
dnen - exp (- (R (JN) *S))
ep - (78. dC-38.5dO*dnen” ( (R (JN) *S) **2+ (2.d■ ) "R (JN) *S) +2))
epr - EP “ R (JN)
G - CGI*CG (J) / epr
EELT = EELT+G
dnum = R (JN) * (-78. dC-38.5dO ºdnen” ( (R (JN) *S) * * 2- (R (JN) *S) * *3+

2. d0 *R (JN) *S+2))
dden - (78. do *R (JN)-38.5dO*dnen” ( (R (JN) * * 3+SA *2) +

2. d0 *S*R (JN) **2+2. d0 *R (JN))) * *2
der - dnum / dolen
DF2 - CGI*CG (J) *DER
R10 - RW (JN) * *5
F1 - ASOL (IC) *R10*RW (JN)
F2 = BSOL (IC) *R10
EHBT = EHBT4-F1-F2
DF1 = (–12. OEO "F14-10. OEO “F2)
DF = (DFl+DF2) *RW (JN)

---- CALCULATE THE GRADIENT -----

FXW (JN) = XWIJ (l, JN) *DF
FYW (JN) = XWIJ (2, JN) *DF
FZW (JN) = xWIJ (3, JN) *DF

400 CONTINUE
420 CONTINUE

---- SUMUP THE GRADIENT -----

CALL SVE (FXW, 1, DUMX, NPR)
CALL SVE (FYW, 1, DUMY, NPR)
CALL SVE (FZW, l, DUMZ, NPR)
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:

:

:

430

480

540
560

880

900

dumx = 0.
dumy - 0.
dumz = 0.
do 430 icnt - 1, npr

dumx = dumx + fixw (icnt)
dumy - dumy + fyw (icnt)
dumz - dumz + f2 w (icnt)

continue
F (1, I) - F (1, I) —DUMX
F (2, I) - F (2, I) —DUMY
F (3, I) - F (3, I) —DUMZ
DO 480 JN = 1, NPR
J - JPW (JN)
F (1, J) - F (l, J) +FXW (JN)
F (2, J) - F (2, J) +FYW (JN)
F (3, J) = F (3, J) +FZW (JN)
CONTINUE

-----
CALCULATE THE VIRIAL IF NTB. EQ. 2 -----

IF (. NOT.VIRIAL) GO TO 560
DO 540 JN = 1, NPR
J - JPW (JN)
VIRT (1) - VIRT (1) +FXW (JN) * (XWIJ (1, JN) –XRC (l, I) +XRC (1, J))
VIRT (2) - VIRT (2) +FYW (JN) * (XWIJ (2, JN) –XRC (2, I) +XRC (2, J))
VIRT (3) - VIRT (3) +FZW (JN) * (XWIJ (3, JN) –XRC (3, I) +XRC (3, J))
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

----- END OF PAIRS INVOLVING ATOM I -----

CONTINUE
LPACK = LPACK+NPACK
CONTINUE

ENB = ENBT
EEL = EELT
EHB = EHBT
VIR (1) - VIRT (1) * 0.50E0
VIR (2) - VIRT (2) * 0.50EO
VIR (3) - VIRT (3) * 0.50EO

-----
TRANSFORM THE OBLIQUE COORDINATES TO CARTESIAN IF NEEDED

IF (NTM. NE. 0) CALL TRACO (NATOM, 0, X, BETA, -1)
RETURN
END

7.7,
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:

program analmd

this program reads in coordinates from md generated input
files (e.g. 10f 8.3 format). Then distances, angles, dihedrals
are calculated as a function of time if desired.
There is also a call to use subroutine conf from the
dihedral portion of the program. if this subroutine is
called then you will get output about probabilities
of helix coil transitions, helix length, and percentages of
time the structure spends in different regions of conforma
tional space. if the distance, angle or dihedral routines
are called then statistical information like averages, rms
fluctuations etc are given in the output file. this
program also looks at hydrogen bonds and will print out
information about when h-bonds break during the simulation
and how long they remain broken, among other things. this
option geneerates a lot of output if the hydrogen bonds are
broken a good deal of of the simulation time. also,
there is an option to look at hydrogen bonding to aromatic
rings. to compare to nmr NOESY crosspeaks you can also
print out r-6 weighted nonbonded distances. also, cross
correlation coefficients for pairs of dihedrals can be
calculated. plot files can be printed for any of the
options mentioned above.

the dihedral subroutine is based on that of allison howard, with
some minor changes and the dihavg subroutine using
circular statistics was written by david spellmeyer,
again minor changes were made. the angular variance is essentially
equal to the rms fluctuation (the differ on order of a
tenth of a degree).

integer nbond, dopt, npoints
integer nhbond, hbopt, coropt, noor
integer cntopt, nontr
integer nmropt, nnmr, sub
integer nang, aopt, bopt, ndih
integer natoms, ntime, maxtim, maxat
integer atl, at 2, at 3, at 4
integer at 5, at 6, at 7, at 8
integer angatl, angat 2, centl, cent 2
integer maxres, copt, breg
integer ncf, nt2, nt3, nt 4

parameter (maxtim-4000, maxat-120, maxres-20)

real c (maxtim, maxat”3)
real val (maxtim), dis (maxtim), val2 (maxtim)
real theta (maxres *2, maxtim)
real dt, colow, cohigh, collow, coihigh, sumco

common/ xcoord/x (maxtim, maxat)
common/ yooord/y (maxtim, maxat)
common/ z coord/z (maxtim, maxat)

~

S.

cº

('

C

open the necessary files. unit 2-input file. unit 3-coord file.

open (unit-2, status-'old')
open (unit-3, status-'old')

open (unit-2, file-' analin', status='old')

Yº
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:

15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22

open (unit-3, file-’md7. cra’, status-' old’)
open (unit-6, file-' anal. out’, status-'new')
open (unit-5, file-' DIST. PLT', status='new')
open (unit-4, file-’ANG. P.L.T.’, status-' new’)
open (unit-7, file-' DIH.PLT', status-'new')
open (unit-8, file-’ HIST. PLT', status-'new')
open (unit-9, file-' FRAC. PLT', status-'new')
open (unit-10, file-'HB.PLT', status-'new')
open (unit-11, file-’ CANG. PLT', status-'new')
open (unit-12, file=' CDIS. PLT', status='new')
open (unit-13, file-'NOE. PLT', status-'new')
open (unit-14, file-’ CORR. PLT', status-'new')
open (unit-15, file-’md2. cra’, status-'old')
open (unit-16, file='md3. cra’, status-'old')
open (unit-17, file='md4. cra’, status-'old')

Read first two lines of input file.

read (2, * (a80) ' ) dummy
read (2, " (2i 6, f 5.2, 4i 6) ' ) natoms, ntime, dt, nc■ , nt2, nt3, nt 4

Next read in the coordinates.

read (3, ' (a80)') dummy

npoints - 1
do 15 k=1, ntime

read (3, ' (10F8. 3)', end-16) (c. (k, j), j-1, 3*natoms)
npoints - npoints + 1

continue
continue

if (ncf . ge. 2) then
open (unit-15, status-'old')
read (15, ' (a80)') dummy
do 17 k=ntime-l, nt2

read (15, ' (10f 8.3)', end-18) (c (k, j), j-1, 3*natoms)
npoints - npoints + 1

continue
continue

endif

if (ncf . ge. 3) then
open (unit-16, status-' old’)
read (16, ' (a80)') dummy
do 19 k=nt2+1, nt3

read (16, ’ (10f 8.3)', end-20) (c. (k, j), j-1, 3*natoms)
npoints - npoints + 1

continue
continue

endif

if (ncf . ge. 4) then
open (unit-17, status-'old')
read (17, * (a80) ' ) dummy
do 21 k=nt3+1, nt 4

read (17, ” (10f 8.3) *, end-22) (c (k, j), j-1, 3*natoms)
npoints - npoints + 1

continue
continue

endif

npoints - npoints - 1
write (6, *) 'coord sets read’, npoints

º

N

e
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C

:

34

do 25 k = 1, npoints
j - 1

do 23 i-l, natoms
x (k, i) = c (k, j)
y (k, i) = c (k, j + 1)
z (k, i) = c (k, j + 2)
j - j + 3

continue
continue

read (2, * (a8, 3i.5, 2f 5.2)") dummy, bopt, nbond, breg, colow, cohigh

if (bopt . eq. 0) goto 41

do 40 j-1, nbond
read (2, " (2i.5).") at 1, at 2
call distance (npoints, at1, at 2, val, k)

output statistics to output file, meanfl subroutine

write (6, *)' statistics for distances between the
& following atoms: ‘

write (6, *) at 1, at 2
call meanfl (npoints, val, k)
write (6, *)

determine * of time in region specified by colow and
cohigh if breg-l

sumco - 0
if (breg . eq. 0) goto 35

do 34 k=l, npoints
if (val (k) . ge. colow . and. val (k) .. le. cohigh) then

sumco = sumco + 1
endif

continue
write (6, *)' $ of time within cutoff’, colow, cohigh,

& sumco" 100/npoints
write (6, *)

continue

open plot file

if (bopt . eq. 2) then
write (5, *)' distances for '', at1, at 2
do 36 k=1, npoints

write (5, ' (f7.2, f S. 3)' ) k"dt, val (k)
continue
write (5, *)

endif

continue
continue

--ANGLES-------------

start by reading in information from input file

read (2, ' (a8, 3i.5, 2f 7.2)") dummy, aopt, nang, breg, colow, cohigh
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C

:

44

C

58

if (aopt . eq. 0) goto 51

do 50 j-1, nang
read (2, ' (3i.5) ( ) at 1, at 2, at 3
call angle (npoints, atl, at 2, at 3, val, k)

output statistics to output file, meanfl subroutine

write (6, *)' statistics for angles between the
& following atoms: ’

write (6, *) atl, at 2, at 3
call meanfl (npoints, val, k)
write (6, *)

determine # of time in region specified by colow and
cohigh if breg-l

sumco = 0
-

if (breg . eq. 0) goto 45
do 44 k-1, npoints

if (val (k) . ge. colow . and . val (k) .. le. cohigh) then
sumco = sumco + 1

endif
continue

write (6, *) * * of time within cutoff’, colow, cohigh,
& sumco" 100/npoints

write (6, *)
continue

open plot file

if (aopt . eq. 2) then
write (4, *)' angles for '', at1, at 2, at 3
do 46 k-1, npoints

write (4, " (f7.2, f8.3) ' ) k"dt, val (k)
continue
write (4, *)

endif

continue
continue

--DIHEDRALS---------------

start by reading in information from input file

read (2, * (a8, 3i.5)') dummy, dopt, ndih, copt

if (dopt . eq. 0) goto 62

do 60 j-1, ndih
read (2, " (4:i5)') atl, at 2, at 3, at 4
call dihed (npoints, at 1, at 2, at 3, at 4, val, k)

open plot file

if (dopt . eq. 2) then
write (7, *)' dihedral angle for '', at1, at 2, at 3, at 4
do 58 k-1, npoints

write (7, ” (f7. 2, x, fö. 3)' ) k” dt, val (k)
continue
write (7, *)

endif

º

º
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C put dihedral angles into 1-360 degree convention and
c set up array to be used for conformational analysis
c based on phi and psi values. copt - 1 if this
c option is in effect.
c

do 59 k-1, npoints
if (val (k) .. lt. 0.0) val (k) = val (k) + 360. 0d O
if (copt . eq. 1) theta (j, k) - val (k)

59 continue
c

c

C output statistics to output file, dihavg subroutine
C

write (6, *)' statistics for dihedral angle between the
& following atoms: '

write (6, *) atl, at 2, at 3, at 4
call dihavg (npoints, val, k)

c

60 continue
c

c now call subroutine for phi and psi conformational analysis
c passover the call statement if copt not wanted (. ne . 1)
c

if (copt . eq. 1) then
call conf (ndih, npoints, dt, theta, j, k)

endif
62 continue
C

C

C----- HYDROGEN BONDS---------------------------------
C

c

C read in information from input files.
c

read (2, * (a8, 2i.5) ( ) dummy, hbopt, nhbond
C

if (hbopt . eq. 0) goto 71
C

do 70 j-1, nhbond
read (2, " (2i.5).") at 1, at 2
call distance (npoints, at1, at 2, val, k)

C

C output statistics to meanfl subroutine
C

write (6, *)' statistics for distances between the
& following hydrogen bonding atoms: '

write (6, *) at 1, at 2
call meanfl (npoints, val, k)
write (6, *)

C

C open plot file
C

if (hbopt . eq. 2) then
write (10, *)' H-B distances for '', atl, at 2
do 69 k=1, npoints

write (10, ' (f7.2, f 8.3) ' ) k” dt, val (k)
69 continue

write (10, *)
endif

C

C now call subroutine hoond to determine statistics
C for hydrogen bonds.
C

write (6, *)' H-B statistics for’, at1, at 2
call hoond (npoints, dt, val, k)
write (6, *)
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c

:

72

:

73

continue
continue

read in information from input files.

read (2, ' (a8, 3i.5, 2f 7.2, 2f 5.2) ' ) dummy, cntopt, nchtr, breg,
& colow, cohigh, collow, coihigh

if (cntopt . eq. 0) goto 81

do 80 j-1, nontr
read (2, * (4 i5) ' ) angatl, angat 2, centl, cent 2
call center (npoints, angatl, angat 2, centl, cent 2, val,

& dis, k)

output statistics to meanfl subroutine

write (6, *)' statistics for angles between the
& following hydrogen bonding’

write (6, *)' atoms and center of ring: '
write (6, *) angatl, angat 2, centl, cent 2
call meanfl (npoints, val, k)
write (6, *)

determine $ of time in region specified by colow and
cohigh if breg-l

sumco = 0
if (breg . eq. 0) goto 75

do 72 k-1, npoints
if (val (k) . ge. colow . and. val (k) .. le. cohigh) then

sumco = sumco + 1
endif

continue
write (6, *)' $ of time within cutoff’, colow, cohigh,

& 100* sumco/npoints
write (6, *)

continue

open plot file

if (cntopt . eq. 2) then
write (11, *)' angles for atoms and ring’, angatl,

& angat 2, centl, cent 2
do 73 k-1, npoints

write (11, " (f7.2, f 8.3) ' ) k” dt, val (k)
continue
write (11, *)

endif

reassign val (k) to send to meanfluc subroutine

do 74 k-1, npoints
val (k) = dis (k)

continue

write (6, *)' statistics for distances between the
& hydrogen bonding atoms and center of ring: '

write (6, *) angatl, centl, cent 2
call meanfl (npoints, val, k)
write (6, *)

>
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C

c determine * of time in region specified by colow and
c cohigh if breg-l
c

sumco - 0
if (breg . eq. 0) goto 77

do 76 k-l, npoints
if (val (k) . ge. cdlow . and . val (k) .. le. cdhigh) then

sumco - sumco + 1
endif

76 continue
write (6, *) * * of time within cutoff’, collow, cahigh,

& sumco/npoints
write (6, *)

77 continue
C

C open plot file
c

if (cntopt . eq. 2) then
write (12, *)' distances for h-bonding atom and ring’,

& angatl, centl, cent 2
do 78 k-1, npoints

write (12, ' (f7.2, f 8.3) ' ) k” dt, val (k)
78 continue

write (12, *)
endif

C

C
80 continue
81 continue
c

C
C-----WEIGHTED DISTANCES FOR NMR COMPARISON-------------
C

C

read (2, * (a8, 2i.5).") dummy, nmropt, nnmr
C

if (nmropt . eq. 0) goto 91
C

do 90 j-1, nnmr
read (2, * (3i.5).") at 1, at 2, sub
call distance (npoints, atl, at 2, val, k)

C

C open plot file
C

if (nmropt . eq. 2) then
write (13, *)' weighted distances for ’, atl, at 2
do 86 k-1, npoints

write (13, ' (f7.2, f 8.3) ' ) k” dt, val (k)
86 continue

write (13, *)
endif

C

C output mean and weighted distance statistics from
C r3 subroutine
c

write (6, *)' statistics for distances between the
& following atoms’

write (6, *)' corresponding to NOESY crosspeaks: '
write (6, *) atl, at 2
call r3 (npoints, sub, val, k)
write (6, *)

C
90 continue
91 continue
c

~-

S

§

C
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100
101

C

read (2, * (a8, 2i.5) ( ) dummy, coropt, noor

if (coropt . eq. 0) goto 101

do 100 j-1, ncor/2
read (2, " (4:i5) ' ) at 1, at 2, at 3, at 4
read (2, * (4 i5)") at 5, at 6, at 7, at 8

call dihed (npoints, at 1, at 2, at 3, at 4, val, k)

do 95 k-1, npoints
val2(k) = val (k)

continue

write (6, *)' Cross correlation coefficent and mean values for : '
write (6, *) 'a is", at 5, at 6, at 7, at 8
write (6, *)' b is", atl, at 2, at 3, at 4

at 1 = at 5
at 2 - at 6
at 3 = at 7
at 4 - at 8

call dihed (npoints, atl, at 2, at 3, at 4, val, k)

call corr (npoints, coropt, dt, val, val2, k)

continue
continue

stop
end

integer npoints, at1, at 2, maxat, maxtim

parameter (maxtim-4000, maxat-120)

real xatl, xat 2, yat1, yat 2, zatl, zat 2
real val (maxtim)

common/ xcoord/x (maxtim, maxat)
common/ yooord/y (maxtim, maxat)
common/ z coord/z (maxtim, maxat)

do 10 k-1, npoints

i-atom number 1, atl

xatl = x (k, at1)
yat1 - y (k, at1)
zatl = z (k, at1)

i-atom number 2, at 2
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xat 2 = x (k, at 2)
yat 2 = y (k, at 2)
zat 2 = z (k, at 2)

Calculate the distance

dist - (xat 2-xatl) **2 + (yat 2-yat1) **2 +
& (zat 2-zatl) **2

val (k) - sqrt (dist)
10 continue

return
end

integer k, npoints, at1, at 2, at 3, maxtim, maxat

parameter (maxtim-4000, maxat-120)

real xatl, xat 2, yatl, yat 2, zatl, zat 2
real xat:3, yat 3, zat 3
real bot, d12, d13, d23, ang
real val (maxtim)

common/ xcoord/x (maxtim, maxat)
common/ yooord/y (maxtim, maxat)
common/ z coord/z (maxtim, maxat)

do 10 k=l, npoints

i-atom number 1, atl

xatl = x (k, atl)
yat1 = y (k, at1)
zatl = z (k, at1)

i-atom number 2, at 2

xat 2 = x (k, at 2)
yat 2 = y (k, at 2)
zat 2 = z (k, at 2)

i-atom number 3, at 3

xat 3 = x (k, at 3)
yat 3 - y (k, at 3)
zat 3 - z (k, at 3)

Calculate the distances

d12 - sqrt ( (xat 2-xatl) * *2 + (yat 2-yat1)**2 +
& (zat 2-zatl) **2)

d23 - sqrt ( (xat 3-xat 2) * *2 + (yat 3-yat 2) **2 +
& (zat S-zat 2) **2)

d13 - sqrt ( (xat:8–xatl) **2 + (yat 3-yat1) **2 +
& (zatº-zatl) **2)
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50

55

now calculate the angle

bot - 2 * dil 2 * d23
ang - d.12**2 + d23**2
ang - (ang – d.13” “2) / bot
val (k) = (acos (ang)) * 180.0 / 3.141592654

continue

return
end

integer npoints, maxtim, maxat

parameter (maxtim-4000, maxat-120)

real val (maxtim), sum, flmean, mean, flsum
real fl2mean, fl2sq, fl2sum, min, max
real abfl (maxtim), fluc (maxtim), fluc2 (maxtim)
real maxdev, mindev, maxx, dummy, valf

sum = 0
max = 0
min = 360
do 50 k-1, npoints

if (val (k) . gt. max) then
max = val (k)

elseif (val (k) .. lt. min) then
min = val (k)

endif
sum = sum + val (k)

continue
mean - sum / npoints
flsum = 0
fl2sum - 0

do 55 k-1, npoints
fluc (k) = val (k) - mean
if (fluc (k) . ge. 0.0) then

abfl (k) = fluc (k)
else
abfl (k) = - fluc (k)

endif
fluc2(k) =abfl (k) * *2
flsum = flsum + abfl (k)
fl2 sum - fl2sum + fluc2(k)

continue
flmean - flsum / npoints
fl2mean - fl2 sum / npoints
fl2sq - sqrt (fl.2mean)

maxdev = max - mean
mindev = min - mean
if (maxdev . lt. 0) then

maxdev - -maxdev
else

maxdev - maxdev
endif
if (mindev . lt. 0) then
mindev = -mindev

º
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C

else
mindev - mindev º

endif
º
~~

* *

if (maxdev . gt. mindev) then
maxx-maxdev

else º
maxx-mindev º

- ~endif -

k = npoints
p cvalf - val (k)

write (6, *)' npoints y’, npoints
write (6, *)' mean y’, mean
write (6, *)' final value of y’, valf
write (6, *)' mean fluctuation y', flmean
write (6, *)'rms fluctuation y', fl2sq
write (6, *) 'max value", max
write (6, *)' max deviation’, maxdev
write (6, *) 'min value’, min
write (6, *) 'min deviation’, mindev
write (6, *) 'max dev from mean’, maxx -, *

return
end

- -
* * *

subroutine dihed (npoints, at1, at 2, at 3, at 4, val, k) 7.2.

4
integer j, k, atl, at 2, at 3, at 4, npoints
integer maxtim, maxat

º
parameter (maxtim-4000, maxat-120) º

real al, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, cl, c2, c3, d.1, d2, d3
real el, e2, e3, fl, f2, f3 º
real rnorml., rnorm2, adotb, costhe, t, test Sº
real pi, conver, val (maxtim), th
real x1, x2, x3, x4, y1, y2, y3, yº, z1, z2, z3, zá

cº

common/ xcoord/x (maxtim, maxat)
common/ yooord/y (maxtim, maxat) 7'■ ,
common/ z coord/z (maxtim, maxat) *-

E
pi = 6. 0 * as in (0.5d())
conver - 360. Odo / (2.0d0 * pi)

º
do 10 k-1, npoints

---- Generate vectors ---- º
º

x1 = x (k, at1) S
y1 = y (k, at1)
z1 = z (k, atl) Q.

x2 = x (k, at 2) Y.)
y2 = y (k, at 2)
z2 = z (k, at 2)
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C

:

x3 = x (k, at 3)
y (k, at 3)

z3 = z (k, at 3)
y 3 sº

x4 = x (k, at 4)
y (k, at 4)
z (k, at 4). : -

al = x2 - x1
y2 - y1
z2 - z1: § -

b1 = x2 - x3
b2 = y2 – y 3
b3 = Z2 - z 3

cl = x3 - x2
c2 = y3 – y2
C3 = z:3 - Z2

d1 = x3 - x4
d2 = y3 - y4
d3 = z:3 – z 4

---- Evaluate the cross product ----

e1 = a 2 * b3 — a 3 * b2
e2 = a 3 * b1 — a 1 * b.3
e3 = a1 * b2 - a 2 * bl

f 1 = C2 * d2 – c.3 * d2
f2 = C3 * di – C1 * d2
f3 = C1 * d2 - C2 * dil

---- Calculate norms ----

rnorml - sqrt (el” “2 + e2**2 + e3**2)
rnorm2 - sqrt (fl." + 2 + f2**2 + f2**2)

---- Calculate the dot product ----

adotb = e1 * f.1 + e2 * f 2 + e3 * f.3

---- Calculate the dihedral ----

costhe - adotb / (rnorm1 * r norm2)

test---as have problems with invalid
argument to math library for one

º

Sº

dihedral.

if (costhe .gt. 1.0) costhe - 1.0
if (costhe . lt. -1.0) costhe - -1.0

th - acos (costhe)
t * Conver * th
test = a1 + f1 + a 2 + f2 + a 3 * f.3
if (test .gt. 0.0d0) tº - 0. 0d■ ) - t
val (k) = t

continue

return
end

Q.

º
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:

.

integer maxtim

parameter (maxtim=4000)

real val (maxtim), dihd (72), angle (72)

initialize variables

degtorad-3. 141592.7/180.0

read in the dihedral angles
in 0 to 360 convention and
convert to radians

do 10 k-1, npoints
val (k) = val (k) *degtorad

continue0

nbins: the number of bins to use for the dihedral
angle conformation population

amean : the mean of the angles in the array phi
r : the mean vector length of the array phi
s : the mean variance of the array phi
angle : the midpoint of the bin for counting
dihd : the

the mean angle of the sample is described by the following equation
amean - arctan (ybar/xbar) if xbar > 0

180 + arctan (ybar/xbar) if xbar & 0
where xbar - sum (cosine (phi [i])) / number points
where ybar - sum ( sine (phi [i])) / number points

exceptions occur when :
xbar - 0 and ybar > 0 --> phi - 90 degrees
xbar - 0 and ybar & 0 --> phi -270 degrees
xbar and ybar - 0 --> phi is undetermined

the mean vector length "r" is determined from
r = ( [ sum (cosine (phi (i)))] **2 + [sum (sine (phi (i)))] **2 ) / numpoints

the angular deviation is determined from
s - sqrt [2* (1-r) )

this program is compiled to handle MAXPHI data points
and 72 "bins" for the determination of angular distributions

initialize some variables

degtorad-3. 141592.7/180.0
amean = 0.0
ybar = 0.0
xbar = 0.0
cos squ = 0.0
sins du = 0.0
nbins = 72
xinc - 360.0/float (nbins)
xmid - xinc / 2.0

~

S.
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c

c

C

c

15

20

40

30

inc - 360/nbins

the angles are collected in bins

do 15 i = 1, nbins
dihd (i) = 0.0
angle (i) = xmidt (i-1)*xinc
continue

do 20 k-1, npoints
into - int (val (k) /degtorad) /inc + 1
dihd (intol) - dihd (into) + 1.0
phirad - val (k)
cosphi - cos (phirad)
sinephi - sin (phirad)

sum all of the sines and cosines

ybar = ybar + sinephi
xbar = xbar + cosphi
continue

divide the running sums by the total number of points

ybar = ybar / float (npoints)
xbar = xbar / float (npoints)

calculate the mean angle and test for some special cases

if (xbar . eq. 0.0 . and . ybar . eq. 0.0) then
amean = 9999. 99999

else if ( (xbar . eq. 0.0) . and . (ybar . lt. 0.0) ) then
amean - 270.0

else if ( (xbar . eq. 0.0) . and. (ybar .gt. 0.0) ) then
amean - 90.0

else if ( xbar . gt. 0.0) then
amean - atan (ybar/xbar) / degtorad

else
amean - 180.0 + (atan (ybar/xbar) / degtorad)

endif

calculate the mean vector length

r = sqrt (xbar *xbar + ybar”ybar)

calculate the mean angular variation

s - sqrt (2.0° (1-r)) /degtorad

normalize the distributions

do 40 i-1, nbins
dihd (i) -dihd (i)/float (npoints)
continue

write out the results

if (amean . gt. 18.0.0) then
amean - amean - 360. 0

endif

write (6, 30) npoints, amean, r, s
format (* For ’, i.8, ' points' /

: ' the mean angle is :'', flo. 4, ' degrees.' ■
: ' the mean vector length is ' , f 8.5/
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: ' the angular variance is ' , f 10.4, ' degrees' //)

return
end

This subroutine is to determine if
phi and psi are in a helical,
beta, extended, or unspecified other
regions of conformational space and
prints out marker for structure type
for peptide as a function of time.
then, determines average length of
helix and generates a histogram of
lengths, among other things.

integer npoints, maxres, maxtim, dihpr, maxdih
integer tran, sumtran, chl, ch2
integer ch3, n.dih

real totbeta, tothel, totext, totother, numst
real hel, sumhel, numhel, max, tot, nummax
real phisum, psisum, phiavg, psiavg, totavg
real helf, helb, nonf, nonb, h, num, nuc■ , nuch, nucc
real time, sumfrac
real hotim, chtim, hbtim, hoavg, chavg, hbavg
real himsum, hosum, chsum
real hinsumi, hosumi, chsumi

parameter (maxtim-4000, maxdih-150, maxres=20)

real frac (maxtim)
real theta (maxres”2, maxtim)
integer ang (maxres, maxtim)

totavg = 0
tothel - 0
totbeta = 0
totext = 0
totother = 0

first, based on phi and psi, each residue is assigned to a
region of conformational space---reading in theta (res-angle,
time) and writing out in array---ang (res, time). in ang
l denotes helix, 2 beta, 3 extended, and 0 other.

i = 1
do 20 j-1, ndih-1, 2

phisum - 0
psisum - 0

do 10 k-1, npoints

if (theta (j, k) . ge. 288.0 . and. theta (j, k) .. le. 318.0) then
phisum - phisum + 1

endif

1.21
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if (theta (j4-1, k) . ge. 298.0 . and . theta (j4-1, k) .. le. 328.0) then
psisum - psisum + 1

endif

if (theta ( j, k) . ge. 283.0 . and . theta (j, k) .. le. 323.0
+ . and . theta (j4-1, k) . ge.
+ 293.0 . and. theta (j+1, k) .. le. 333.0) then

ang (i, k) - 1
tothel = tothel + 1

elseif (theta (j, k) . ge. 201.0 . and . theta (j, k)
+ ... le. 261.0 . and . theta ( j+1, k)
+ ... ge. 93.0 . and . theta (j4-1, k) .. le. 155.0) then

ang (i, k) - 2
totbeta = totbeta + 1

elseif (theta (j, k) . ge. 160.0 . and . theta (j, k)
+ . le. 200.0 . and . theta (j4-1, k)
+ ... ge. 160.0 . and . theta (j4-1, k) .. le. 200.0) then

ang (i, k) - 3
totext = totext + 1

else
ang (i, k) = 0
totother = totother + 1

endif

continue

phiavg = (phisum * 100) / npoints
psiavg = (psisum * 100) / npoints
totavg = totavg 4 ( (phiavg-psiavg) /2)

write (6, *)' residue number’, (j4-1)/2
write (6, *) * * helix
write (6, *) * * helix
write (6, *)' average

based on phi (15 deg.) '', phiavg
based on psi (15 deg)", psiavg
of phi and psi values’, (phiavg-psiavg) /2

write (6, *)

i = i + 1

continue

totavg = (totavg”2)/ndih
write (6, *)' overall avg $ helix based on avg phi, psi

& values', totavg
write (6, *)

this next part defines a helical region as having at least
3 residues in helical phi, psi space and then computes
different structural properties of the peptide with time.

write (8, *) -99
write (9, *) -99

frac (k) = 0
sumfrac = 0
sumhel - 0
hel - 0
numhel - 0
max = 3
tot = 0
nummax = 0
dihpr - naih/2
do 40 k-1, npoints

num = 0
do 35 i-1, dihpr
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if (i . eq. dihpr) goto 33

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1) then
hel = hel + 1
elseif (ang (i, k) ... ne . 1 . and . hel . lt. 3) then *

hel - 0 &
elseif (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . hel . ge. 3) then

sumhel - sumhel + hel
numbel = numbel + 1
num = num + 1 -
frac (k) = frac (k) + hel s
write (8, *) hel, 0.0
if (hel .gt. max) then

max = hel c
time = k

endif
hel - 0

endif
goto 35

33 if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and. hel . ge. 3) then
sumhel = sumhel + hel
numhel = numhel + 1
num = num + 1
frac (k) = frac (k) + hel
write (8, *) hel, 0.0
if (hel .gt. max) then

max = hel
-

º
time = k *

endif

hel = 0 º
elseif (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and. hel . ge. 2) then

sumhel - sumhel + hel + 1 º
numhel = numbel + 1 *.*
num = num + 1
frac (k) = frac (k) + hel + 1
write (8, *) hel + 1, 0.0
if (hel .gt. max) then

max = hel º
time = k º

endif
-

hel = 0
elseif (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . hel . lt. 3) then º

hel - 0 ~ *
elseif (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . hel . lt. 2) then º

hel = 0
endif

35 continue cº
frac (k) - frac (k) /dihpr

-

write (9, *) k” dt, frac (k) Zºº,
sumfrac - sumfrac + frac (k) º
if (num . ge. 1.0) then

numst = numst + 1 - I
endif

if (num . gt. 1) then
tot = tot + 1 º,

endif 2

if (num . gt. nummax) then
nurtunax = num

endif º
40 continue Sº
C

C
Kº

write (6, *)' Conformational analysis based on phi and’ *
write (6, *)' psi values, repeating structure taken into account' }} }
write (6, *)
write (6, *)' total # of time points', npoints
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write (6, *)' total # of helical residues in series is', sumhel
write (6, *)' total # of helices is', numhel
write (6, *)' avg length of helix’, sumhel/numhel
write (6, *)' avg number of hel. per peptide’, numhel/npoints
write (6, *)' total # of structures w/ over 1 helix’, tot
write (6, *)' $ structures w/ over 1 helix’, 100 *tot/npoints
write (6, *) 'max # of helices per peptide’, nummax
write (6, *) 'maximum length of helix’, max
write (6, *)' time pt of max helix’, time.*dt
write (6, *)' number of structures w/ at least 1 helix’, numst
write (6, *)' $ time at least 1 helix’, 100*numst/npoints
write (6, *)' totbet’, totbeta

C

write (6, *)' tothel', tothel
write (6, *)' totext', totext
write (6, *)' totother’, totother
write (6, *)' npts times # of res', npoints * dihpr
write (6, *) * * of total pts in beta region’,

+ 100*totbeta/ (npoints *dihpr)
write (6, *) * * of total pts in helical region’,

+ 100 *tothel/ (npoints *dihpr)
write (6, *)' $ of tot pts in extended region’,

+ 100 *totext/ (npoints * dihpr)
write (6, *)' $ of total pts in other region’,

+ 100*totother/ (npoints *dihpr)
write (6, *)

now, calculate forward and backward frequency that adjacent
residues will be helical if the particular residue that
you are at is helical or nonhelical. also, as a measure
of nucleation the probability of finding a helical
residue with 2 coil residues on each side (e.g. cchcc)
is determined.

totavg = 0

write (6, *)' occurrences of res in dif conf spaces, to look
& at zippering etc.'
write (6, *)

do 85 i-1, dihpr
helf -
helb
nonf
nonb
nucif
nuch
nu CC

h = 0
do 80 k-1, npoints

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1) then
h = h + 1

endif
if (i . eq. 1) goto 73
if (i . eq. dihpr) goto 74
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1) then

helf - helf + 1
elseif (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and. ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1) then

nonf = nonf + 1
endif

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i-1, k) .. eq. 1) then
helb = helb + 1

elseif (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i-1, k) .. eq. 1) then

~

-
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73

74

75

76

77

79

5:

:

nonb = nonb + 1
endif

goto 75
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1) then

helf - helf + 1
elseif (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1) then

nonf = nonf + 1
endif

go to 75
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i-1, k) .. eq. 1) then

helb = helb + 1
elseif (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i-1, k) .. eq. 1) then

nonb = nonb + 1
endif

go to 75
if (i . eq. 1 . or . i - eq. 2) goto 76
if (i . eq. dihpr . or . i - eq. dihpr − 1) goto 77
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i-1, k) ... ne . 1 . and.

& ang (i-2, k) . ne . 1) then
nucif = nuc■ + 1

elseif (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+l, k) ... ne . 1 . and .
& ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then

nuch = nuch + 1
endif
goto 79
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1 . and .

& ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then
nuch = nuch + 1

endif
goto 80

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i-1, k) . ne . 1 . and.
& ang (i-2, k) . ne . 1) then

nucif - nuc■ + 1
endif
goto 80

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i-1, k) . ne . 1 . and .
& ang (i-2, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) - ne. 1 . and .
& ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then

nucc = nucc + 1
endif
goto 80
continue

totavg = totavg + ( (h 100) / npoints)

write (6, *) 'res # is', i
write (6, *)' percentage time helical’, (h"100) / (npoints)
write (6, *)' prob of hel to hel (i)', (helb" 100) / (npoints)
write (6, *)' prob of hel (i) to hel', (helf” 100) / (npoints)
write (6, *)' prob of hel to non (i)', (nonb"100) / (npoints)
write (6, *)' prob of non (i) to hel', (nonfº 100) / (npoints)
write (6, *)' prob non, non to hel (i)', (nuc■ “100) / (npoints)
write (6, *)' prob hel (i) to non, non’, (nuch * 100) / (npoints)
write (6, *) 'non, non, hel (i), non, non’, (nuccº 100) / (npoints)
write (6, *)

continue

write (6, *)' overall avg $ helix (phi and psi)',
& totavg / dihpr

write (6, *)

now, calculate transition times for each residue in going
from hel to coil and back to helix. first, it is on a
per residue basis, sliding through time, h-c-h.

º,
.
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c

105

115
c
120

125

c

:

hhsum - 0
hcsum = 0
chsum - 0
tran - 0
sumtran - 0
k = 0
i = 1
continue
if (k . eq. npoints ...and. i - eq. dihpr) goto 140

if (k - eq. npoints . and . i - ne. dihpr) then
write (6, *) 'residue #’, i
write (6, *) * * of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) avg hel to coil time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg coil to hel time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hel to hel time interval’, hnsumi/tran
write (6, *) 'equil const, c-h’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)

i = i + 1
k = 0
hhtim = 0
hctim - 0
chtim - 0
tran -
hhsumi
chsumi
hcsumi

endif

: O
O
0

k = k + 1

if (ang (i, k) ... ne . 1) goto 105

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1) then
ch1 - k

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 105

do 115 k-ch1+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 ) then

ch2 - k
goto 120

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 105

continue

if (k - eq. npoints) goto 105

do 125 k-ch2+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 ) then

ch3 - k
goto 130

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 105

continue

continue

calculate average transition times for each residue
and also add up for overall average over all time
and all residues. first sum for each residue and
then set to zero when move on to the next residue.
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C

C

140

:

tran - tran + 1
hctim - (ch2 — chl) * dt
chtim - (ch3 – ch2) * dt
hhtim - (ch.3 — chl) * dt
hcsumi - hosumi + hot im
chsumi - chsumi + chtim
hhsumi = hlhsumi + hntim
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now sum for all residues

chsum = chsum + chtim
hc sum = h csum + hot im
hhsum = hlhsum + hntim
sumtran = sumtran + 1

write out this information for each residue
after going through all time points, done
below at line 140 for the last time point
of the last residue and above otherwise at
line 105.

goto 105

continue
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)

'residue #’, i
'# of transitions’, tran
* avg hel to coil time interval’, hosumi/tran
' avg coil to hel time interval', chsumi/tran
’ avg hel to hel time interval’, hnsumi/tran
' equil const, c-h’, hosumi/chsumi

hcavg = hosum / sumtran
chavg - chsum / sumtran
hhavg = hlhsum / sumtran

write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)

'overall averages---all residues, all time’
'simulation time’, npoints *dt
* average
’ average
* average
' average
' average

# of transitions per res’, sumtran/dihpr
interval of time from hel to coil’, hoavg
interval of time from coil to hel', chavg
interval of time from hel to hel’, hbavg
equil const, c-h’, hoavg/chavg

now, calculate transition times for two residues going
from hel to coil and back to helix.

hhtim - 0
hctim - 0
chtim - 0
hhsumi = 0
chsumi = 0
hcsumi = 0
hhsum = 0
hcsum = 0
chsum = 0
tran - 0
sumtran - 0
k = 0
i = 1

-

º
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205

C

continue
if ( i . eq. dihpr) goto 250

if (k - eq. npoints . and . i - ne. dihpr) then
write (6, *) * residues’, i, i-º-1
write (6, *) ' of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) avg him to co time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg cc to hih time interval’, chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg him to hih time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) 'equil const, co-hh’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)
i = i + 1
k = 0
hhtim = 0
hctim = 0
chtim - 0
tran =
hhsumi
chsumi
hcsumi

endif

: :
k = k + 1

if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1) goto 205

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1) goto 205

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1) then
ch1 = k

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 205

do 215 k-ch1+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) - ne. 1 . and . ang (i+l, k) . ne . 1 ) then

ch2 = k
goto 220

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 205
continue

if (k - eq. npoints) goto 205

do 225 k-ch2+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 ) then

ch3 = k
goto 230

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 205

continue

continue

calculate average transition times for each pair of residues
and also add up for overall average over all time
and all residues. first sum for each pair of residues and
then set to zero when move on to the next residue.

tran - tran + 1
hctim - (ch2 — chl) * dt
chtim = (ch3 – ch2) * dt
hhtim = (ch3 – chl) * dt
hcsumi - hosumi + hotim
chsumi - chsumi + chtim
hhsumi = hlhsumi + hntim
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c

240

250

:

305

now sum for all residues

chsum = chsum + chtim
hcSum - hosum + hot im
hhsum = h hsum + hntim
sumtran - sumtran + 1

write out this information for each residue
after going through all time points, done
below at line 240 for the last time point
of the last residue and above otherwise at
line 205.

goto 205

continue
write (6, *) 'residues', i, i-º-1
write (6, *) * + of transitions', tran
write (6, *) avg him to co time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg cc to hih time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg him to hih time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) 'equil const, co-hh’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)

continue

hcavg = hosum. / sumtran
chavg = chsum / sumtran
hhavg = h hsum / sumtran

write (6, *) 'overall averages---all residues, all time'
write (6, *) * simulation time’, npoints *dt
write (6, *) 'average # of transitions per 2 res’, sumtran/ (dihpr-1)
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from hb, to co’, hoavg
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from co to hin', chavg
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from hb, to hih’, hinavg
write (6, *) 'average equil const, cc-hh’, hoavg/chavg
write (6, *)

now, calculate transition times for three residues going
from hel to coil and back to helix.

hhsum = 0
hcsum = 0
chsum = 0
hhtim - 0
hctim - 0
chtim = 0
hhsumi = 0
chsumi = 0
hcsumi = 0
tran - 0
sumtran = 0
k = 0
i = 1
continue
if ( i . eq. dihpr . or . i - eq. dihpr − 1) goto 350

if (k . eq. npoints ...and. i . lt. dihpr -1) goto 306
goto 307
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306 if (tran . eq. 0) then
tran - 1
hcsumi = 1
chsumi = 1
hhsumi = 1
endif

write (6, *) 'residues’, i, i-1, i-º-2
write (6, *) * {} of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) * avg hinh to coc time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg ccc to hihh time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg himh to hinh time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) 'equil const, coc-hhh’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)
i = i + 1
k = 0
hhtim - 0
hctim = 0
chtim - 0
tran - 0
hhsumi = 0
chsumi = 0
hcsumi = 0

C
307 k = k + 1
C

if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1) goto 305
C

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1) goto 305
C

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 . and.
+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) goto 305

C

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 . and.
+ ang (i+2, k) .. eq. 1) then

Ch.1 = k
endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 305

C

do 315 k-ch1+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1 . and.

+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then
ch2 = k
goto 320

endif
if (k . eq. npoints) goto 305

315 continue
C

320 if (k - eq. npoints) goto 305

do 325 k-ch2+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 ...and.

+ ang (i+2, k) .. eq. 1 ) then
Ch 3 = k
goto 330

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 305

3.25 continue

330 continue

C calculate average transition times for each set of residues
c and also add up for overall average over all time
c and all residues. first sum for each set of 3 residues and
C then set to zero when move on to the next residue.
C
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C

340

tran - tran + 1
hctim - (ch2 — chl) * dt
chtim - (ch3 – ch2) * dt
hhtim - (ch3 – chl) * dt
hcsumi = hosumi + hotim
chsumi - chsumi + chtim
hhsumi = hlhsumi + hntim

now sum for all residues

chsum - chsum + chtim
hosum = hosum + hot im
hhsum = hlhsum + hntim
sumtran - Sumtran + 1

write out this information for each residue
after going through all time points, done
below at line 340 for the last time point
of the last residue and above otherwise at
line 305.

goto 305

C

350

continue

if (tran . eq. 0) then
tran = 1
hc Sumi = 1
chsumi = 1
hhsumi = 1
endif

write (6, *) 'residues', i, i4-1, i-º-2
write (6, *) * {} of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) avg hinh to coc time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg ccc to hihh time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hinh to hinh time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) 'equil const, coc-hhh’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)

continue

hcavg = hosum / sumtran
chavg = chsum / sumtran
hhavg = hlhsum / sumtran

write (6, *) 'overall averages---all residues, all time'
write (6, *) * simulation time’, npoints *dt
write (6, *) 'average # of transitions per 3 res’, sumtran/ (dihprº-2)
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from hbh to coc', heavg
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from coc to hihh’, chavg
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from hbh to hbh’, hbavg
write (6, *) 'average equil const, coc-hhh', heavg/chavg
write (6, *)

now, calculate transition times for three residues going
from hel to hinc and back to hinh. this is to get the free
energy for adding a residue to an existing helical segment.

hhsum = 0

7/7.
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hcsum - 0
chsum = 0
hhtim = 0
hot im = 0
chtim - 0
hhsumi = 0
chsumi = 0
hcsumi = 0
tran = 0
sumtran = 0
k = 0
i = 1

405 continue
if ( i . eq. dihpr . or . i - eq. dihpr − 1) goto 450

C

if (k - eq. npoints . and . i . lt. dihpr -1) then
write (6, *) * residues’, i., i-1, it 2
write (6, *) '{} of transitions', tran
write (6, *) avg hinh to hinc time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hinc to hihh time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hinc to hihc time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) ' equil const, hbc-hhh’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)
i = i + 1
k = 0
hhtim - 0
hctim - 0
chtim - 0
tran - 0
hhsumi = 0
chsumi = 0
hcsumi = 0

endif
C

k = k + 1
c

if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1) goto 405
C

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1) goto 405
C

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 . and.
+ ang (i+2, k) .. eq. 1) goto 405

C

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+l, k) .. eq. 1 . and .
+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then

chl - k
endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 405

C

do 415 k-ch1+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 . and.

+ ang (i+2, k) .. eq. 1) then
ch2 - k
goto 420

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 405

415 continue
C

420 if (k - eq. npoints) goto 405
C

do 425 k-ch2+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 . and .

+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1 ) then
ch3 = k
goto 430

endif
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4.25

430
C

C:
440

C

450

.

if (k . eq. npoints) goto 405
continue

continue

calculate average transition times for each set of residues
and also add up for overall average over all time
and all residues. first sum for each set of 3 residues and
then set to zero when move on to the next residue.

tran - tran + 1
chtim = (ch2 — chl) * dt
hctim - (ch3 – ch2) * dt
hhtim - (ch3 – chl) * dt
hcsumi - hosumi + hot im
chsumi - chsumi + chtim
hhsumi = hlhsumi + hntim

now sum for all residues

chsum - chsum + chtim
hc sum - hosum + hot im
hhsum = hlhsum + hntim
sumtran - sumtran + 1

write out this information for each residue
after going through all time points, done
below at line 440 for the last time point
of the last residue and above otherwise at
line 405.

goto 405

continue
write (6, *) 'residues', i, i4-1, i-º-2
write (6, *) * {} of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) avg hinc to hinh time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)

continue

’ avg hnh to hihc time interval’, hosumi/tran
* avg hinc to hihc time interval’, hbsumi/tran
* equil const, hbc-hhh’, hosumi/chsumi

hcavg = hosum. / sumtran
chavg = chsum / sumtran
hhavg = hlhsum / sumtran

write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)

'overall averages---all residues, all time'
'simulation time’, npoints *dt
' average # of transitions per 3 res’, sumtran/ (dihpr-2)
’ average interval of time from hbh to hihc', heavg
' average interval of time from hbc to hihh’, chavg
’ average interval of time from hbo. to hinc', hbavg
' average equil const, hb,c-hhh’, hoavg/chavg

now, calculate transition times for three residues going
from coc to cho and back to coc. this is to get the free
energy for nucleation and the nucleation parameter.
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505

hhsum = 0
hcsum = 0
chsum = 0
hhtim = 0
hot im = 0
chtim - 0
hhsumi = 0
chsumi = 0
hcsumi = 0
tran - 0
Sumtran - 0
k = 0
i = 1
continue
if ( i . eq. dihpr . or . i - eq. dihpr − 1) goto 550

if (k - eq. npoints . and . i . lt. dihpr -1) then
write (6, *) 'residues', i, i-1, i-º-2
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)
write (6, *)

'# of transitions', tran
* avg coc to cho time interval', chsumi/tran
’ avg cho to coc time interval’, hosumi/tran
’ avg coc to coc time interval’, hbsumi/tran
* equil const, coc-chc', hosumi/chsumi

write (6, *)
i = i + 1
k = 0
hhtim - 0
hctim - 0
chtim = 0
tran =
hhsumi
chsumi
hcsumi

endif

: :

515
C

520

k = k + 1

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1) goto 505

if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+l, k) .. eq. 1) goto 505

if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1 . and .
+ ang (i+2, k) .. eq. 1) goto 505

if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1 . and.
+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then

Chl - k
endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 505

do 515 k-ch1+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+l, k) .. eq. 1 . and .

+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then
ch2 = k
goto 520

endif
if (k . eq. npoints) goto 505

continue

if (k - eq. npoints) goto 505

do 525 k-ch2+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1 . and .

+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1 ) then
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C

C

540

C
550

:

ch3 = k
goto 530

endi f
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 505

continue

continue

calculate average transition times for each set of residues
and also add up for overall average over all time
and all residues. first sum for each set of 3 residues and
then set to zero when move on to the next residue.

tran - tran + 1
chtim = (ch2 — chl) * dt
hctim = (ch3 – ch2) * dt
hhtim - (ch3 – chl) * dt
hcsumi - hosumi + hot im
chsumi = ch sumi + chtim
hhsumi = hlhsumi + hntim

now sum for all residues

chsum = chsum + chtim
hc sum - hosum + hot im
hhsum = hlhsum + hntim
sumtran - sumtran + 1

write out this information for each residue
after going through all time points, done
below at line 540 for the last time point
of the last residue and above otherwise at
line 505.

goto 505

continue
write (6, *) 'residues’, i., it 1, i-º-2
write (6, *) * + of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) avg coc to cho time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg cho to coc time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg coc to coc time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) 'equil const, ccc-chc’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)

continue

hcavg = hosum / sumtran
chavg - chsum / sumtran
hhavg = h hsum / sumtran

write (6, *) overall averages---all residues, all time’
write (6, *) * simulation time’, npoints *dt
write (6, *) 'average # of transitions per 3 res’, sumtran/ (dihpr–2)
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from coc to cho', chavg
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from cho to coc', hoavg
write (6, *) average interval of time from coc to coc', hbavg
write (6, *) 'average equil const, coc-chc', hoavg/chavg
write (6, *)
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now, calculate transition times for three residues going
from hoc to hihc and back to hoc. this is to get the free
energy for propagation of the helix.:
hhsum
hcsum
chsum
hhtim
hctim
chtim
hhsumi - 0
chsumi = 0
hcsumi = 0
tran = 0
sumtran - 0
k = 0
i = 1

:
605 continue

if ( i . eq. dihpr . or . i . eq. dihpr − 1) goto 650
C

if (k - eq. npoints ...and. i . lt. dihpr -1) then
write (6, *) 'residues’, i., i4-1, i-º-2
write (6, *) * + of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) avg hoc to hihc time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hinc to hoc time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hcc to hoc time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) equil const, hoc-hhc’, hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)
i = i + 1
k = 0
hhtim - 0
hctim - 0
chtim - 0
tran - 0
hhsumi = 0
chsumi - 0
hcsumi - 0

endif
C

k = k + 1
c

if (ang (i, k) . ne . 1) goto 605
c

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and. ang (i+l, k) .. eq. 1) goto 605
C

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) ... ne . 1 . and.
+ ang (i+2, k) .. eq. 1) goto 605

c

if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1 . and .
+ ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1) then

ch1 - k
endif
if (k . eq. npoints) goto 605

C

do 615 k-ch1+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) .. eq. 1 . and.

+ ang (i+2, k) .ne. 1) then
ch2 - k
goto 620

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 605

615 continue
c

620 if (k - eq. npoints) goto 605
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+

625

630
C

C:
640

do 625 k-ch2+1, npoints
if (ang (i, k) .. eq. 1 . and . ang (i+1, k) . ne . 1 . and .

ang (i+2, k) . ne . 1 ) then
Ch:3 = k
goto 630

endif
if (k - eq. npoints) goto 605

continue

continue

calculate average transition times for each set of residues
and also add up for overall average over all time
and all residues. first sum for each set of 3 residues and
then set to zero when move on to the next residue.

tran - tran + 1
chtim = (ch2 - chl) * dt
hctim = (ch.3 — ch2) * dt
hhtim - (ch3 – chl) * dt
hcsumi = hosumi + hotim
chsumi = chsumi + chtim
hhsumi = hlhsumi + hntim

now sum for all residues

chsum = chsum + chtim
hcsum = hosum + hot im
hhsum = hlhsum + hntim
sumtran - Sumtran + 1

write out this information for each residue
after going through all time points, done
below at line 640 for the last time point
of the last residue and above otherwise at
line 605.

goto 605

C
650

continue
write (6, *) 'residues', i, i-1, i-º-2
write (6, *) * * of transitions’, tran
write (6, *) 'avg hoc to hihc time interval', chsumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hinc to hoc time interval’, hosumi/tran
write (6, *) avg hoc to hoc time interval’, hbsumi/tran
write (6, *) 'equil const, hoc-hhc', hosumi/chsumi
write (6, *)

continue

hcavg = hosum. / sumtran
chavg = chsum / sumtran
hhavg = h hsum / sumtran

write (6, *) * overall averages---all residues, all time’
write (6, *) ' simulation time’, npoints *dt
write (6, *) 'average # of transitions per 3 res’, sumtran/ (dihpr-2)
write (6, *) average interval of time from hoc to hihc', chavg
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from hbo. to hoc', hoavg
write (6, *) 'average interval of time from hoc to hoc', hbavg
write (6, *) 'average equil const, hoc-hhc', hoavg/chavg
write (6, *)
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C

c

27

50
60

62

return
end

this routine calculates the times of hbond
breaks and reformation based on hbond
distances being < 3 A. this info is printed
out and from it the average time the hbonds
are broken etc is determined.

integer npoints, numbet, numbr, maxtim, i, k

parameter (maxtim-4000)

real end, sttim, betw
real broke, totbr, totbet, val (maxtim)

k=0
numbet = 0
numbr = 0
totbet = 0
totbr = 0
i = 1
end = 0
continue
k-k+1
if (k . eq. npoints) goto 62
if (val (k) .. le. 3.0) goto 27

sttim - k
write (6, *)' starting time of H-bond break’, sttim” dt
betwº- sttim - end
totbet = totbet + betw
numbet = numbet + 1

do 50 i-k, npoints - 1
if (i . eq. npoints - 1 . and . val (i) . gt. 3.0) then

k = i
goto 27
endif

if (val (i) . gt. 3.0) goto 50
end = i
broke - end - sttim
write (6, *)' length of time broken', broke *.dt
totbr = totbr + broke
numbr = numbr + 1
k = i
goto 60

continue
continue
goto 27
continue
if (val (k) . gt. 3.0 . and. val (k-1) . gt. 3.0) then

end - k
write (6, *)' end point is", end"dt
broke - end - sttim
write (6, *)' length of time broken', broke *.dt
totbr = totbr + broke
numbr = numbr + 1

elseif (val (k) . gt. 3.0 . and. val (k-1) . le. 3.0) then
sttim - k
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i
C

c

write (6, *)' end point is', sttim” dt
betwº- sttim - end
write (6, *)' time between breaks' , betw” dt
totbet - totbet + betw
numbet = numbet + 1

elseif (val (k) .. le. 3.0 . and . val (k-1) . le. 3.0) then
sttim = k
write (6, *)' end point is', sttim” dt
betwº- sttim -end
write (6, *)' time between breaks', betw” dt
totbet - totbet + betw
numbet - numbet + 1

elseif (val (k) .. le. 3.0 . and. val (k-1) . gt. 3.0) then
end = k
write (6, *)' end point is’, end"dt
broke - end - sttim
write (6, *)' length of time broken', broke *.dt
totbr = totbr + broke
numbr = numbr + 1

endif

check to make sure do not have divide by zero
which happens when the hydrogen bond never breaks.

if (numbr . eq. 0.0) numbr = 1
if (numbet . eq. 0.0) numbet - 1

write (6, *)
write (6, *)' total time broken (psec) - ', totbrºdt
write (6, *)' total time between (psec) - ', totbet” dt
write (6, *)' number of times broken- ', numbr
write (6, *)' average time broken- ', (totbr” dt) / numbr
write (6, *)' avg time interval betwbreaks', (totbet” dt)/numbet
write (6, *)' percentage of time broken', 100 *totbr/npoints

return
end

this routine calculates properties for hydrogen
bonding to an aromatic ring.

integer npoints, i, k, maxtim, maxat
integer angatl, angat 2, centl, cent 2

parameter (maxtim-4000, maxat-120)

real rx, ry, rz
real bot, angle, d12, d23, d.13, x1, x2
real y1, y2, z1, z2, val (maxtim), dis (maxtim)
real xatl, xat 2, yatl, yat 2, zatl, zat 2

common/ xcoord/x (maxtim, maxat)
common/ yooord/y (maxtim, maxat)
common/ zcoord/z (maxtim, maxat)

do 10 k-1, npoints

i = cent 1 ----- 1st atom in ring
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:
:

.

:
C

i

x1 = x (k, centl)
y1 = y (k, centl)
zl - z (k, centl)

i = cent 2 ----- 2nd atom in ring
x2 = x (k, cent 2)
y2 = y (k, cent.2)
z2 = z (k, cent 2)

rx = (x1 + x2) / 2
ry - (y1 + y2) / 2
rz - (z1 + z2) / 2

read in other two atoms for angle calculation where
center of ring point is one of the angle atoms.

i = angatl ---- 1st atom of angle
xatl - x (k, angatl)
yat1 = y (k, angatl)
zatl = z (k, angatl)

i = angat 2 ---- 2nd atom of angle
xat 2 - x (k, angat 2)
yat 2 = y (k, angat 2)
zat2 = z (k, angat 2)

calculate distance between two input atoms and center
of ring

dl2 = (xat 2-xatl) **2 + (yat 2-yat1) **2 + (zat 2–zatl) **2
d12 - sqrt (d.12)

d23 - (rx-xat2) **2 + (ry—yat 2) **2 + (rz-zat 2) **2
d23 - sqrt (d23)

d13 - (rx-xatl) **2 + (ry—yatl) **2 + (rz-zatl) **2
dl3 = sqrt (d.13)
dis (k) = d.13

bot = 2 * d12* d23
angle - d.12**2 + d23**2
angle - (angle – d.13” “2)/bot
val (k) = (acos (angle)) * 180.0 / 3.141592654

continue

return
end

This subroutine converts distances
calculated in the distance subroutine and
subtracts the necessary number of c-h
bond lengths specified in the input file
and then converts each distance to
1/d”3 and then averages these
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:

50

55

60

new distances. Then the average
is inverted and converted back
to d, giving a weighted distance
corresponding to a noe.

integer npoints, sub
integer maxtim

parameter (maxtim-4000)

real sum, min, max, avg, mean
real fluc (maxtim), fl2 (maxtim), fl2mean, fl2 sum, fl2sq
real flsum, flmean, sumst, flucst (maxtim), maxdev
real mindev, maxx, flost sum, flostavg, val (maxtim)

sumst = 0
sum = 0
max = 0.000001
min = 0.000001
do 50 k-1, npoints

if (sub . eq. 0) then
val (k) = val (k)
elseif (sub . eq. 1) then

val (k) = val (k) - 1.09
elseif (sub ...eq. 2) then

val (k) = val (k) - 2.18
endif
sumst = sumst + val (k)

continue
avg = sumst / npoints

do 55 k-1, npoints
flucst (k) = val (k) - avg
if (flucst (k) .. lt. 0) then

flucst (k) = - flucst (k)
else
flucst (k) = flucst (k)
endif

flsum = flsum + flucst (k)
val (k) = 1 / (val (k) **3)
sum = sum + val (k)

continue
flmean - flsum / npoints
mean - sum / npoints
fl2 sum = 0
flést sum =0
do 60 k-1, npoints

fluc (k) = val (k) - mean
if (fluc (k) .. lt. 0) then

fluc (k) = -fluc (k)
else

fluc (k) = fluc (k)
endif

fl6st sum = flost sum + fluc (k)
fl2(k) = fluc (k) * *2
fl2 sum = fl2sum + fl2(k)
if (val (k) . gt. min) then

min - val (k)
endif

if (val (k) .. lt. max) then
max = val (k)

endif
continue
fl2mean - fl2 sum / npoints
fléstavg = flost sum / npoints
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:
C

C

C

C

fl2mean = 1 / (fl.2mean * * 0.3333333)
flestavg = 1/ (fléstavg" * 0.3333333)
fl2sq - sqrt (fl.2mean)

mindev - (min - mean)
if (mindev . lt. 0.0) mindev = - mindev
maxdev = (max - mean)
if (maxdev . lt. 0.0) maxdev = - maxdev
mindev - 1/ ( (mindev) * * 0.3333333)
maxdev = 1/ ( (maxdev) * * 0.3333333)

if (mindev . gt. maxdev) then
maxx - mindev

else
maxx = maxdev

endif

write (6, *)' avg r is', avg
-

write (6, *)' avg weighted r is", 1/(mean” 0.3333333)
write (6, *)' mean fluc is', flmean
write (6, *) 'max deviation’, maxx
write (6, *) 'rms fluc is (r3 base)", fl2sq
write (6, *)' mean fluc (r3 base)', flostavg

return
end

this routine calculates cross correlation
coefficients between different dihedral pairs.
the dihedrals must be read in sequence in the
input file, as pairs of dihedrals are fed into
this routine.

integer npoints, maxtim

parameter (maxtim-4000)

real val (maxtim), val2 (maxtim), valr, val2r
real fa, fb
real cosa, sina, cosb, sinb
real fa2, fb2
real avgfa, avgfb, bot
real sumfa, sumfb, top, coravg
real sumfa2, sumfb2, sqavgfa, sqavgfb
real amean, bmean, smsina, smoosa, sms inb, smoosb

smsina - 0
smcosa = 0
sms inb = 0
smcosb = 0
sumfa = 0
sumfb = 0
sumfa2 = 0
sumfb2 - 0

convert to 0-360 convention and radians

degtorad - 3.1415927 / 180.0
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C

:

:

do 10 k-1, npoints
if (val (k) .. lt. 0.0) then

val (k) = val (k) + 360. 0
endif

if (val2(k) ..lt. 0.0) then
val2(k) = val2(k) + 360. 0

endif
valr - val (k) *degtorad
val2r - val2(k) *degtorad
cosa - cos (valr)
sina - sin (valr)
cosb = cos (val 2 r )
sinb = sin (val 2r)

sum all of the sines and cosines

smsina - smsina + sina
SmCosa - smoosa + Cosa
smsinb = sms inb + sinb
smcosb - smoosb + cosb

continue

divide the running sums by the total number of points

smsina - smsina / npoints
smoosa - smoosa / npoints
smsinb - smsinb / npoints
smoosb - smoosb / npoints

c

calculate the mean angle and test for some special cases

if (smoosa . eq. 0.0 . and . smsina . eq. 0.0) then
amean - 9999. 99999

else if ( (smoosa . eq. 0.0) ...and. (smsina . lt. 0.0) ) then
amean - 270.0

else if ( (smoosa . eq. 0.0) . and . (smsina .gt. 0.0) ) then
amean - 90.0

else if ( smcosa . gt. 0.0) then
amean - atan (smsina/smoosa) / degtorad

else
amean - 180.0 + (atan (smsina/smcosa) / degtorad)

endif

if (amean .gt. 180.0) amean - amean - 360.0

calculate the mean angle and test for some special cases

if (smoosb . eq. 0.0 . and. Smsinb . eq. 0.0) then
bmean - 9999. 99999

else if ( (smoosb . eq. 0.0) . and . (sms inb . lt. 0.0) ) then
bmean - 270.0

else if ( (smoosb . eq. 0.0) . and . (sms inb . gt. 0.0) ) then
bmean = 90.0

else if ( smcosb . gt. 0.0) then
bmean - atan (smsinb/smoosb) / degtorad

else
brmean - 180.0 + (atan (sms inb/smcosb) / degtorad)

endif

if (bmean . gt. 180.0) brmean - brmean - 360.0

do 15 k=l, npoints
fa = val (k) - amean

if (fa .gt. 180.0) then

for a

for b
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fa = fa - 360.0
endif

fa2 * far ºr 2

fb - val2(k) - bmean
if (fb .gt. 180.0) then

fb = fo - 360. 0
endif

fb2 = flow * 2

top - top + (fa" fo)
sumfa2 = sumfa2 + fa2
sumfb2 = sumfb2 + fo2

continue

avgfa = sumfa2 / npoints
avgfb - sumfb2 / npoints
sqavgfa - sqrt (avgfa)
sqavgfb - sqrt (avgfb)
top - top/npoints
bot - sqavgfa " sqavgfb
coravg = top/bot

write
write
write
write
write
write
write

return
end

(6, *)' npoints', npoints
(6, *)' avg a' , amean
(6, *)' avg b', bmean
(6, *)' avg correlation coefficient’, coravg
(6, *) 'rmsf a”, sqavgfa
(6, *) 'rmsf b”, sqavgfb
(6, *)
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APPENDIX II

The appendix describes two serious problems that I encountered with the molecular

dynamics module of AMBER that were never solved. The description that follows

merely attempts to document these problems. First, the problem of using the all-atom

representation with small peptides is described, which was alluded to in Chapter 3. The

second area involves documentation of a bug in the MD code for the Cray.

In testing the sigmoidal dielectric function, we wanted a small system so that long

simulations could be performed. It was also important to have structural experimental

data to evaluate our results. For these reasons, among others, we began to study the pep

tide described in Chapter 3. We were forced to compare the 2-D NMR data to our simu

lations with united atom models because our simulations using the all-atom representa

tion were unsuccessful. Two 500 ps simulations were performed of the peptide with the

all-atom model, one using the sigmoidal dielectric function and the other with the linear

function. In both simulations the peptide collapsed and lost helix content. Figure II.1

shows the end-to-end distance as a function of time using the sigmoidal function. The

structure collapsed after 300 ps and remained in that state for the following 200 ps. There

was no discernable helical structure in the peptide after approximately 200 ps. Also, both

simulations gave long distances corresponding to the observed NOEs. In fact, all of the

distances were considerably greater than 5 Å.

Initially we thought that the fast heating (<1 ps to reach the simulation temperature)

that is used with constant temperature simulations was causing the problem. To test this

idea, we slowly heated the peptide to 278 K over 20 ps. There was no improvement with

slower heating. It appears that the structures with all hydrogen atoms are inherently less

stable than the united atom counterparts. We evaluated the energy of the final structure

after 500 ps of MD using the all-atom model with both the all-atom and united atom

force field parameters. The total energy was over 60 kcal/mole higher using the all-atom

parameters. In fact, the only component of the potential energy function to favor the
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all-atom parameters was the dihedral term. It may be that the high density of atoms and

charges with the all-atom model causes strain that eventually leads to collapse. The 60

kcal/mole difference between the two representations for that particular structure was due

almost entirely to higher angle energy (by 54 kcal/mole) with the all-atom parameters.

This effect has not yet been reported with the all-atom force field and other studies may

have reported reasonable results with these parameters because the simulations were rela

tively short (< 50 ps).

The second major problem that I encountered with molecular dynamics involves a

bug in the Cray code. After running 4 ns of MD of polyalanine (Chapter 4) on the FPS

264 array processor, I wanted to repeat the simulation and collect structures more fre

quently for analysis. So, another 4 ns simulation was performed but this time on the Cray

X-MP. The results from this simulation were very intriguing because the peptide showed

almost the opposite behavior of the FPS simulation: the coil state was more stable than

the helix (the overall average helix content was 20%). Initially the results from these two

simulations seemed reasonable because the equilibrium constant between the helix and

coild state is approximately one. Unfortunately, further testing showed that the structures

were torn apart when run on the Cray. We took the final structure after 2 ns of MD on the

FPS, and from that structure and its associated velocities we performed 100 ps of MD on

the Cray.

Figure II.2 shows the end-to-end distance of the peptide for 2100-2200 ps from the

original FPS run (Figure II.2A) and the same time period on the Cray beginning from the

FPS structure (Figure II.2B). As can be seen from these plots, the peptide became much

more compact when run on the Cray compared to the FPS (note the different scales).

The two simulations should be essentially the same because the structures and velocities

determine the trajectory. Figure II.3 shows the fraction of helix during this time frame for

the two simulations. On the FPS the helix content remained fairly high during this time

period; however, on the Cray the helical structure was disrupted almost immediately. I
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